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Abbreviations!AR! ! ! androgen!receptor!bFGF! ! ! basic!fibroblastic!growth!factor!BPH! ! ! benign!prostatic!hyperplasia!BSA! ! ! bovine!serum!albumin!Ck! ! ! cytokeratin!Conc.! ! ! concentrated!CR! ! ! cysteineBrich!domain!CRD! ! ! cysteineBrich!domain!CSFB1! ! ! colony!stimulating!factor!1!Cdc42! ! ! cell!division!cycle!42!CTLD! ! ! CBtype!lectinBlike!domain!!Cy5! ! ! cyanineB5!DAPI! ! ! 4',6BdiamidinoB2Bphenylindole!DMEM!! ! Dulbecco’s!modified!essential!medium!EAT! ! ! epithelial!to!amoeboid!transition!ECL! ! ! enhanced!chemiluminescence!ECM! ! ! extracellular!matrix!ECPA2!! ! early!prostate!cancer!antigenB2!EMA! ! ! ethidium!monoazide!bromide!EMT! ! ! epithelial!to!mesenchymal!transition!Endo180! ! endocytic!receptor!180!(see!uPARAP)!ERK! ! ! extracellular!signalBregulated!kinase!ERM! ! ! Ezrin,!Radixin!and!Moesin!
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FCS! ! ! fetal!calf!serum!FNII! ! ! fibronectin!type!II!FRET! ! ! fluorescence!resonance!energy!transfer!FSC! ! ! forward!scatter!GAP! ! ! GTPase!activating!protein!GDI!! ! ! Guanine!nucleotide!dissociation!inhibitor!GEF! ! ! Guanine!nucleotide!exchange!factor!H&E! ! ! hematoxylin!and!eosin!HGF! ! ! hepatocyte!growth!factor!hOB! ! ! human!osteoblasts!IFB! ! ! immunofluorescent!buffer!IFF! ! ! immunofluorescent!staining!buffer!IGFBII! ! ! insulinBlike!growth!factor!2!KBSFM!! ! keratinocyte!serumBfree!medium!!LIMK1!! ! LIM!Domain!Kinase!1!MAT! ! ! mesenchymal!to!amoeboid!transition!MET! ! ! mesenchymal!to!epithelial!transition!MLC! ! ! myosin!light!chain!MLC2! ! ! myosin!light!chainB2!MT1BMMP! ! membraneBtype!1!matrix!metalloproteinase!MYPT1! ! myosin!phosphatase!target!subunit!1!NaN3! ! ! sodium!azide!PAK! ! ! p21!activated!kinase!PBS! ! ! phosphate!buffered!saline!!
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PDGF! ! ! plateletBderived!growth!factor!PDGFBBB! ! plateletBderived!growth!factorBBB!isoform!PE! ! ! phycoerythrin!PerCP! ! ! peridininBchlorophyllBprotein!Complex!PFA! ! ! paraformaldehyde!PI! ! ! propidiumBiodide!POR1! ! ! Porin!1!PSA! ! ! prostate!specific!antigen!PVDF! ! ! polyvinylidene!fluoride!qPCR! ! ! quantitative!real!time!polymerase!chain!reaction!ROCK! ! ! rho!kinase!RPMI! ! ! Roswell!Park!Memorial!Institute!medium!SSC! ! ! side!scatter!TBSBT! ! ! trisBbuffered!salineBTweenB20!TfR! ! ! transferrin!receptor!TG! ! ! tris!glycine!buffer!TGFBβ1! ! transforming!growth!factorBβ1!TMA! ! ! tissue!micro!array!TMPRSS2! ! transmembrane!protease,!serine!2!uPA! ! ! urokinaseBtype!plasminogen!activator!uPAR! ! ! uPA!receptor!uPARAP! ! uPAR!associated!protein!! !
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Abstract!Expression!of!the!transmembrane!type!I!receptor!Endo180!(CD280,!MRC2,!uPARAP)!has!been!associated!with!fibrosis,!breast!cancer,!glioma!and!head!and!neck!cancer.!In!this!thesis!I!have!evaluated!the!role!of!Endo180!in!prostate!cancer!pathology!with!a!particular!focus!on!its!link!to!increased!tumour!cell!migration!and!metastasis.!The!aims!of!my!project!were!as!follows:!(a)!to!ascertain!the!coBevolution!of!Endo180,!its!interaction!partners! and!domain! function! in&silico;! (b)! to!design!a!nonBradioactive!assay!to!enable!the!study!of!Endo180!phosphorylation! in&vitro;!(c)!to!establish!of!a!multiBcell! line! model! as! a! clinically! relevant! experimental! tool! to! investigate! the!relevance! of! Endo180! expression! with! prostate! cancer! progression;! and! (d)! to!conduct! the! first! full! clinicopathological! evaluation! of! Endo180! in! prostate! cancer!patients.!The! findings! presented! confirm! that! the!MRC2! gene,! which! encodes! Endo180,! is!conserved!throughout!all!known!vertebrate!genomes!and!that!functional!amino!acid!residues! within! the! receptor! are! conserved! across! a! wide! range! of! species.! A!putative!urokinaseBplasminogen! activator! uPABbinding!motif! located! in! the!CBtype!lectin!domainB4!(CTLDB4)!of!the!receptor!was!present!in!all!mammals!but!no!other!species.! ThreeBdimensional! modelling! revealed! that! the! motif! is! accessible! for!predicted! highBaffinity! binding! between! the! two! molecules.! To! investigate! the!biological!consequence!of! the! interaction!between!Endo180!and!uPA,!site!directed!mutagenesis!was!used!to!generate!Endo180!lacking!uPABbinding!capacity.!!2BD!SDSBPAGE,!immunoprecipitation!and!bandBshift!assays!failed!to!detect!Endo180!phosphorylation! in! fibroblasts;! a! finding! that!may!reflect! redundancy!of! this!postBtranslational!modification!in!stromal!versus!epithelial!cells.!!A!highBthroughput! screening! approach!was! taken! to! identify! factors! that! promote!epithelialBtoBmesenchymal! transition! (EMT)! like! responses! in! prostate! cell! lines!derived! from!normal!prostate!epithelium!(RWPEB1),!benign!hyperplasia! (RCN170,!RCN165),! primary! prostate! cancer! (RC92a,! RC58T)! and! secondary! metastatic!prostate!cancer!(LNCaP,!DU145!and!PC3).!With!the!exception!of!LNCaP!cells!all!lines!
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Figure&1.1.1:!Sagital!(A)!and!transverse!(B)!schematic!of!the!different!zones!of!the!prostate:!(CZ)! central! zone,! (TZ)! transition! zone! and! (PZ)! peripheral! zone.! Adapted! and! modified!based!on!(Choi!et!al.,!2007).!!In!humans!approximately!20B30%!of!the!seminal!fluids!are!secreted!by!the!prostate!(Martini!and!Ober,!2006;!Thibodeau!and!Patton,!1999).!The!secrete!of!the!prostate!is!emptied!into!the!urethra!by!smooth!muscle!contraction!during!the!emission!phase!but!before!the!expulsion!phase!(Sherwood,!2013).!The!prostate!contributes!several!components!to!the!seminal!plasma,!mainly!zinc,!citric!acid,!spermine,!seminin,!acid!
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phosphatase,! prostatic! acid! phosphatase! and! prostatic! specific! antigen! (Frick! and!Aulitzky,!1991;!Kumar!and!Majumder,!1995).!The!biological!importance!of!seminal!plasma! is!mainly! investigated! in! the! context! of! sperm! storage! for! the! breeding! of!cattle!and!to!a!lesser!extent!in!the!context!of!human!fertility!(Caballero!et!al.,!2012;!Juyena!and!Stelletta,!2012;!Kareskoski!and!Katila,!2008;!MuinoBBlanco!et!al.,!2008;!RodriguezBMartinez!et!al.,!2011).!In!humans,!the!slightly!basic!fluid!of!the!prostate!is!believed!to!improve!sperm!viability!(Sherwood,!2013;!Thibodeau!and!Patton,!1999).!Furthermore,! prostatic! clotting! enzymes! produce! fibrin! from! fibrinogen,! which!leads!to!clotting!of!the!semen,!thus!keeping!it!within!the!female!reproductive!tract!upon! withdrawal! of! the! penis.! Subsequently,! prostateBspecific! antigen,! PSA,!degrades!fibrin!to!release!sperm!(Sherwood,!2013).!The! organ! is! usually! categorised! into! a! central,! transition! and! peripheral! zone!(figure& 1.1.1)! (McNeal,! 1981;! Standring! and! Gray,! 2008).! The! transition! zone!(approximately! 5%! of! the! volume)! surrounds! the! prostatic! urethra! distal! of! the!openings!of!the!ejaculatory!ducts!(figure!1.1.1!TZ)!(Fine!and!Reuter,!2012;!Standring!and!Gray,!2008).!The!central!zone!(approximately!25B30%!of!the!volume)!surrounds!the!ejaculatory!ducts!but!does!not!surround!the!urethra!(figure!1.1.1!CZ)!(Fine!and!Reuter,! 2012;! Standring! and! Gray,! 2008).! Both! are! embedded! into! the! peripheral!zone!(approximately!65B70%!of!the!volume)!(figure!1.1.1!CZ).!However,!anteriorly,!both,!the!peripheral!zone!and!the!transition!zone!are!in!contact!with!nonBglandular,!pure!fibromuscular!stroma!(Fine!and!Reuter,!2012;!Standring!and!Gray,!2008).!These! three! zones! differ! in! their! developmental! origins! and! are! anatomically! and!histologically! distinguishable.! Initial! observations! by! McNeal! between! region! of!origin!and!aggressiveness!of!prostate!cancer!have!been!refined!over!the!years!(Fine!et! al.,! 2007;! Fine! and! Reuter,! 2012;! McNeal,! 1981).! Benign! prostate! hyperplasia,!BPH,!commonly!arises!from!the!transition!zone!which!usually!only!represents!5%!of!the! volume! of! the! organ! but! can! grow! to! become! the! largest! part! of! the! organ!(Standring!and!Gray,!2008).!Most!carcinomas!arise!from!the!peripheral!zone!while!the! central! zone! is! rarely! associated!with!malignancy! (Standring!and!Gray,!2008).!Interestingly,! the! central! zone! is! believed! to! arise! from! the!Wolffian! ducts! during!
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development!while!in!contrast,!both,!the!transition!and!peripheral!zone!are!believed!to!originate!from!the!urogenital!sinus!(Standring!and!Gray,!2008).!Histologically,!the!prostate!epithelium!appears!to!consist!of!two!distinct!cell!layers,!a! basal! layer! that! is! in! direct! contact!with! the!basal! lamina! and! luminal! cells! that!produce! the! secrete! of! the! prostate.! The! luminal! cell! layer! is! in! contact! with! the!basal! cell! layer! on! one! side! and! the! cavity! of! the! ducts! on! the! other! side.!Furthermore,! single! neuroendocrine! cells! are! present! throughout! the! epithelium!(Long!et!al.,!2005).!Experiments!in!mice!and!rats!have!demonstrated!that!androgen!deprivation!leads!to!apoptosis!and!loss!of!the!luminal!cell!layer.!Restoration!of!androgen!levels!leads!to!a!regeneration! of! the! luminal! cell! layer! (Sinha! and! Bentley,! 1984;! Verhagen! et! al.,!1988).! Therefore,! the! stem! cell! population! of! the! selfBrenewing! epithelium! is!believed!to!be! located!within!the!basal!cell! layer!(Robinson!et!al.,!1998;!Sinha!and!Bentley,!1984;!Verhagen!et!al.,!1988).!Basal!and!luminal!cells!express!different!patterns!of!keratins,!which!can!be!exploited!for!differentiation!in!immunohistochemistry.!In!addition!to!basal!and!luminal!cells,!at! least! two! intermediate! cell! types! have! been! identified! based! on! their! keratin!expression!patterns!in&vivo!(Hudson!et!al.,!2001;!Long!et!al.,!2005;!van!Leenders!et!al.,! 2000;! van! Leenders! and! Schalken,! 2003;! Verhagen! et! al.,! 1988;!Walker! et! al.,!2008).!!
1.1.2!Prostate!cancer!overview!
Prostate! cancer! is! a! common! disease! of!men! older! than! 50! years! of! age.! In!most!cases!prostate!cancer!is!asymptomatic!during!the!early!stages!of!the!disease!and!is!usually! detected! as! part! of! a! preventative! medicine! programme! following! the!measurement! of! serumBprostate! specific! antigen! (PSA)! levels! and! rectal!examination.!The! symptoms!of!prostate! cancer!usually!become!apparent!once! the!disease!has!metastasised! to!other!parts!of! the!body,! at!which! stage!a! cure! is! very!unlikely.!Prostate!cancer!primarily!metastasises!to!the!bone!(especially!to!the!pelvis!
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and!spinal!column),!rectum,!bladder!and!lymph!nodes.!For!these!reasons!alternative!biomarkers!to!help! indicate!progression!of!the!disease!and!new!therapies!to!delay!onset! of!metastasis! are!needed! (Miller! et! al.,! 2003;! van!der!CruijsenBKoeter! et! al.,!2005).!Basal!cell!carcinoma!of!the!prostate!is!an!extremely!rare!diagnosis!(Begnami!et!al.,!2007;! Komura! et! al.,! 2010;!Montironi! et! al.,! 2005).! It!was! originally! believed! that!prostate! cancer! originates! from! luminal! cells.! However,! there! is! an! increasing!amount! of! evidence! supporting! the! theory! that! luminalBlike! prostate! cancer!originates!from!progenitor!or!intermediate!cells!that!are!not!yet!fully!differentiated!into! luminal! cells! (Hudson,! 2004;! Long! et! al.,! 2005;! van! Leenders! and! Schalken,!2003;!Walker! et! al.,! 2008).! This! theory! is! based!on! the!high! susceptibility! of! fully!differentiated! luminal! cells! to! apoptosis! as! well! as! the! expression! patterns! of!keratins! and! cadherins.! The! expression! patterns! of! early! stage! prostate! cancer!resemble! those! of! intermediate! rather! than! fully! differentiated! luminal! cells!(Hudson,!2004;!Long!et!al.,!2005;!van!Leenders!and!Schalken,!2003;!Walker!et!al.,!2008).!! !
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1.1.3!Prostate!cancer!disease!staging!and!grading!


















o M1!Presence!of!metastatic!disease!!It!has!been!demonstrated!that!the!‘TBcategories’!correlate!with!disease!outcome!and!patient!survival! (Ohori!et!al.,!1994).!Sometimes,!prostate!cancer!was!staged! in! the!WhitmoreBJewett!system.!However,!it!has!been!demonstrated!that!the!TNM!system!has!superior!prognostic!value!(Zagars!et!al.,!1994).!
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The! pathologist! has! to! report! grades! in! the! format! Y+Z!where! Y! is! the! dominant!pattern! and! Z! is! the! minor! pattern.! A! Gleason! grade! of! 4+5! would! indicate! a!histological!sample!that!is!dominated!by!pattern!4!with!some!pattern!5!present.!The!proceedings!of! the! ISUP! in!2005!provide!guidelines! for! the!pathologist! on!how! to!report!an!overall!Gleason!grade! in!cases!where!very!small!proportions!of!a!minor!pattern! are! present.! Additionally,! the! grading! of! samples! with! more! than! two!patterns! is!defined.!Furthermore,! there!are! instructions!on! the!applicability!of! the!Gleason! system! onto! tissues! that! deviate! from! the! 5! patterns! such! as! small! cell!carcinomas!(Epstein!et!al.,!2005;!Osunkoya,!2012).!
1.1.4!Course!of!disease!and!treatment!
Patients!diagnosed!with!prostate!cancer!that!has!not!yet!broken!out!of!the!capsule!surrounding! the! prostate! gland! (T1B2! N0/X! M0/X)! will! either! be! treated! with!radiotherapy!or!undergo!surgery!to!remove!the!cancerous!lobe.!In!the!case!of!a!very!early!stage!of!the!disease!(T1–2a,!Gleason!<6,!PSA!<10!mg/l)!active!monitoring!until!treatment!is!common!practice!and!justifiable!since!this!approach!is!associated!with!a!99%!diseaseBspecific!8!year!survival!rate!(Horwich!and!Parker,!2007).!If! the! disease! breaks! out! of! the! capsule! (T3–4! N0/X! M0/X)! longBterm! hormone!therapy!becomes!a!standard!treatment.!However,!once!the!disease!has!metastasised!a!cure!is!impossible.!At!this!stage!the!disease!can!be!managed!by!hormone!therapy,!which! normally! remains! effective! until! insensitivity! to! this! treatment! develops.!Hormone!independent!disease!is!currently!treated!with!taxaneBbased!chemotherapy!or!radiotherapy!(Horwich!and!Parker,!2007).!!The!unique!responsiveness!of!prostate!cancer!to!hormone!therapy!has!been!studied!extensively! since! its! discovery! in! 1941! (Taplin,! 2007)! and! this! has! led! to! the!development!of! successful! strategies! for! the! treatment!of! the!hormoneBresponsive!stage!of!the!disease!(Singer!et!al.,!2008).!The!new!focus!and!major!challenge!facing!prostate!cancer!research!is!to!improve!the!treatment!and!management!of!advanced!hormoneBindependent!prostate!cancer.!
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1.1.5!CellGline!models!available!for!prostate!cancer!research!
The! LNCaP! cell! line!was! isolated! from! a! lymph! node!metastasis! of! a! patient!with!advanced!prostate!carcinoma!(Horoszewicz!et!al.,!1980).!Three!years! later!the!cell!line! was! characterised! for! its! androgen! dependent! growth.! In! these! studies,! the!depletion!of!steroids!from!fetal!bovine!serum!(FBS)!by!charcoal!filtration!added!to!culture! medium! reduced! the! proliferation! of! LNCaP! cells! and! addition! of!dihydrotestosterone! (DHT)! to! steroidBdepleted! culture! medium! restored! their!normal!capacity!for!growth!(Horoszewicz!et!al.,!1983).!The!failure!of!earlier!as!well!as! later! attempts! to! isolate! androgen! sensitive! cell! lines! from!malignant! prostate!tissue! established! the! LNCaP! cell! line! as! the! leading! cell! line! model! for! prostate!cancer!research!(Fizazi!and!Navone,!2005).!!A!PubMed!search:!prostate!AND!“name!of!cell!line”;!carried!out!on!27th!of!September!2011! revealed! 4944! studies! using! LNCaP! cells! and! 1818! and! 1815! respective!studies! of! the! PC3! and! DU145! androgenBindependent! cell! lines,! which! were!generated!at!a!similar!time!(Kaighn!et!al.,!1979;!Mickey!et!al.,!1980).!More!than!half!of!all!studies!using!the!LNCaP!cell!line!in!the!same!time!period!appear!to!have!either!a! specific! or! general! focus! on! the! role! of! androgen! in! prostate! cancer! (PubMed!search:!“prostate”!AND!“LNCaP!AND!androgen!=!2442!studies).!!PC3! cells!were! isolated! from!a!metastatic!bone! lesion! in! the! lumbar!vertebra!of! a!prostate! cancer! patient;! and! DU145! cells! were! isolated! from! a! rare! visceral!metastatic!lesion!located!in!the!parietoBoccipital!fissure!of!the!cerebrum!of!another!prostate!cancer!patient!who!had!the!added!complication!of!lymphocytic!leukaemia!(Kaighn!et!al.,!1979;!Mickey!et!al.,!1980).!In!contrast!to!LNCaP!cells,!PC3!and!DU145!cell!lines!can!be!employed!to!model!advanced!androgenBinsensitive!prostate!cancer.!To!date!no!other!cell! line,!representing!the!early,!nonBinvasive!state!of!the!disease,!has!been!widely!used!for!prostate!cancer!research.!!In!1997!Bello!et!al.!immortalised!cells!derived!from!healthy!prostates!using!HPV18!virus!and!established!the!RWPEB1!cell!line!(Bello!et!al.,!1997).!A!PubMed!search!on!27th! September! 2011! revealed! that! this! cell! line! has! been! used! in! a! total! of! 127!
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studies,!mainly! in! the! capacity!as!a!negative! control! representing!normal!prostate!epithelium.!The!same!group!went!on!to!create!cell! lines!from!patients!with!benign!hyperplasia! (BPH)! and! early/intermediate! prostate! cancer! using! hTert,! which! is!considered!to!be!a!superior! immortalisation!technique!compared!to!HPV18.!These!cell! lines!have!been!characterised!by! the!group! for! their!androgen!responsiveness!and!growth!profiles!and!a!collaborative!studies!have!been!reported!(Gu!et!al.,!2006;!Li!et!al.,!2007;!Li!et!al.,!2008;!Miki!et!al.,!2007).!Further!characterisation!of!these!cell!lines!for!their!proBmigratory!and!invasive!properties!has!been!included!in!this!thesis!(see!Section&5).!
1.1.6!The!search!for!prostate!cancer!biomarkers!
Although! prostate! cancer! remains! a!major! cause! of! death! in! the! developed!world!most!men!diagnosed!with! the!disease!will!present!with!a! lowBrisk!status! (Gleason!score!4B6).!This!has!been!achieved,!at!least!in!part,!by!the!widespread!use!of!serum!PSA! as! a! screening! biomarker.! Unfortunately,! the! PSABtest! detects! a! high! rate! of!falseBpositives!and!falseBnegatives!(Polascik!et!al.,!1999;!Thompson!et!al.,!2004).!For!this!reason!several! improvements! to! the!PSABtest!and!the!search! for!new!prostate!cancer! biomarkers! has! become! a! rapidly! developing! area! of! research.! The!major!healthcare!aims!are!to!reduce!the!amount!of!unnecessary!biopsies,!to!detect!cancer!associated!with! low!serum!PSA!and! to! improve!diagnosis! and!prognosis!based!on!the!analysis!of!needle!core!biopsies,!serum!or!urine!(Makarov!et!al.,!2009).!Several! antigens! have! been! under! investigation! with! the! potential! to! become!prostate!cancer!biomarkers.!DD3PCA3/UPMB3!is!a!pseudo!gene!with!an!mRNA!level!that!is!positively!correlated!with!and!specific!for!prostate!cancer.!mRNA!levels!can!be!measured!via!realBtime!quantitative!reverse!transcriptionBPCR!(Bussemakers!et!al.,! 1999;! de! Kok! et! al.,! 2002;! Makarov! et! al.,! 2009).! The! marker! is! now! under!consideration!for!its!suitability!as!a!diagnostic!and/or!prognostic!urine!test!(Deras!et!al.,!2008;!Groskopf!et!al.,!2006;!Hessels!et!al.,!2003;!Makarov!et!al.,!2009;!Sokoll!et!al.,!2008;!van!Gils!et!al.,!2007).!Early!prostate!cancer!antigenB2!(ECPAB2),!which!can!be!detected!in!serum,!discriminates!between!the!different!stages!of!prostate!cancer!
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with! a! significantly! higher! sensitivity! than! PSA! (Leman! et! al.,! 2007).! Another!promising!approach!is!to!monitor!for!chromosomal!gene!rearrangements!(Barry!et!al.,! 2007;! Demichelis! et! al.,! 2007;! Demichelis! and! Rubin,! 2007),! with! the!rearrangement!of! the!TMPRSS2!gene! locus!having! significant!promise! in! this! area!(Soller!et!al.,!2006;!Tomlins!et!al.,!2005).!Work!recently!carried!out!in!the!laboratory!of! Dr! Justin! Sturge! at! Imperial! College! London! has! identified! a! strong! positive!correlation!between!the!expression!of!tumourBcell!associated!Endo180!and!Gleason!sum!score,!which!suggests!it!has!the!potential!to!be!used!as!a!diagnostic!measure!of!prostate!cancer!disease!status!(Kogianni!et!al.,!2009).!This!thesis!reports!on!the!first!investigation! of! Endo180! expression! as! a! biomarker! in! prostate! tissue! for! the!prediction!of!patient!survival!(see!Section&5).!! !
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1.2!Cancer!Metastasis!Approximately!10%!of!tumour!related!deaths!are!attributed!to!the!primary!tumour.!The! remaining! 90%! are! caused! by! the! development! of! secondary! tumours! at!adjacent!or!more!distant!tissue!sites.!Metastasis!involves!tumour!cell!dissemination!from!the!primary!tumour!and!intravasation!into!lymphatic!or!blood!vessels!followed!by! subsequent! extravasation! of! circulating! tumour! cells! (CTCs)! at! a! distant! tissue!site!where!they!form!micrometastasis!(Weinberg,!2007).!The!selection!of!a!new!host!tissue!is!not!random.!The!most!common!metastastic!site!in!prostate!cancer!is!bone.!Bone!metastasis!will!occur!in!40%!of!all!men!diagnosed!with!prostate!cancer.  
 
!
Figure& 1.2.& Cancer& metastasis& (Epithelial):& (A)! Cancer! cells! (yellow)! grow! amongst! a!healthy! epithelium! (green).! (B)! Cancer! cells! (yellow)! break! through! the! basal! lamina!(brown)!and!gain!access!to!the!extracellular!matrix.!(C)!Cancer!cells!(yellow)!traverse!the!blood!vessel!walls!(grey)!and!enter!into!the!bloodstream.!(D)!Cancer!cells!(yellow)!adhere!to! the! inner! walls! of! a! blood! vessel! (grey).! (E)! Cancer! cells! (yellow)! traverse! the! blood!vessel!walls! (grey)! and!enter! into! the! extracellular!matrix!of! a! secondary! site.! (F)! Cancer!cells! (yellow)! proliferate! into! a! metastasis.! A! similar! diagram! can! be! found! in! (Alberts,!2002).!!
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The! epithelium! separates! mesenchymeBderived! connective! tissue! from! body!cavities.! Single! epithelial! cell! layers! are! the! simplest! type! of! epithelium.! MultiBlayering! of! epithelia! helps! to! increase! their! physical! strength! and! elasticity.!Epithelial! cells! maintain! the! basal! lamina! at! the! interface! with! connective! tissue.!Mesenchymal! cells! (e.g.! fibroblasts)! localised! in! the! connective! tissue! can! secret! a!loosely!organised!reticular!lamina!adjacent!to!the!epithelial!basal!lamina.!The!basal!and!reticular!lamina!combine!to!form!the!basement!membrane.!In!addition!to!their!different!locations!epithelial!and!mesenchymal!cells!also!differ!in!their!cytoskeletal!structure! and! organisation! of! cellBcell! contacts.! Epithelial! cells! have! strong! basalBapical! polarity! and! form! tight! junctions! with! neighbouring! cells.! Whereas! on! the!other! side! of! the! basement! membrane! the! mesenchymal! cells! display! frontBback!polarity!and!establish!loose!gap!junctions!with!proximal!cells!(Gilbert,!2000).!EMT! can! be! described! as! a! process! where! epithelial! cells! lose! their! basalBapical!polarity!and!gain!frontBback!polarity.!The!process!involves!the!transition!of!the!cell’s!expression! profile! from! cellBcell! junction! proteins! and! cytokeratin! intermediate!filaments!towards!fibronectin!and!vimentin! intermediate!filaments.!This! leads!to!a!functional! change,! where! stationary! cells! have! acquired! the! capability! to!migrate!and!invade!the!ECM!of!the!connective!tissue!compartment!(Boyer!and!Thiery,!1993;!Hay,! 1995;! Thiery,! 1984;! Thiery! et! al.,! 2009;! Thiery! and! Sleeman,! 2006).! EMT! is!observed! in! various! species,! including! mammals,! during! the! tissue! remodelling!events! required! for! developmental! processes! like! the! formation! of! the!mesoderm!and!neural!crest!(Duband!et!al.,!1995;!Kimelman,!2006;!Thiery!et!al.,!2009;!Thiery!and!Sleeman,!2006;!Viebahn,!1995)!(see!Section&1.3.2).!The!potential!role!of!EMTBlike!events! in!cancer!progression! is!an! intensive!field!of!investigation!(Chaffer!and!Weinberg,!2011;!Hanahan!and!Weinberg,!2011;!Huber!et!al.,! 2005;! Lee! et! al.,! 2006;! Thiery,! 2002;! Thiery! et! al.,! 2009;! Yang! and!Weinberg,!2008)(see!Section&1.3.4).!
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The!terminology!for!the!concepts!of!epithelialBtoBmesenchymal!transition,!EMT,!and!the! reverse! process! of! mesenchymalBtoBepithelial! transition,! MET,! appear! to!originate!from!the!field!of!cancer!research!in!the!early/mid!1990s!(Bae!et!al.,!1993).!In! the! 1980s,! the! process! was! referred! to! as! epithelialBtoBmesenchymal!transformation! or! epitheliumBmesenchyme! interconversion! in! developmental!biology.! For! example,! Jean! Pierre! Thiery,! a! dominant! figure! in! this! field,! wrote! a!review! early! in! his! career! where! he! referred! to! the! process! as! epitheliumBmesenchymeBinterconversion!(Thiery,!1984).!Since! the! late!1990s,! the!“transition”!terminology!is!used!in!cancer/fibrosis!research!as!well!as!developmental!biology.!
1.3.2!EMT!in!development!




While!a!large!body!of!literature!addresses!disease!development,!comparatively!few!articles! focus! on! developmental! biology.! The! majority! of! those! involve! rodent!models.!A!recent!review!addresses!the!significant!physiological!difference!between!the! rodent!and!human!prostate!but!postulates! that! their!developmental!processes!are!similar!(Meeks!and!Schaeffer,!2011;!Prins!and!Putz,!2008).!The!central!zone!of!the!prostate!is!believed!to!arise!from!the!Wolffian!ducts!during!development!while!in!contrast,!both,!the!transition!and!peripheral!zone!are!believed!to!originate!from!the! urogenital! sinus! (Standring! and! Gray,! 2008).! In! humans! the! prostate! is! fully!differentiated!at!birth,!while!in!rodents!it!continues!to!grow!for!up!to!15!days!after!birth.!In!humans!the!prostate!grows!to!approximately!2!grams!in!a!newborn!infant!and! up! to! 20! grams! during! puberty! (Meeks! and! Schaeffer,! 2011;! Prins! and! Putz,!2008).!The!prostate!weighs!approximately!8g!in!young!males!(Standring!and!Gray,!2008).!At!age!45B55!there!is!further!growth!to!30B150!grams!(Meeks!and!Schaeffer,!2011;!Prins!and!Putz,!2008;!Standring!and!Gray,!2008).!
Table&1.3!lists!the!transcription!factors!and!signalling!pathways!implicated!in!EMT!and!cited!work!where!this!has!been!linked!to!prostate!cancer.!However,!the!role!of!EMT!in!prostate!development!has!not!been!clarified.!A!recent!article!(published!in!Chinese)! reports! that! EMT! plays! a! crucial! role! during! prostate! development! in!humans.!The!abstract!(available!in!English)!states!that!the!expression!of!EBcadherin!in!prostate!epithelial!cells! is! increased!during!human!gestation,!whereas!vimentin,!NBcadherin!and!Twist1!are!decreased! (Zhou!et! al.,! 2011).! In! contrast! to!kidney!or!heart!development!(Thiery!et!al.,!2009)!it!is!unknown!which!cell!populations!in!the!prostate!undergo!EMTBMET,!where!they!migrate!and!how!this!process!is!controlled.!! !
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Transcription!factor/!signalling!pathway! Involvement!in!prostate!development!DHT/AR! (Prins!and!Putz,!2008)!HoxaB13!and!HoxdB13! (Oefelein! et! al.,! 1996;! Podlasek! et! al.,! 1999b;!Podlasek!et!al.,!1997;!Warot!et!al.,!1997)!HoxbB13! (Economides! and! Capecchi,! 2003;! Edwards! et! al.,!2005;!Huang!et!al.,!2007;!Sreenath!et!al.,!1999)!HoxaB9,!HoxaB10,!HoxaB11! (Takahashi!et!al.,!2004)!Nkx3.1! (BhatiaBGaur!et!al.,!1999;!Bieberich!et!al.,!1996;!Kim!et!al.,!2002;!Prins!et!al.,!2006;!Schneider!et!al.,!2000;!Sciavolino!et!al.,!1997;!Tanaka!et!al.,!2000)!Fox!A1!!(formerly!Hnf3),!A2! (Gao!et!al.,!2005;!Kopachik!et!al.,!1998;!Mirosevich!et!al.,!2005)!!Notch1! (Shou! et! al.,! 2001;! Wang! et! al.,! 2006;! Wang! et! al.,!2004)!Sonic!hedgehog!(Shh)! (Barnett!et!al.,!2002;!Berman!et!al.,!2004;!Lamm!et!al.,!2002;! Podlasek! et! al.,! 1999a;! Pu! et! al.,! 2004;! Zhu! et!al.,!2007)!FGF10! (Donjacour!et!al.,!2003;!Kuslak!and!Marker,!2007)!Noggin,!BMP4,!BMP7! (Grishina!et!al.,!2005)!TGFβ1!TGFβRI,!TGFβRII! (Chang!et!al.,!1999;!Itoh!et!al.,!1998;!Tanji!et!al.,!1994;!Timme!et!al.,!1994;!Tomlinson!et!al.,!2004)!NB.!testosterone!affects!TGFβ1!expression!the!canine!prostate! (Shidaifat! et! al.,! 2007)! and! TGFβ! family!members! regulate! prostate! development! in! the!human!foetus!(Raghow!et!al.,!1999).!Activin!β,!activin!βB! (Cancilla!et!al.,!2001)!Wnt2,!Wnt2b,!Wnt7b,!Wnt4,!Wnt5a,!Wnt11,!Fzd2,!Fzd4,!Dsh1! (Bierie!et!al.,!2003;!Huang!et!al.,!2009;!Pu!et!al.,!2007)!SFrp1,!sFrp2! (Joesting!et!al.,!2005;!Zhang!et!al.,!2006)!
Table& 1.3.& Growth& factors& important& in& prostate& development.! This! table! is! largely!based!on!two!reviews!(Meeks!and!Schaeffer,!2011;!Prins!and!Putz,!2008).!
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1.3.4!Potential!role!for!EMTGlike!processes!in!carcinoma!progression!!
Loss!of!EBcadherin!is!a!hallmark!in!EMT!and!is!strongly!correlated!with!carcinoma!progression! and! poor! prognosis! (VincentBSalomon! and! Thiery,! 2003;! Yang! and!Weinberg,! 2008).! EMTBassociated! transcription! factors! can! drive! this! loss! of! EBcadherin! expression;! direct!mutations! in!CDH1! or! postBtranscriptional! control! can!also! play! a! part! (Yang! and! Weinberg,! 2008).! The! upregulation! of! EMTBinducing!transcription!factors!is!observed!in!many!tumours!(Yang!and!Weinberg,!2008).!
!
Figure&1.3.4.&EMT&and&MET&in&cancer&metastasis.!Cancer!cells!(yellow)!undergo!epithelial!to!mesenchymal!transition,!EMT,!and!acquire!an!invasive!and!migratory!phenoptype!(red).!After! passing! through! the! bloodstream! and! nesting! in! a! secondary! site! (metastasis),! the!cancer! cells! undergo! the! reverse! process,!mesenchymal! to! epithelial! transition,!MET,! and!acquire!an!epithelial!phenotype.!A!similar!diagram!can!be!found!in!(Chaffer!and!Weinberg,!2011;!Kalluri!and!Weinberg,!2009).!!The!idea!that!carcinoma!cells!might!undergo!EMT!in!order!to!gain!the!capability!to!migrate!through!the!ECM!and!undergo!MET!at!a!distant!site!to!form!a!metastasis!is!intriguing.!Growth!factors!in!the!tissue!of!origin!may!induce!EMT!in!carcinoma!cells,!whereas! the! absence! of! these! growth! factors! will! induce! MET! once! the! cell! has!escaped!from!the!primary!site.!The!first!proposition!that!EMT!might!be!involved!in!
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cancer!metastasis! is! often! attributed! to! Elizabeth! Hay! (Hay,! 1995).! The! theory! is!strongly! advocated! and! supported! by! JeanBPierre! Thiery! and! Robert! Weinkauf!(Chaffer! and!Weinberg,! 2011;! Hanahan! and!Weinberg,! 2011;! Thiery! et! al.,! 2009;!Thiery!and!Sleeman,!2006).!Reviews!written!by!both!authors!depict!EMT!as!the!best!model! to! explain! cancer! metastasis.! As! mentioned! in! Section& 1.3! the! current!concept!involves!cancer!stem!cell!EMT.!The!theory!of!EMT!in!cancer!progression!is!not! universally! accepted.! The! process! of! EMT! and! subsequent! MET! during!development! is!a!rapid!process.! In!carcinomas!there! is!a!gradual!shift! towards!the!upregulation! of! mesenchymal! and! downregulation! of! epithelial! markers! over!several! months! or! years! (Tarin! et! al.,! 2005).! The! transient! nature! of! “real”!(developmentalBtype)! EMT! makes! it! very! difficult! to! study! in! cancer! biology.! In!development! the!process!can!be!studied! in!realBtime,! for!example!by!using!optical!sheet!microscopy.!Observing!a!cancer!cell!undergoing!EMT,!following!it!through!the!circulation! and! observing! it! to! undergo! MET! in! foreign! tissue! is! far! more!challenging.!
1.3.5!EMT!in!prostate!cancer!progression!
Nauseef!and!Henry!recently!reviewed!the!state!of!investigation!into!EMT!in!prostate!cancer!(Nauseef!and!Henry,!2011).!The!authors!make!the!distinction!between!“real!EMT”! and! “apparent! EMT”.! The! first! is! a! fast! process! induced! by! growth! factors!while! the! latter! is! a! slow! transformation! over! many! generations! from! a! clear!epithelial! phenotype! to!mixed!or!pure!mesenchymal!phenotype.!Apparent!EMT! in!prostate!cancer!tissue!was!shown!in!several!studies!that!measured!the!expression!of!individual! markers! for! EMT! in! prostate! cancer! specimens,! namely! EBcadherin,!vimentin,! ZEB1,! Twist! and! NBcadherin.! The! overall! trend! is! an! increase! of!mesenchymal! markers! with! Gleason! grade! and! metastasis! with! a! decrease! of!epithelial! markers.! However,! not! all! studies! surveyed! in! the! article! support! this!trend!(Nauseef!and!Henry,!2011).!The!study!of!fast!or!“real”!EMT!in!prostate!cancer!was!limited!to!cell!line!and!animal!work.!One!of!the!major!set!backs!for!progress!in!this!area!is!the!limited!availability!
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CD280;! collagenBbinding! factor! Endo180;! CBtype! mannose! receptor! 2;! endocytic!receptor! 180;! Endo180& (used& throughout& the& thesis);! macrophage! mannose!receptor! 2;! mannose! receptor,! CBtype! 2;! MRC2;! urokinaseBtype! plasminogen!activator!receptor!associated!protein!(uPARAP).!
1.4.2!Historical!background!
Endo180! was! originally! identified! and! characterised! as! a! constitutively! recycling!type! I! transmembrane! receptor! (Isacke!et! al.,! 1990;! Sheikh!et! al.,! 2000).!Endo180!was! next! confirmed! to! be! part! of! the!mannose! receptor! family! (Wu! et! al.,! 1996),!which!includes!three!other!members:!DECB205!(CD205),!mannose!receptor!(CD206)!and! MBtype! phospholipase! A2! receptor.! Later! Endo180! was! identified! to! be!urokinase! plasminogen! activator! receptor! associated! protein! (uPARAP),! a! name!adopted! through! its! ability! to! form! a! triBmolecular! complex! with! proBurokinase!plasminogen! activator! (proBuPA)! and! urokinase! plasminogen! activator! receptor!(uPAR)!(Behrendt!et!al.,!2000).!The!majority!of!research!studies!on!Endo180!reported!to!date!have!been!carried!out!by! Professor! Clare! Isacke! (Institute! of! Cancer! Research,! London)! and! Dr! Neils!Behrendt! (Copenhagen),! who! are! respective! authors! on! 20! and! 11! of! the! 46!research! articles! that!have!been!published! to!date.!Research!by!other! groups!was!limited!due!to!the!lack!of!a!commercial!antibody.!However,!Santa!Cruz!(antiBhuman)!and!R&D!(antiBhuman!and!antiBmouse)!now!stock!antiBEndo180!antibodies,!which!have! been! successfully! used! to! generate! data! reported! in! a! number! of! recent!publications!(Bianchetti!et!al.,!2011;!Ye!et!al.,!2011).!Endo180! has! been! the! focus! of! several! comprehensive! reviews! (Behrendt,! 2004;!East!and!Isacke,!2002;!Engelholm!et!al.,!2009;!Llorca,!2008).!!
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1.4.3!Endo180!gene!locus,!alternative!splicing!and!regulation!of!expression!
MRC2,! which! encodes! Endo180,! is! located! at! chromosomal! position! 17q24.2,!consists!of!36!exons!and!is!67.4!kb!long!(East!and!Isacke,!2002).!One!splice!variant!has!been!detected!in!human!foetal!liver!(Wu!et!al.,!1996).!A!homozygous!mutation!in!the!ORF!of!MRC2! in!Belgian!Blue!cattle!results! in!rapid!degradation!of!Endo180!mRNA!and!loss!of!Endo180!protein.!Absence!of!Endo180!in!affected!animals! leads! to! crooked! tail! syndrome! (Fasquelle! et! al.,! 2009).!A! similar!observation!was!made! in!some! litters!of!partial!Endo180!knockout!mice!but! these!results!were!not!reproducible!(J.!Sturge,!personal!communication).!MCF7!human!breast!cancer!cells!were! investigated! for! the! identification!of! factors!that!induce!the!expression!of!Endo180,!with!a!specific!focus!on!transforming!growth!factorBbetaB1 (TGFBβ1),!hepatocyte!growth!factor!(HGF),!insulinBlike!growth!factorBII!(IGFBII),! basic! fibroblastic! growth! factor! (bFGF),! which! can! promote! EMTBlike!responses!in!cancer!(Thiery,!2002).!TGFBβ1!was!the!only!factor!to! induce!Endo180!upregulation! in! MCFB7Bcell! monolayers! (Wienke! et! al.,! 2007).! Endo180Boverexpression!was! able! to! induce! EMTBlike! events! in!MCF7! cells! (cell! scattering,!elongated!morphology,! loss!of!EBcadherin)! (J.! Sturge,!unpublished).! Similarly,!EGF,!PDGF!and!TGFBβ1!were!tested!in!for!their!ability!to!upregulate!Endo180!in!U87MG!glioma!cells.!Again!TGFBβ1!was!the!only!factor!to!upregulate!Endo180.!Suppression!of!Smad3!signalling!reduced!Endo180!expression!to!below!baseline!levels!indicating!that! its! expression! is! maintained! via! a! TGFBβ1Bdependent! autocrine! loop! in! this!human!glioma!cell!line!(Huijbers!et!al.,!2010).!Western!blot!and!RTBPCR!analysis!revealed!that!Endo180!expression!is!induced!by!TGFBβ1,!EGF!and!PDGF!in!human!gingival!fibroblasts!and!with!TGFBβ1,!EGF,!HBBEGF!or!KGF!in!HaCaT!keratinocytes!(Honardoust!et!al.,!2006).!InterferonBgamma!(IFNBγ)!induces!coBexpression!of!Endo180!and!MT1BMMP!in!murine!macrophages!on!type!I!collagen!and!this!response!was!inhibited!by!interleukinB10!(ILB10)!(Ye!et!al.,!2010).!Endo180!expression!in!hepatic!stellate!cells!(HSC)!of!human,!mouse!and!rat!origin!(Mousavi!et!al.,!2009)!confers!their!ability!for!collagen!uptake!(Mousavi!et!al.,!2005).!
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Endo180Bdependent! collagen! uptake! is! increased! in! HSC! following! their!differentiation! into! myofibroblastBlike! cells,! an! event! that! normally! follows!responseBtoBinjury!in!the!liver!and!can!be!activated!by!the!culture!of!primary!HSC’s.!!Endo180! expression! has! been! quantified! in! various! human! and! rat! tissue! types!using!Western!blot!and!Northern!blot!analysis!(Isacke!et!al.,!1990;!Wu!et!al.,!1996).!This!analysis!has!been!extended! to! include!a!wide!panel!of!human! tissue! types! in!this! thesis! (see! Section& 4).! The! Endo180! status! of! certain! cell! lines! has! been!confirmed! (Table& 1.4.3).! Endo180! expression! in! a! panel! of! normal,! benign! and!malignant!prostate!cell!lines!has!been!confirmed!in!this!thesis!(see!Section&5).!! !
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NIHB3T3!MG63! mesenchymal,!fibroblast!bone,!osteosarcoma! mouse!human! +!+! Howard,! Isacke!(2002)!MCF7! epithelial,!breast!carcinioma! human! B! Wienke! et! al.,!(2003)!Primary!cells! dermis,!fibroblast! mouse! +! Engelholm! et! al.,!(2003)!MEF! embryonic,!fibroblast! mouse! +! East! et! al.,!(2003)!MDABMBB231! myoepithelial,!breast!carcinoma! human! +! Sturge! et! al.,!(2003)!MC615!HT1080! cartilage,!chondrocyte!connective,!fibrosarcoma! mouse!human! +!+! Howard! et! al.,!(2004)!HEK293! embryonic,!kidney! human! B! Fernandez! et! al.,!(2005)!Gingival!cells!HaCat!! gingival,!fibroblast!dermal,!keratinocyte! human!human! +!+! Honardoust! et!al.,!(2006)!
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Table&1.4.3!Endo180!expression.!The!first!recorded!reference!is!cited.!HSC:!hepatic!stellate!cell;! HUVEC:! human! umbilical! vein! endothelial! cells;!MEF:!murine! embryonic! fibroblasts;!DMEC:!dermal!microvascular!endothelial! cells;!BMM:!bone!marrow!derived!macrophages;!BMSC;!bone!marrow!derived!stromal!cells.!
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1.4.4!Endo180!partial!knockout!mice!and!Endo180!in!development!
The!role!of!Endo180!in!developmental!biological!processes!has!only!been!analysed!in! mice! to! date.! Endo180! is! expressed! during! murine! bone! development! in! all!tissues! undergoing! ossification.! The! presence! of! Endo180! mRNA! has! also! been!shown! in! immature! as! well! as! mature! osteoblasts! (Engelholm! et! al.,! 2001b).!Endo180!expression!is!high!in!young!but!low!in!old!CBA!and!STR/ort!mice!(Howard!et!al.,!2004).!Therefore,!a!role!for!Endo180!in!bone!and!cartilage!development!could!be!confirmed!but!a!role!in!homeostasis,!as!well!as!osteoarthritis,!was!not!apparent!(Howard!et!al.,!2004).!Two!partial!knockout!mice! (Endo180∆Ex2–6)! lacking!exons!2B6,! the! first! three!NBterminal! domains! of! the! Endo180! protein! (CRD,! FNII! and! CTLD1)! were! created!independently! (East! et! al.,! 2003;! Engelholm! et! al.,! 2003)! (see! Figure& 1.4.5! and!
Section& 1.4.5! for! details! of! Endo180! structure).! Engelholm! et! al.,! and! East! et! al.,!used! similar! strategies! to! target! a! complete! deletion! in! MRC2! and! both! groups!generated!a!genotype!with!partial!receptor!expression,!a!genotype!that!was!possibly!due! to! strong! sequence! homology! within! the! MRC2! gene! locus.! Both! partial!knockout!mice!were! viable,! fertile! and! appeared! phenotypically! normal,! with! the!exception! of! litters! that! displayed! a! stunted! tail! defect! (J.! Sturge,! personal!communication).!
1.4.4.1!Engelholm!mouse!
Dermal!fibroblasts!isolated!from!the!Engelholm!partial!knockout!mouse!displayed!a!complete!defect!in!the!internalisation!of!type!I,!IV!and!V!collagen;!and!their!adhesion!to!type!I!and!IV!collagens!was!decreased!by!25%!and!to!type!V!collagen!by!50%.!The!migratory!rate!of!dermal! fibroblasts!on!a! type! I! collagen!matrix!was!decreased!by!25%! compared! to! wildBtype! control! cells! (Engelholm! et! al.,! 2003).! Inhibition! of!lysosomal!proteases!leads!to!an!accumulation!of!intracellular!collagen!types!IV!and!V! following!Endo180Bdependent! internalisation.!This!suggests!a!pathway! in!which!
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these!matrix!proteins!undergo!trafficking!to!the!lysosomal!compartment!(Kjoller!et!al.,!2004).!The!role!of!Endo180!in!development!of!the!murine!lung!has!been!studied!in!detail.!Endo180!is!strongly!expressed!in!the!mesenchyme!of!the!developing!lung!where!its!expression!directly! correlated!with! type! IV!but!not! type! I! collagen! IV.!Histological!differences!were! not! detected! between! partial! Endo180! knockout!mice! and!wildBtype!controls!(Smith!et!al.,!2008).!It!was!suggested!that!the!interaction!of!Endo180!with!collagen!type!IV!has!relevance!in!the!pathological!setting.!Crossing!of!the!Engelholm!mouse!with!mouse!mammary!tumour!virus!(MMTV)!mice!led! to! the! development! of! tumourBassociated! fibrosis! and! smaller! tumour! size!(Curino! et! al.,! 2005).! The! observed! phenotype! was! attributed! to! a! loss! in! the!collagen! degradation! function! of! Endo180! within! the! tumourBassociated! stroma!(Curino!et!al.,!2005).!Although!MT1BMMP! knockout! and! partial! Endo180! knockout!mice! are! viable! and!healthy,!their!double!knockout!counterpart!displayed!impaired!bone!formation!and!postnatal! death! (WagenaarBMiller! et! al.,! 2007).! This! phenotype! indicates! that!defects! in!extracellular!collagen!degradation!by!MT1BMMP!can!be!compensated!by!intracellular! degradation! via! the! Endo180! route! and! viceBversa.! Although! the!precise!mechanism!underlying!their!skeletal!defect!has!not!been!determined!further!clues! may! become! apparent! following! the! investigation! of! Endo180! function! in!cartilage!and!boneBforming!cells,!which!in!the!double!knockout!mouse!were!seen!to!have! survival! defects! within! their! native! collagenBrich! microenvironment!(WagenaarBMiller!et!al.,!2007).!
1.4.4.2!Isacke/East!mouse!
Mouse! embryonic! fibroblasts! (MEFs)! derived! from! the! partial! knockout! mouse!generated!by!the!Isacke!lab!display!a!decrease!(30B50%)!in!collagen!IV!and!gelatin!internalisation.! However,! binding! of! Endo180! to! NBacetylglucosamine! was!unaffected! due! to! the! retention! of! an! intact! functional! CBtype! lectin! domain! (see!
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Section& 1.4.5).!Although! their!overall!migratory!speed!was!decreased,!MEFs! from!partial!knockout!mice!were!able!to!chemotax!in!response!to!uPA!(East!et!al.,!2003).!In!a!subsequent!study!the!Isacke!mouse!was!crossed!with!the!macrophage!mannose!receptor! (MMR)! knockout! mouse.! Endo180/MMR! knockout! animals! were! free! of!any!obvious!phenotypic!abnormalities.!Bone!marrowBderived!macrophages!(BMM)!from!the!MMR!knockout!mice!displayed!increased!random!motility!in!comparison!to!wildBtype! mice.! This! defect! in! migratory! behaviour! was! retained! in! the!Endo180/MMR! double! knockout! BMM.! In! contrast! to! the! decreased! motility! of!MEFs! derived! from! the! partial! Endo180! knockout!mouse! (East! et! al.,! 2003)! their!BMM!counterparts!retained!a!normal!migratory!phenotype,!which!was!attributed!to!a!lack!of!Endo180!expression!in!this!subset!of!macrophages!(Sturge!et!al.,!2007).!! !
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1.4.5!Endo180!structure!
Endo180!has!a!similar!domain!structure!to!other!members!of!the!mannose!receptor!family! and! can! be! subdivided! into! twelve! structural! elements! (East! and! Isacke,!2002;! Wu! et! al.,! 1996).! The! 150! kDa! ectodomain! of! Endo180! is! comprised! of! a!cysteineBrich! domain! (CRD),! a! fibronectin! type! IIBlike! domain! (FNII)! and! eight!repeated!CBtype!lectin!domains!(CTLDB1–8)!and!is!glycosylated!at!several!sites!(East!et!al.,!2002;!Isacke!et!al.,!1990)!(figure&1.4.5).!Following!its!single!transmembrane!domain!Endo180!has! a! cytoplasmic! tail! comprised!of!42! amino!acid! residues! that!include! several! predicted! phosphorylation! sites! (Isacke! et! al.,! 1990;! Sheikh! et! al.,!2000)!(figure&1.4.7).!The! 3BD! structural! arrangement! of! the! amino! terminal! domains! of! Endo180! has!been! modelled! at! a! resolution! of! 17! ångströms! following! its! analysis! by! singleBparticle!electron!microscopy.!AminoBterminal!CRD!can!bind!to!CTLDB2!resulting! in!the! formation! of! a! loop! structure! that! spans! over! the! FNII! domain! and! CTLDB1!(RiveraBCalzada! et! al.,! 2003).! Predictions! suggest! that! conformational! changes! in!this!hairpin!structure!can!be! induced!by! ligand!binding!or!environmental!changes,!such!as!the!low!pH!of!endocytic!vesicles!(Boskovic!et!al.,!2006;!Llorca,!2008).!Several!antibodies!have!been!raised!against!the!fullBlength!human!Endo180!protein.!Mouse!antiBhuman!mAb!E1/183!binds!to!the!CRD!domain,!mouse!antiBhuman!mAb!A5/158!binds!to!CTLD2,!mouse!antiBhuman!mAb!39:10!binds!to!CTLD4.!Two!rabbit!pAb!sera!have!been!raised!against!the!cytoplasmic!tail,!Cat1!and!Cat2.!E1/183!and!A5/158!only!interact!with!Endo180!as!long!as!diBsulphide!bonds!within!the!protein!structure!have!not!been!reduced,!the!other!three!antibodies!interact!with!Endo180!regardless!(Huijbers!et!al.,!2010;!Kogianni!et!al.,!2009;!Palmieri!et!al.,!2013;!Sturge!et!al.,!2003;!Wienke!et!al.,!2007).!
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!
Figure& 1.4.5.& Endo180:& structure,& interaction& partners& and& antibodies.! (A)! The!Endo180!protein!is!formed!by!several!domains:!An!NBterminal!cysteineBrich!domain!(CRD),!a! Fibronectin! type! II! domain! (FNII),! eight! CBtype! lectin! domains! (CTLDB1B8)! a! single!transmembrane!domain!followed!by!a!44aa!intracellular!CBterminus.!CRD,!FNII!and!CTLD1B2!form!a!loop!structure!on!top!of!the!receptor.!Monoclonal!mouse!antiBhuman!Abs!bind!to!CRD!(E1/183),!CTLD2!(A5/158)!and!CTLD4!(39:10).!Two!polyclonal!rabbit!sera!(Cat1!and!Cat2)!have!been!raised!against!the!cytoplasmic!tail.!The!polyclonal!rabbit!sera!bind!murine!Endo180! as!well! as! human!Endo180.! All! three!monoclonal! Abs! only! bind! human! but! not!murine! Endo180.! (B)! The! Endo180∆Ex2–6! Protein! as! expressed! by! both,! the! East! and!Engelholm,! partial! knockout! mice.! Modified! from:! Gronau,! Iascke! &! Sturge.! MRC2.!Encyclopedia!of!Signalling!Molecules.!Springer!Press;!2012).!!
1.4.6!PostGtranslational!modification!and!phosphorylation!of!Endo180!!
The!ectodomain!of!Endo180!is!modified!by!approximately!25!kDa!of!NBlinked!sugars!(7B10!complex!NBlinked!oligosaccharides)!and!5!kDa!of!sialic!acid!residues!(East!et!al.,! 2002;! Isacke! et! al.,! 1990).! The! sum! of! a! predicted! mass! of! 167! kDa! and!glycosylation!of!30!kDa!exceeds!the!mass!of!180!kDa!determined!using!SDSBPAGE.!
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The! glycosylation! status! of! Endo180! has! not! been! investigated! following! its!identification! by! Isacke! et& al.,& in! 1990,! which! makes! it! is! difficult! to! explain! this!observation.! Glycosylation! levels! of! 30! kDa! can! significantly! affect! band! diffusion.!Interestingly,!band!diffusion!is!not!apparent!in!published!immunoblot!images.!!
!32PiBlabelling!has!revealed!that!Endo180!contains!at!least!three!residues,!which!are!constitutively!phosphorylated!in!F1084!fibroblasts!and!Flow!2000!embryonic! lung!diploid! fibroblasts! under! normal! growth! conditions.! This! conclusion! was! drawn!from! thinBlayer! chromatography! prepared! from! peptide! digests! of! immunoBprecipitated!Endo180!protein!(Isacke!et!al.,!1990;!Sheikh!et!al.,!2000).!Treatment!of!Flow! 2000! cells! with! phorbol! 12Bmyristate! 13Bacetate! (PMA)! increased! the!phosphorylation!of!one!of!these!sites!and!revealed!two!additional!phosphorylation!sites.! In! the! original! publication,! it! was! discussed! that! all! three! PMA! responsive!phosphorylation! sites! have! been! identified! as! serine! residues.! However,! the! data!was!not!shown.!PKC!purified!from!rat!brain!showed!a!strong!preference!to!only!one!these! three! phosphorylation! sites! in& vitro.! Endo180! has! been! tested! in& vitro! for! a!kinase! activity! against! itself! and! a! number! of! common! substrates! with! negative!results! (Isacke! et! al.,! 1990;! Sheikh! et! al.,! 2000).! Subsequent! to! the!2000! study!by!Sheikh!et!al.,!further!attempts!to!investigate!the!phosphorylation!of!Endo180!in!the!Isacke! lab!using!nonBradioactive!methods!produced! inconclusive! results! (J.! Sturge!personal! communication).! This! potential! regulatory! modification! of! the! Endo180!cytoplasmic!tail!is!revisited!in!this!thesis!(see!Section&3).!! !
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1.4.7!Endo180!subcellular!localisation!and!receptor!recycling!
Endo180!displays!a!subcellular!localisation!similar!to!the!transferrin!receptor,!lowBdensity! lipoprotein! (LDL)! receptor! and! clathrin.! However,! although! clathrin! and!Endo180!have!a!similar!subcellular!localisation,!the!overlap!is!not!perfect.!Endo180!and! clathrin! can! be! detected! in! different! subcellular! compartments! as! well.!Approximately!7B10!x!105!molecules!of!Endo180!are! expressed!by!a! single!F1084!fibroblast,! with! 20B30%! of! the! receptor! located! on! the! cell! surface! and! 70B80%!localised!on!intracellular!membranes.!Endo180!distribution!on!the!cell!surface!is!not!homogenous!but!appears!punctuated!(Isacke!et!al.,!1990;!Sheikh!et!al.,!2000),!which!suggests! that! receptor! clustering! may! occur.! Following! the! internalisation! of!Endo180,!it!can!be!transported!to!early!endosomes!and!recycled!back!to!the!plasma!membrane.!The!recycling!process!is!rapid!with!more!than!50%!of!the!receptor!being!internalised! within! 2! minutes.! Endo180! also! has! a! relatively! long! halfBlife! of! 24!hours!(Isacke!et!al.,!1990).!
 
Figure&1.4.7:&Endo180&(cytoplasmic&tail&only)&and&potential&phosphorylation&sites.&All!potential!targets!for!PKC!have!been!marked!in!red.!Mutation!E1464A!slightly!alters!surface!distribution!of!Endo180.!CoBMutation!of!L1468A!and!V1469A! leads! to!an!accumulation!of!Endo180! on! the! cell! surface!while! intracellular! Endo180! is! almost! absent.! From:!Gronau,!Iascke!&!Sturge.!MRC2.!Encyclopedia!of!Signalling!Molecules.!Springer!Press;!2012).!!Two!putative!endocytosis!motifs!can!be!detected!in!the!cytoplasmic!tail!of!Endo180:!an! LDL! receptor! endocytosis!motif! (FxNxxY)! and! a! dihydrophobic!motif! (ExxxLV)!similar! to! that! found! in! the! cytoplasmic! tail! of! transferrin! receptor.! In! contrast! to!other!members!of!the!mannose!receptor!family,!mutation!of!the!LDL!receptorBtype!
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endocytosis!motif!did!not!alter!the!subcellular!localisation!of!Endo180.!Mutation!of!the! dihydrophobic! motif! resulted! in! translocation! of! Endo180! to! the! cell! surface!after! complete! loss! of! Endo180!uptake! into! clathrin! coated! vesicles! (Sheikh! et! al.,!2000).!In!contrast!to!!MMR,! both! endocytosis! motifs! in! the! cytoplasmic! tail! of!Endo180! are! located! upstream! of! serine! residues! ! (Figure& 1.4.7).! As! mentioned!above! (Section& 1.4.5),! three! unidentified! serine! residues! can! be! phosphorylated!following!PMA!dependent!activation!of!PKC!(Sheikh!et!al.,!2000).!A! functional! link!between! phosphorylation! and! receptor! shuttling! or! functionality! has! not! been!demonstrated.! As! mentioned! above! (Section& 1.4.6),! this! postBtranslational!modification!has!been!considered!in!this!thesis!(see!Section&3).!
1.4.8!Endo180!ligands!
1.4.8.1!MMPG13!and!MMPG14/MT1GMMP!
Endo180! is! coBexpressed! with! MMPB13! during! osteogenesis! (Engelholm! et! al.,!2001b),! however,! initial! suggestions! that! Endo180! might! internalise! MMPB13!(Engelholm! et! al.,! 2001a)! were! later! disproved! (Bailey! et! al.,! 2002).! It! was!mentioned!earlier!(Section&1.4.4)!that!the!Endo180/MT1BMMP!knockout!was!lethal!(WagenaarBMiller! et! al.,! 2007).! Following! the! discovery! of! this! phenotype! coBdependent! and! distinct! roles! for! Endo180! and! MT1BMMP! during! collagen!degradation!were!established!(Madsen!et!al.,!2007).! In!HT1080! fibrosarcoma!cells!Endo180!has!been!shown!to!control!MT1BMMP!activity!and!surface!localisation!in!a!collagenBdependent!manner!(Messaritou!et!al.,!2009).!Interestingly,!Endo180!is!coBexpressed! with! MT1BMMP! in! murine! macrophages! during! degradation! of! nonBdenatured,!but!not!denatured,!collagen!disks!implanted!into!mice!(Ye!et!al.,!2011).!
1.4.8.2!uPA!and!uPAR!
In!the!year!2000,!Endo180!was!discovered!for!the!third!time!as!a!member!of!a!triBmolecular! complex!with! uPA! and! uPAR! (Behrendt! et! al.,! 2000).! The! complex!was!isolated! from! the! U937! monocytic! cell! line! after! chemical! crossBlinking! and! was!
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subsequently! identified! by! mass! spectometry.! Collagen! V! was! found! to! interfere!with! complex! formation! while! collagens! I,! III! and! IV! had! no! effect.! BSABgalactosamideB! and! BSABglucosamideBconjugates! also! suppressed! complex!formation,! while! BSABconjugated! with! other! sugars! displayed! no! interfering!function! (Behrendt! et! al.,! 2000).! Interestingly,! uPA! has! recently! been! shown! to!interfere!with!collagen!uptake!by!Endo180!(Bianchetti!et!al.,!2011).!Antibodies!that!target! Endo180BuPABuPAR! complex! formation! have! also! been! developed!(Engelholm! et! al.,! 2001a).! Later! attempts! to! detect! Endo180BuPABuPAR! triBmolecular! complex! formation! in! BIAcore! experiments! failed! (Engelholm! et! al.,!2009).! This!may! be! explained! by! the! fact! that! a! steric! orientation!within! the! 2BD!space!of!the!cell!membrane!is!important!for!complex!formation.!The!CTLDB4!domain!of!Endo180!contains!an!in&silico!predicted!uPA!interaction!site!(Liang!et!al.,!2003).!This!uPABbinding!motif!interacts!with!uPA!at!a!site!distinct!from!the!interaction!site!of!uPA!with!uPAR.!Therefore,!it!is!feasible!that!the!triBmolecular!complex!of!Endo180BuPABuPAR!forms!by!the!standard!interaction!between!uPA!and!uPAR!at!the!same!time!as!uPA!interaction!with!the!CTLDB4!domain!of!Endo180.!The!potential!uPABbinding!motif!in!the!CTLDB4!domain!of!Endo180!has!so!far!only!been!predicted!at! the!sequence! level.! In!this! thesis!bioBinformatic! information!was!used!to!establish!whether!the!residues!of!the!putative!uPABbinding!motif!are!accessible!at!the!surface!of! the!domain!or!buried!within!an! inaccessible! fold!within! the!domain!(see!Section&3.1).!Endo180! was! shown! to! be! essential! in! chemotaxis! towards! uPA! gradients! (see!
Section& 1.4.9).! However,! requirement! of! uPAR! coBexpression! has! never! been!investigated!(East!et!al.,!2003;!Sturge!et!al.,!2003),!which!leaves!open!the!possibility!that! Endo180! can! act! as! chemotactic! receptor! for! uPA! independent! of! uPAR.!Endo180! coordinates! the! activation! of! Rho! GTPases! (Cdc42,! Rac! and! Rho),!cytoskeletal!remodelling!events!(the!regulation!of!filopodia,!lamellipodia!and!stress!fibres),! cellBmatrix! adhesion! turnover! and! cellBcell! adhesion! disassembly! during!tumour! cell! migration! and/or! uPABdependent! chemotaxis! (Sturge! et! al.,! 2003;!Sturge! et! al.,! 2006;! Takahashi! et! al.,! 2011).! Two!monoclonal! antibodies! that! bind!
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CTLDB2!(A5/158)!or!CRD!(E1/183)!in!the!NBterminus!of!Endo180!can!interfere!with!uPABuPAR!mediated!chemotaxis!(Sturge!et!al.,!2003).!Endo180Bdependent!signalling!during! these! specific! cellular! functions! is! discussed! later! in! this! introduction! (see!
Section&1.4.9).!In!addition!to!the!bioBinformatic!evaluation!and!structural!modelling!of! the! Endo180BuPABuPAR! triBmolecular! complex! that! involves! CTLDB4! this! thesis!has!investigated!the!coBexpression!of!uPAR,!uPA!and!Endo180!in!a!panel!of!normal,!benign!and!malignant!prostate!cell!lines,!which!were!also!characterised!for!markers!of!EMT!(see!Section&3.4).!
1.4.8.3!Carbohydrates!
In! studies! of! Endo180BuPABuPAR! triBmolecular! complex! formation! several! BSABsugar! conjugates!were! tested! for! their! interfering! capabilities.! BSABgalactosamide!and! BSABglucosamide! conjugates! successfully! suppressed! complex! formation!probably! through! binding! to! the! Endo180! protein! (Behrendt! et! al.,! 2000).! In! the!presence!of!calcium,!the!Endo180!protein!(purified!from!Flow!2000!fibroblasts,!AG!1523!fibroblasts!and!HUVEC!cells)! is!retained!in!NBacetylglucosamine!columns!but!not! in!mannose! columns! (Sheikh! et! al.,! 2000).! In! a! later! study! sugar! binding!was!mapped! to! the! CTLDB2! domain! of! Endo180! (East! et! al.,! 2002).! CTLDB2! binds! NBacetylglucosamine,!mannose! and! fucose! but! not! galactose.!MMR!displayed! similar!sugar!binding!capabilities!via!its!CTLDB4!domain.!However,!in!contrast!to!MMR!the!CRD! of! Endo180! was! unable! to! bind! sulfated! sugars! (East! et! al.,! 2002).! These!findings!were!confirmed!when!Endo180!lacking!CRD,!FNII!and!CTLD1!was!purified!from! partial! knockout! mice! and! retained! the! capability! to! bind! to! NBacetylglucosamine!(East!et!al.,!2003).!The!capability!of!Endo180BCTLDB2!to!bind!mannose!with!a!similar!affinity!to!MMRBCTLDB4!has!been!questioned.!According!to!Fernandez!and!coBworkers!CTLDB2!binds!to! NBacetylglucosamine! but! its! interaction! with! mannose! is! predicted! to! be! an!artefact!of!high! calcium!concentrations! (10!mM)!being!used!and!unlikely! to!occur!under!physiological!conditions!(Fernandez!et!al.,!2005).!
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It!has!been!shown!that!MMR!can!internalise!collagen!in!a!carbohydrateBindependent!manner.! Furthermore,! receptor! loop! formation! via! the! interaction! of! CRD! with!CTLDB4! is!not!necessary! for! its! interaction!with!collagen!(MartinezBPomares!et!al.,!2006).!In!contrast!to!the!MMR,!in!Endo180!the!glycosylation!state!of!collagen!has!a!dramatic! effect! on! this! interaction.! Experiments!with! truncated! Endo180! showed!that,! especially! for! the! internalisation! of! collagen! IV! the! presence! of! CTLDB2! is!necessary.! Surface! plasmon! resonance! showed! that! GlcNAc! and! EDTA! (chelating!calcium)!compete!with!collagen!IV!binding.!Similar!results!were!obtained!in!ELISA!assays.! Mannose! and! GlcNAc! also! competed! with! collagen! uptake! in! cell! culture.!Consequently,! the! deBglycosylation! of! collagen! greatly! reduced! its! affinity! for!binding!to!Endo180!(Jurgensen!et!al.,!2011).!
1.4.8.4!Extracellular!matrix!G!collagen!
It!was!mentioned!earlier! in!Sections& 1.4.8.1& and& 1.4.8.2! that:! (a)! type!V!collagen!can! block! Endo180BuPABuPAR! complex! formation! (Behrendt! et! al.,! 2000);! (b)! the!uptake!of!type!I,!IV!and!V!collagen!is!abrogated!in!dermal!fibroblasts!(Engelholm!et!al.,!2003);!and!gelatin!and!collagen!IV!uptake!is!reduced!in!MEFs!(East!et!al.,!2003)!derived!from!Endo180!partialBknockout!mice;!(c)!fibroblasts!from!Endo180!partialBknockout!mice! degrade! collagen! via! Endo180Bdependent! trafficking! to! lysosomes!(Kjoller!et!al.,!2004);!and!that!(d)!the!adhesion!and!migration!of!fibroblasts!on!type!I!collagen!from!Endo180!partialBknockout!mice!was!reduced!by!25B50%!(Engelholm!et!al.,!2003).!Studies!with! truncated!Endo180! receptor! revealed! that!CTLDB2! is! required! for! its!interaction! with! collagen! IV! but! not! collagens! I,! II! and! V! (Wienke! et! al.,! 2003).!Interestingly,! CTLDB2! also! has! to! be! present! for! correct! loop! formation! in! the! NBterminus!of!the!receptor!(see!Section&1.4.5).!The! binding! of! the! FNII! domain! of! Endo180! to! the! CBterminal! region! of! type! I!collagen!has!been!mapped!(Thomas!et!al.,!2005).!At!a!functional!level!the!invasion!of!SF188!cells!into!thick!type!I!collagen!gels!was!reduced!following!Endo180!silencing!(Huijbers!et!al.,!2010).!Interestingly,!uPA!can!interfere!with!collagen!I!and!IV!uptake!
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by! fibrocytes! (Bianchetti! et! al.,! 2011).! As! mentioned! in! Section& 1.4.8.1! the! coBexpression!of!Endo180!and!MT1BMMP!was!detected!during!degradation!of!gelatin!disks! containing! nonBdenatured,! but! not! denatured,! collagen! following! their!implantation!into!mice!(Ye!et!al.,!2011).!It!has!also!been!established!that!the!uptake!of!collagen!IV!requires!its!glycosylation!and!interaction!with!CTLDB2!(Jurgensen!et!al.,!2011)!(see!Section&1.4.8.3).! In!a!broad!study!the!majority!of!stromal!cells,!but!not!epithelial!cells,!required!Endo180!for!collagen!uptake!(Madsen!et!al.,!2011).!The! enhanced! phosphorylation! of! myosin! (regulatory)! light! chainB2! (MLC2)!downstream!of!Endo180BRhoBRho!kinase!(ROCK)!signalling!that!drives!migration!of!MG63!cells!was!found!to!be!independent!of!cell!adherence!to!collagen!(Sturge!et!al.,!2006).! The! intracellular! signalling! events! that! follow! the! engagement! of! Endo180!with!either!soluble!or!fibrillar!collagen!are!unknown!(see!Section&1.4.9).!
1.4.8.5!Fibronectin!




Figure& 1.4.9.& Endo180:& structure,& interaction& partners& and& signalling.! The! Endo180!protein! is! formed! by! several! domains:! An! NBterminal! cysteineBrich! domain! (CRD),! a!Fibronectin! type! II! domain! (FNII),! eight! CBtype! lectin! domains! (CTLDB1B8)! a! single!transmembrane!domain!followed!by!a!44aa!intracellular!CBterminus.!CRD,!FNII!and!CTLD1B2! form! a! loop! structure! on! top! of! the! receptor.! Two! domains! have! been! attributed! to! a!function:!FNII!as!collagen!binding!domain!and!CTLDB2!as!sugar!binding!domain.!Endo180!has!been!characterised!as! coBreceptor!of! the!urokinase! (uPA)BurokinaseBreceptor! (uPAR)Bcomplex.! It! has! been! shown! in& vivo! and! in& vitro! that! the! Endo180! protein! has! at! least! 5!phosphorylation!sites.!At!least!one!of!these!sites!has!been!characterised!to!be!a!substrate!of!protein!kinase!C!(PKC).!Functional!studies!showed!that!the!Endo180!protein!regulates!the!overall! and! temperoBspatial! activation! of! the! small! GTPases! Rho,! Rac! and! Cdc42.! From:!Gronau,!Iascke!&!Sturge.!MRC2.!Encyclopedia!of!Signalling!Molecules.!Springer!Press;!2012).!!
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1.4.9.1!Small!GTPases!and!the!regulation!of!the!Actin!cytoskeleton!
The!Rho!family!is!part!of!the!Ras!superfamily!of!small!GTPases!(Hall,!1998).!Rho!and!members!of! the!Rho!subfamily,!Cdc42!and!Rac!have!been!studied! for! their! role! in!the!regulation!of!the!actin!cytoskeleton!(Hall,!1998).!Activation!of!Rho!leads!to!the!formation! of! contractile! stress! fibres! (Hall,! 1998;! Ridley! and! Hall,! 1992).! Upon!activation! of! Cdc42,! protrusions,! filipodia,! are! forming! on! the! surface! (Hall,! 1998;!Kozma!et!al.,!1995).!Lastly,!activation!of!Rac!results!in!the!formation!of!lamellipodia,!an! actin! meshwork! at! the! cell! periphery! (Hall,! 1998;! Ridley! et! al.,! 1992).! These!lamellipodia!are!found!at!the!leading!edge!of!the!cell!and!lift!off!the!substrate,!which!can!be!observed!as!membrane!ruffles!(Van!Aelst!and!D'SouzaBSchorey,!1997).!Those!characteristics!have!initially!been!described!in!fibroblasts!but!can!be!observed!in!a!variety!of! different! cell! types,! including!macrophages,! neurons! and! epithelial! cells!(Hall,! 1998).! Interestingly,! at! least! in!murine! bone!marrow!derived!macrophages,!Rac!signalling! is!not!required! for!cell!motility.!Bone!marrow!derived!macrophages!silenced! for! Rac1! expression! display! reduced! but! not! a! total! loss! of! membrane!ruffling.!While! cell! shape! is! altered,! overall! cell! motility! is! not! impaired.! ! Murine!bone!marrow!derived!macrophages!express!no!Rac3!and!low!levels!of!Rac2!(Wells!et! al.,! 2004).! Rho,! Rac! and! Cdc42! also! regulate! the! focal! adhesion! complexes!associated!with!stress!fibres,!protrusions!and!membrane!ruffles!(Hall,!1998;!Nobes!and!Hall,!1995).!The!Rho! family!plays! an! important! role! in! the!migration!of!macrophages! towards!the!chemoattractant!CSFB1.!Stimulation!of!macrophages!with!CSFB1! leads!to!Cdc42!dependent! formation! of! filopodia/protrusions! and! Rac! dependent! formation! of!lamellipodia!(Allen!et!al.,!1997;!Hall,!1998;!Jones!et!al.,!1998).!Interestingly,!Rho!and!Rac! can! enhance! cell! motility! in! response! to! CSFB1! independently! of! Cdc42.!However,!Cdc42!is!essential!for!chemotaxis!towards!CSFB1!(Jones!et!al.,!1998).!The! small!Rho!GTPases! are! cycling!between!an! inactive!GDPBbound!and!an! active!GTPBbound!state!(Van!Aelst!and!D'SouzaBSchorey,!1997).!They!are!transitioned!into!their! active! state! by! guanine! nucleotide! exchange! factors,! GEFs,! which! drive! the!
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exchange! of! GDP! for! GTP! (Hall,! 1998;! Van! Aelst! and! D'SouzaBSchorey,! 1997).!Guanine!nucleotide!dissociation!inhibitors,!GDIs,!can!prevent!both,!the!dissociation!of!GDP!and!GTP!from!the!Rho!GTPase!(Hall,!1998;!Van!Aelst!and!D'SouzaBSchorey,!1997).! GTPase! activating! proteins,! GAPs,! deactivate! signalling! by! leading! to! the!conversion!of!Rho!GTPase!bound!GTP! to!GDP! (Hall,!1998;!Van!Aelst! and!D'SouzaBSchorey,!1997).!Rho!GTPases!regulate!several!downstream!effector!proteins!(Jaffe!and!Hall,!2005).!The! signalling!pathways! are!not!purely! responsible! for! the! regulation!of! the! actin!cytoskeleton! and! cell! motility! (Allen! et! al.,! 1997;! Hall,! 1998).! Some! additional!functions!are!cell!growth!control,!transcription!activation!and!membrane!trafficking!(Allen!et!al.,!1997;!Hall,!1998).!Only!in!their!GTP!bound!state,!Rho!GTPases!bind!and!activate!downstream!effector!proteins! (Jaffe! and! Hall,! 2005).! For! example,! stress! fibre! and! focal! adhesion!formation! are! attributed! to! activation! of! the! Rho! Kinases,! ROCKs,! by! GTPBbound,!activated! RhoA! (Allen! et! al.,! 1997;! Hall,! 1998).! Formation! of! membrane! ruffles!appears! to! be! driven! by! activation! of! POR1! by! activated! Rac1! (Allen! et! al.,! 1997;!Hall,! 1998).! The! GDP/GTP! switch! can! be! exploited! to! measure! the! Rho! GTPase!activation! level.! Usually,! the! Rho! GTPase! binding! domains! of! rhotekin,! PAK! and!WASP! are! expressed! as! GST! fusion! proteins! and! used! as! ‘bait’! to! coBprecipitate!activated,!GTPBbound,!RhoA,!Rac1!and!Cdc42! respectively! (Allen!et! al.,! 1997;!Hall,!1998;!Wells!et!al.,!2004).!There!is!considerable!cross!talk!and!cross!activation!displayed!by!small!GTPases!as!well!as!of!some!of!their!substrates.!For!example,!group!I!PAK!proteins!(PAK!1B3)!can!be!activated!by!Rac1!and!Cdc42!alike!(Allen!et!al.,!1997;!AriasBRomero!and!Chernoff,!2008;!Hall,!1998).!Group! I!PAK!proteins!are!wellBstudied!downstream!effectors!of!Rho! GTPases! and! play! a! role! in! the! dynamics/motility! of! the! cytoskeleton,!death/survival! signalling! and! transcriptional! regulation! (AriasBRomero! and!Chernoff,!2008).!Although!it!is!understood!that!group!II!PAKs!(PAK!4B6)!interact!at!least! with! Cdc42,! RhoD! and! RhoH,! the! exact! mode! of! interaction! and! regulation!between!Rho!GTPases!and!group!II!PAKs!has!not!yet!been!fully!characterised!(Wells!
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et!al.,!2002;!Wells!and! Jones,!2010).!Group! II!PAK!proteins!regulate!a!spectrum!of!cellular!functions!similar!to!group!I!PAKs:!hormone!signalling,!motility,!survival!and!mitogen! signalling,! but! perform! those! regulations!mostly! through! different! direct!downstream! interaction! partners! (AriasBRomero! and! Chernoff,! 2008;! Wells! and!Jones,!2010).!Another!class!of!Rho!GTPase!downstream!effectors,!ezrin,!radixin!and!moesin,!ERM,!have! attracted! increasing! attention! (Hall,! 1998;! Ivetic! and! Ridley,! 2004).! ERM!proteins!don’t!interact!directly!with!Rho!GTPases!but!their!interaction!with!actin!is!essential!to!enable!Rho!and!Rac!induced!formation!of!stress!fibres!and!lamellipodia!(Hall,!1998;!Ivetic!and!Ridley,!2004;!Jones!et!al.,!1998).!
1.4.9.2!Endo180!and!small!GTPase!signalling!
A!role!for!Endo180!in!downstream!signalling!to!the!small!Rho!GTPases,!Cdc42,!Rac!and! Rho! and! the! promotion! of! directed! or! random! cell! migration! has! been!established! in! a! number! of! tumour! cell! lines! (MCFB7,! MDABMBB231,! BE,! HT1080,!MG63).!This!cellular!effect!can!be!either!uPABdependent!or!Bindependent!(Sturge!et!al.,!2003;!Sturge!et!al.,!2006).!However,!the!requirement!for!uPAR!for!this!response!has!not!been!established.!As!mentioned!in!Section&1.4.8.2!the!requirement!of!uPAR!coBexpression!is!not!known!and!leaves!open!the!possibility!that!Endo180!per&se!is!a!chemotactic! receptor! for! uPA.! It! is! unknown! how! Endo180! interacts,! directly! or!indirectly,!with!Rho!GTPases!on!a!molecular!level.!
1.4.9.3!Endo180Gdependent!activation!of!Cdc42!
The! requirement! for! Endo180! in! MDABMBB231! metastatic! breast! cancer! cells! to!sense! chemotactic! gradients! of! proBuPA! was! demonstated! by! the! use! of! Dunn!chemotaxis! chamber! assays! following! genetic! silencing! of! Endo180! by! siRNA!(Sturge! et! al.,! 2003).! The! role! of! Endo180! in! this! chemotactic! response! was!supported!by!a!gain! in!chemotactic!migration! towards!a!concentration!gradient!of!proBuPA!following!its!overexpression!in!the!nonBmetastatic!MCF7!breast!cancer!cell!line! (Sturge! et! al.,! 2003).! These! changes! in! chemotactic! behaviour! were! directly!
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linked! to! the! altered! dynamics! of! uPABdependent! Cdc42! activation,! an! event! that!was!suppressed!by!Endo180!silencing!in!MDABMBB231!cells!and!enhanced!in!MCF7!cells!overexpressing!Endo180.!The!activation!of!Cdc42!and!chemosensing!of!a!uPA!gradient! in! MCFB7! cells! expressing! an! Endo180! mutant! that! cannot! undergo!internalisation!indicated!that!the!chemosensory!function!of!Endo180!is!independent!of!receptor!endocytosis!(Sturge!et!al.,!2003).!
1.4.9.4!Endo180Gdependent!activation!of!Rac!
The!rapid!activation!of!Rac!by!uPA!in!MCF7!cells!that!overexpress!Endo180!and!the!requirement! for! the! internalization! of! Endo180! to! activate! Rac! and! promote! an!increase! in! migratory! speed! suggests! that! Endo180! can!modulate! Rac! activity! to!promote!increased!random!cell!migration!via!a!mechanism!that!is!distinct!from!the!Endo180Bdependent! activation! of! Cdc42! (Sturge! et! al.,! 2003).! The! localisation! of!Endo180! to! lamellipodia! and! the! requirement! of! Endo180! for! the! extension! of!lamellipodial!protrusions! (Takahashi! et! al.,! 2011)! indicates! its! critical! role! in!RacBdependent!signalling!during!cytoskeletal!remodelling!and!cell!migration.!
1.4.9.5!Endo180Gdependent!activation!of!RhoGROCKGMLC2!
Endo180! is! required! for! the!phosphorylation!of!MLC2!at! serine19/threonine18! in!MGB63,!MDABMBB231,!BE!and!HTB1080!cells!(Sturge!et!al.,!2006).!In!MGB63!cells!this!effect!was!demonstrated!to!be! independent!of! the!expression!of!uPAR!and!several!ECM! substrata! (fibronectin,! type! I! collagen! and! Matrigel).! Following! Endo180!silencing!by!siRNA!in!MG63!cells!a!tail!retraction!phenotype!that!recapitulated!the!phenotype!associated!with!Rho!Kinase!(ROCK)!inhibition!is!observed!(Sturge!et!al.,!2006).!Endo180!siRNA!and!ROCKBinhibition!with!HB1152!led!to!similar!decreases!in!Myosin! light! chain! 2! (MLC2),! myosin! phosphatase! target! subunit! 1! (MYPT1)! and!LIM! domain! kinase! 1! and! 2! (LIMK1/2)! phosphorylation,! which! are! downstream!targets! of! ROCK.! MGB63! cells! displayed! a! strong! loss! in! Rho! A! activation! upon!treatment!with!Endo180!siRNA,!which!indicates!Endo180!can!modulate!a!signalling!mechanism!upstream!of!this!small!Rho!GTPase.!While!Endo180!containing!vesicles!
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are!dispersed!throughout!the!cell!under!normal!growth!conditions,!treatment!with!ROCK! inhibitor! HB1152! resulted! in! clustering! of! Endo180Bcontaining! vesicles!around! unretracted! tails! and! a! mechanism! has! been! proposed! through! which!Endo180Bcontaining!vesicles!are!able!to!generate!tail!retraction!force!by!Rho/ROCK!dependent!activation!of!myosin!contraction!(Sturge!et!al.,!2006).!!
1.4.10!Potential!role!of!Endo180!in!disease!
1.4.10.1!Osteoarthritis!
As! mentioned! in! Section& 1.4.4! Endo180! is! expressed! during! murine! bone!development!(Engelholm!et!al.,!2001b)!but!a!role!in!bone!and!cartilage!homeostasis!and!osteoarthritis!was!not!detected!in!a!murine!model!of!the!disease!(Howard!et!al.,!2004).!
1.4.10.2!Fibrosis!




A!mentioned!earlier!(Section&1.4.3)!it!has!been!shown!that!loss!of!Endo180!leads!to!crooked! tail! syndrome! as! well! as! muscle! abnormalities! in! Belgian! Blue! cattle!(Fasquelle! et! al.,! 2009).! The! mechanism! that! explains! the! relationship! between!Endo180!and!crooked!tail!syndrome!has!not!been!established!but!is!associated!with!loss!of!stable!protein.!
1.4.10.4!Wound!healing!
Endo180! is! dramatically! upregulated! during! wound! healing! in! subpopulations! of!myofibroblasts,! pericytes,! macrophages! and! endothelial! cells! (Honardoust! et! al.,!2006)!(see!Section&1.4.3).!The!functional!role!of!Endo180!in!the!different!cell!types!that!contribute!to!this!complex!response!has!not!been!determined.!!
1.4.10.5!Cancer!
Endo180! is! not! expressed! in! normal! breast! tissue! but! is! expressed! by! tumourBassociated!mesenchymal!cells! in!benign!ductal!carcinoma! in&situ!and!by!fibroblastBlike!cells,!myoepithelial!cells,!myofibroblasts!and!macrophages!in!malignant!breast!lesions.!Endo180!was!not!detected!on!tumour!cells!in!this!study!(Schnack!Nielsen!et!al.,!2002),!a!finding!that!may!be!due!to!its!relatively!low!expression!compared!to!the!stroma.! It! has! been! suggested! that! the! antibody! used! has! lower! affinity! than! an!antibody!used!in!a!later!study!(Wienke!et!al.,!2007).!Another!explanation!for!lack!of!detection! could! be! epitope! masking! of! the! molecular! domain! detected! by! the!antibody.!Staining!of!a!large!breast!cancer!tissue!micro!array!(TMA)!confirmed!that!Endo180! is! upregulated! in! a! rare! subset! of! metaplastic! basalBlike! breast! cancers!(approximately! 1.5!%! of! all! breast! cancers)! and! that! this! correlates! with! shorter!diseaseBfree!survival!in!these!patients!(Wienke!et!al.,!2007).!Some!of!these!tumours!were! found! to! have! gains! in! Endo180! gene! copies.! In! the! same! study! Endo180Bnegative!MCFB7!breast!cancer!cells!were!shown!to!regulate!Endo180!following!their!
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treatment! with! TGFBβ1! (Wienke! et! al.,! 2007).! MCFB7! cells! stably! transfected!with!Endo180! also! displayed! enhanced! growth! in! a! tumour! xenograft! model.! These!tumours!had!a!lower!collagen!content!than!wildBtype!controls.!A!similar!effect!was!not! achieved! with! an! internalisation! defect! mutant! of! Endo180! (Wienke! et! al.,!2007).! As!mentioned! in!Section& 1.4.4.1! the! cross! of! breast! tumour! prone!MMTV!mice!with!partial!Endo180!knockout!mice! also! led! to! tumour! fibrosis! and! smaller!tumours!(Curino!et!al.,!2005).!In! a! TMA! study! with! more! than! 100! samples! of! head! and! neck! cancer! patients,!Endo180!expression!by!the!tumour!associated!stroma!correlated!with!tumour!grade!(Sulek! et! al.,! 2007).! A! prostate! cancer! TMA! study! carried! out! in! the! Sturge!laboratory! revealed! that!Endo180!was!upregulated!on! tumour!cells! as!well! as! the!tumourBassociated!stroma.!Moreover,!the!upregulation!was!correlated!with!tumour!grade!and!coexpression!of!Endo180!coBfactors:!MT1BMMP,!uPA!and!uPAR!(Kogianni!et! al.,! 2009),! suggesting! that! Endo180! is! involved! in! the!metastatic! spread! of! the!disease.!A! database! search! using! “Oncomine”! revealed! that! Endo180! transcripts! are!upregulated! in! grade! IV! glioblastomas.! These! findings! have! been! confirmed! on!protein!level!in!a!glioblastoma!TMA!(Huijbers!et!al.,!2010).!Similar!to!upregulation!of!Endo180! in!MCFB7!breast!cancer!cells,!Endo180!expression!was!upregulated!by!TGFBβ1!stimulation!in!U87MG!glioblastoma!cells.!shRNA!knockdown!of!Endo180!in!SF188! glioblastoma! cells! reduced! their! invasive! potential! (Huijbers! et! al.,! 2010).!Further!analysis!revealed!that!Endo180!is!not!expressed!in!healthy!brain!tissue,!but!is!highly!expressed!by!the!KNS42!and!KNS81!glioma!cell!lines.!siRNA!knockdown!of!Endo180! reduced! the! random! cell! migration! and! invasion! of! both! cell! lines! into!collagen! gels.! These! findings! were! in! alignment! with! the! Endo180Bdependent!rearrangement!of!the!actin!cytoskeleton,!lamellipodia!and!stress!fibre!formation!and!frontBback!polarity!observed!in!these!cell!lines!(Takahashi!et!al.,!2011).!Expression!of!Endo180!by!cells!of!an!epithelial!origin!has!been!observed!in!a!wide!range! of! colorectal! and! breast! cancer! cell! lines,! where! it! was! found! to! positively!correlate! with! a! more! migratory! and! invasive! phenotype! (Sturge! et! al.,! 2003;!
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Wienke!et! al.,! 2007;!Wienke!et! al.,! 2003),! indicating! that! it!may!contribute! role! to!metastasis! when! Endo180! expression! is! increased! in! tumour! cells.! As! proposed!above,! this! appears! to! have! particular! significance! in! the! progression! of! prostate!cancer!(Kogianni!et!al.,!2009).!!
1.4.11!Summary!



















































































































































































Primary!cell!lines!RC170N,!RC165N,!RC92a!and!RC58T!were!provided!by!Prof!Johng!Rhim! (NIH,! Bethesda,! USA).! Professor! Clare! Isacke! (Institute! of! Cancer! Research)!provided!MGB63!and!MCFB7!cells.!Dr!Claire!Wells!(King's!College!London)!provided!PCB3!and!DU145!cells.!Dr!Robert!Kypta!(Imperial!College!London)!provided!LNCaP!and! RWPEB1! cells.! MDABMBB231! cells! were! obtained! from! CRUK.! Primary!humanosteoblasts! were! provided! by! Dr! Giolanta! Kogianni! and! Dr!Matthew! Caley!who!derived!them!as!previously!described!(Mann,!Huber!et!al.!2006)!using!femoral!heads! obtained! postBoperatively! from! Professor! Justin! Cobb! (Imperial! College!London).!hTert! immortalised!human!dermal!fibroblasts!(HCAB2)!were!provided!by!Prof!David!Kipling!(Cardiff!University).!PCB3,!LNCaP!and!DU145!cells!were!grown!in!RPMI1640!with!10!%!v/v!FCS.!MG63,!MCFB7,!HCA2!and!MBBMDAB231!cells!were!grown!in!DMEM!with!10!%!v/v!FCS.! In!the! case! of! MCFB7Bcells! the! medium!was! additionally! supplemented! with! insulin.!RWPEB1,! RC170N,! RC165N,! RC92a! and! RC58T! were! grown! in! Keratinocyte! SFMBmedium!(Invitrogen).!Cell! lines!were!split!by! trypsination.!For!all!nonBJohng!Rhim!lines! trypsination! was! quenched! by! the! addition! of! medium! containing! FCS.! For!Johng! Rhim! lines! trypsination!was! stopped! by! dilution! 1:5! with! growth!medium,!subsequent! centrifugation! (at! 1,400! rpm! for! 5! minutes;! Eppendorf! 5810,! AB4B62!rotor!with!buckers! for!50!ml! tubes),! careful!decantation!and! reBsuspension!of! the!cell!pellet!in!trypsinBfree!growth!medium.!
2.2.2!Preparation!of!cell!lysates!for!SDSGPAGE!
2.2.2.1!RIPA!buffer!
Cells!were!grown!on!petri!dishes!under!assay!specific!conditions.!The!medium!was!decanted!and!the!dishes!placed!on!ice.!The!residual!medium!was!aspirated!and!the!cells! washed! with! iceBcold! PBS.! The! remaining! PBS! was! aspirated! and!
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an!appropriate!volume!of!RIPABbuffer!was!pipetted!onto!the!dish.!For!75!mm!dishes!150!µl!of! lysis!buffer!was!added;!350!µl! for!100!mm!dishes!and!1!ml! for!150!mm!dishes.! The! surface! of! the! dish! was! scraped! with! a! spatula! and! the! lysis! buffer!transferred! into! a! 1.5! ml! tube.! After! 10! minutes! incubation! on! ice! the! tubes!underwent! centrifugation! at! 14,000! rpm! (20,800! x! g)! for! 15! minutes! (5810R!Centrifuge,! Rotor! FL011,! Eppendorf,! Germany).! The! supernatant! was! transferred!into! fresh! tubes! and! the! pellets! containing! cell! debris! discarded.! The! protein!concentration!of!the!cell!lysate!was!quantified!using!a!BCABassay!kit!(Pierce,!Thermo!Scientific)! and! the! samples! supplemented!with! an! appropriate! volume!of! 6X! SDSBPAGE! sample! buffer! (Current! Protocols)! to! give! a! final! 1X! concentration.! In!most!cases!the!solution!was!split!and!one!half!was!supplemented!with!DTT.!Samples!were!heatBinactivated!at!95°C!for!5!minutes,!shock!frozen!in!a!dryBice!methanol!bath!and!stored!at!B20°C!until!required.!
2.2.2.2!Direct!lysis!in!SDSGPAGE!loading!buffer!
Cells!were!grown!on!petri!dishes!under!assay!specific!conditions.!The!medium!was!decanted!and!the!dishes!placed!on!ice.!The!residual!medium!was!aspirated!and!the!cells! washed! with! iceBcold! PBS.! The! remaining! PBS! was! aspirated! and! an!appropriate!volume!of!2X!SDSBPAGE!loading!buffer!was!pipetted!onto!the!dish.!For!75!mm!dishes!150!µl!of!lysis!buffer!was!added;!350!µl!for!100!mm!dishes!and!1!ml!for! 150!mm!dishes.!A!pipette! tip!was!placed!onto! a! 1.5!ml!Gilson!pipette! and! cut!with!scissors!at!a!30Bdegree!angle!to!enlarge!the!opening.!The!enlarged!opening!was!placed!on!the!petri!dish!and!slowly!moved!over!the!surface!while!carrying!out!a!fast!rotating!movement.!The! resulting!protein/DNA!gel!was! carefully!pipetted! into!1.5!ml!tubes.!Samples!were!heatBinactivated!at!95°C!for!5!minutes!and!placed!back!on!ice.! Subsequently,! the! samples!were! sonicated! three! times! at!10!Hz! for!5! seconds!(MSE,! Soniprep! 150,! Sanyo,! Japan)! to! sheer! the! DNA! and! reduce! the! viscosity.!Samples!were! frozen! in! a!dryBice!methanol!bath! and! stored! at! B80OC!until! further!use.! Samples! were! heated! to! 95!OC,! cooled! to! room! temperature! and! the! protein!
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concentration! was! quantified! using! a! DCBassay! kit! (BioBRad).! In! most! cases,! the!solution!was!subsequently!split!and!one!half!was!supplemented!with!DTT.!
2.2.3!Preparation!of!cell!lysates!G!2D!SDSGPAGE!–!urea!based!
Cells! were! grown! on! 150! mm! petri! dishes! under! assay! specific! conditions.! The!medium! was! decanted! and! the! dishes! placed! on! ice.! The! residual! medium! was!aspirated!and!the!cells!washed!with!iceBcold!PBS.!The!remaining!PBS!was!aspirated!and!1!ml!of!ureaBDTTBbasedBbuffer!was!pipetted!onto! the!dish.!The! surface!of! the!dish!was!scraped!with!a!spatula!and!the!lysis!buffer!transferred!into!a!1.5!ml!tube.!After! 10!minutes! incubation! on! ice! the! tubes! underwent! centrifugation! at! 14,000!rpm! (20,800! x! g)! for! 15! minutes! (5810R! Centrifuge,! Rotor! FL011,! Eppendorf,!Germany).! The! supernatant! was! transferred! into! fresh! tubes! and! the! pellets!containing! cell! debris! discarded.! The! protein! concentration! of! the! cell! lysate!was!quantified!using!the!BioBRad!assay.!
2.2.4!Immunoprecipitation!
Cells!were! grown! on! 150!mm! petri! dishes! under! assay! specific! conditions.! In! the!cold!room,!medium!was!decanted!and!petri!dishes!placed!on!ice.!Residual!medium!was!aspirated!and!cells!washed!with!iceBcold!PBS.!Residual!PBS!was!aspirated!and!1!ml! of! lysis! buffer! added! to! the! centre! of! the!petri! dish.! Petri! dishes!were! scraped!with!a!spatula!and! lysates! transferred! into!1.5!ml! tubes.!After!10!minutes! lysis!on!ice,! the! tubes!underwent! centrifugation!at!14,000! rpm! (20,800!x! g)! for!5!minutes!(5810R! Centrifuge,! Rotor! FL011,! Eppendorf,! Germany).! Supernatant! was!transferred!into!fresh!1.5!ml!tubes!containing!magnetic!beads.!
2.2.4.1!ProteinGG!coupled!magnetic!beads!





Epoxy!beads!were!loaded!with!5!ug!A5:158!per!1.5!mg!beads!for!16!hours!at!37OC!according! to! manufacturer’s! instructions! (Invitrogen).! The! lysis! buffer! provided!with!the!coBIP!kit!was!supplemented!with!NaCl2.!Wash!buffers!were!provided!in!the!kit!and!used!accordingly.!We!followed!the!described!procedures!for!either!Western!Blotting!or!mass!spectroscopy.!Ammonia!eluted!pellets!for!mass!spectroscopy!were!lyophilised! in! a! vacuum! centrifuge! and! subsequently! analysed! by! shotgun!proteomics! in! the! mass! spectroscopy! support! facility! of! the! department! of!Biochemistry,!Imperial!College,!South!Kensington!Campus.!
2.2.5!2GD!Gel!Electrophoresis!
Programme!for!isoBelectric!focusing!of!pH!3B10!L,!110!mm!Immobilon!DryBStrip!Phase! Voltage! mA! W! Time!(hr)! Vh!1! 300! 1! 5! 0.01! 1!2! 300! 1! 5! 4.5! 1350!3! 2000! 1! 5! 5! 5750!4! 2000! 1! 5! 6.5! 13000!
Total! ! ! ! 16! 20100!!power! supply! programmed! in! “gradient”! mode! with! voltage! ramped! up! to! programmed!value!starting!from!zero!(300!V!in!first!phase;!4.5!hours)!and!to!maximum!value!(2000!V!in!last!phase;!5!hours)!and!then!maintained!at!2000!V!(6.5!hours)!
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!110!mm!Immobilon!pH!3B10!L!DryBStrips!were!rehydrated!over!night!in!rehydration!buffer.! Samples! were! loaded! according! to! the! DryBStrip! kit! manual! and!electrophoresis!performed.!Strips!were!subsequently!equilibrated!in!solutions!1!and!2!for!10!minutes!each.!Standard!SDSBPAGE!gels!were!cast!(7%!v/v!acrylamide,!see!
Section&2.2.7!without!PhosBTag!and!manganese).!With!the!exception!of!one!well!for!the! molecular! weight! marker,! a! plastic! spacer! was! modified! with! Scotch! tape! to!create!a!large!opening!for!the!DryBStrip!in!the!stacking!gel.!Overhanging!plastic!was!removed!with!scissors!and!the!DryBStrip!placed!with!the!pI!3!end!facing!towards!the!molecular!weight!marker!into!the!cavity!in!the!stacking!gel.!DryBStrips!were!overlaid!with! agarose! and! normal! SDSBPAGE! performed! at! 100V.! Gels! were! subsequently!used!for!Western!Blotting.!
2.2.6!SDSGPAGE!G1GD!
Normally!12.5!µg!protein!of!each!sample!was!loaded!onto!a!4B20!%!w/v!acrylamide!gradient! gel! (NuBlu! Tris! Glycine! Gels,! NuSep,! UK)! for! the! analysis! of! EBcadherin,!vimentin,! αBcatenin! and!CD44.! 20! µg! protein! of! each! sample!was! loaded! onto! the!same! gels! for! the! analysis! of! Endo180,! uPA,! uPAR,! phosphoBMLC2! and!MLC.! Each!sample!was! supplemented!with!1!µl!βBmercaptoBethanol!prior! to! loading!with! the!exception! of! samples! used! for! the! analysis! of! CD44,! Endo180! or! uPAR.!Electrophoresis! was! performed! in! 1X! TGBbuffer! (BioRad,! Current! Protocols)!supplemented!with!0.1!%!w/v!SDS!using!the!BioRad!Mini!Protean!III!cell!system!and!a! BioRad! power! pack! set! at! 150! V.! Electrophoresis! was! stopped! when! the!bromphenol!blue!dye!front!had!migrated!from!of!the!bottom!of!the!gel.!Normally!12.5!µg!of!protein!was!loaded!onto!a!4B20%!w/v!acrylamide!gradient!gel!(Precise!Protein!Gels,!Pierce,!Thermo!Scientific).!Electrophoresis!was!performed!in!1X! TrisBHEPESBbuffer! (Sigma,! UK)! supplemented! with! 0.1! %! w/v! SDS! using! the!BioRad!Mini!Protean!III!cell!system!and!a!BioRad!power!pack!set!at!150!V.!All!other!procedures!were!as!described!above. 
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2.2.7!PhosGTag!




resolving! gel! solution! (7!mL:! 100!μmol/L!PhosBTag!&!10!%!w/v! acrylamide);! acrylamide!and! distilled! water! adjusted! for! final! acrylamide! concentration;! PhosBTag! and! MnCl2!adjusted!for!final!PhosBTag!concentration;!MnCl2!molarity!=!2X!PhosBTag!molarity!!PhosBTag! containing! and! PhosBTag! and! MnCl2! free! control! gels! were! cast.! 7%!acrylamide! gels! were! used! unless! otherwise! indicated.! The! stacking! gel! was! cast!using!standard!conditions!(Current!Protocols).!10!µl!of!sample!was!loaded!into!each!
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PhosBTagBcontaining! and! PhosBTag/MnCl2Bfree! control! gels! were! cast.! The!acrylamide!concentration!was!lowered!to!5!%!v/v!and!the!PhosBTag!concentration!was! adjusted! to! 3.5! µM.! The! stacking! gel! was! cast! using! standard! conditions!(Current! Protocols).! 10!µl! of! sample! was! loaded! into! each! lane! and! standard! gel!electrophoresis!at!5!mA/gel!performed.!Gels!were!used! for!standard!Western!Blot!assay! including! EDTA! wash! to! remove! manganese! ions! (see! Section& 2.2.8).! The!protocol!was!adapted!from!Nature!Protocols!Exchange!(Tomida!et!al.,!2008).!
2.2.8!Western!Blot!
Gels! were! incubated! in! transferBbuffer! (1X! TG! with! 10! %! v/v! methanol)! for! 20!minutes.!In!the!case!of!PhosBTag!containing!gels!the!manganese!ions!were!removed!by! incubation! for! 10! minutes! in! transferBbuffer! with! 1! mM! EDTA,! EDTA! was!removed! by! subsequent! incubation! for! 10! minutes! in! pure! transferBbuffer.!Separated! proteins!were! transferred! onto! PVDFBFL!membranes! using! the! BioRad!Transblot!Mini!Cell!system!and!a!BioRad!power!pack!set!at!100!V!for!2!hours.!In!the!case! of! proteins! smaller! than! 50! kDa! the! transfer! was! limited! to! 1h.! PVDFBFL!membranes! were! activated! in! methanol! prior! to! equilibration! in! transfer! buffer.!After!the!transfer,!PVDFBFL!membranes!were!directly!placed!in!methanol!for!a!few!seconds!and!dried!on!filter!paper!for!15!minutes!to!enhance!protein!binding!to!the!membrane.!Membranes!were!subsequently!activated!in!methanol!and!blocked!with!5%!w/v!skimmed!dry!milk!(Tesco)!diluted!in!PBSBT!for!1!hour!at!room!temperature.!After! 3X! 5!minutes!washes! in! 50!ml! PBSBT,!membranes!were! incubated!with! the!appropriate!primary!antibody!(Table&2.1)!diluted!in!PBSBT!+!5!%!w/v!BSA!+!0.02!%!w/v!NaN3!over!night!at!4°C.!Next!morning,!membranes!were!washed!3X! in!PBSBT!and!incubated!for!1!hour!with!the!appropriate!secondary!antibody!(antiBmouse!and!
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antiBrabbit! IgG! HRP! conjugates! (Jackson! or! Santa! Cruz,! USA)! diluted! 1:10,000! in!PBSBT!+!5!%!w/v!skimmed!dry!milk.!Milk!was!filtered!through!a!funnel!made!out!of!standard! kitchen! paper! prior! to! antibody! addition.! After! 3! washes! in! PBSBT! the!PVDFBFL!membranes!were! incubated!with!ECL/ECL!plus! or!Western!Blot! reagent!(GE!Healthcare!or!Millipore)!and!exposed!to!ECL!Hyperfilm!(GE!Healthcare,!UK)!or!an!ImageQuant!LAS!4000!system!(GE!Healthcare).!In!some!cases!fluorescent!secondary!antibodies!(LIBCOR)!were!used!instead!of!HRPBconjugates.! The! fluorescent! signal! was! recorded! on! a! Odyssey! Scanner! (LIBCOR).!Under! these! circumstances! a! commercial! blocking! solution! was! used! for! initial!blocking! as!well! as! primary! and! secondary! antibody! incubations.! Band! intensities!were!quantified!using!the!ImageQuant!or!ImageJ!software!(GE!Healthcare,!NIH).!
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Table!2.1.!Antibodies!used!for!immunoblot!analysis!Antigen!(species)! Clone!(species)! Cat!No.! Supplier! Stock!conc.![mg/ml]! Dilution! Final!conc.![µg/ml]!panBcytokeratin!(cow)!!
pAb!(rabbit)! Z0622! Dako! 10.7! 1:10000! 1.07!
EBcadherin!(human)!!
HECDB1! mAb!(mouse)! ab1416B500! Abcam! 0.05! 1:1000! 0.05!
vimentin!(human)!!
V9! mAb!(mouse)! V6630! Sigma! ascites! 1:200! ∼0.5!
αBcatenin!(human)!!
pAb!(rabbit)! NB120B6299! Novus!Biologicals! NA! 1:4000! NA!
uPAR!(human)! pAb!(rabbit)! 399R! America!Diagnostica!!
0.5! 1:500! 1!
uPA!(human)!!
pAb!(rabbit)! ab24121! Abcam! 0.5! 1:500! 1!
AR!(human)!! pAb!(rabbit)! NB20! Santa!Cruz! 0.2! 1:1000! 0.2!CD44!(human)! E1/2.8! mAb!(mouse)! NA! Clare!Isacke! hybridoma!supernatant!!
1:5! 2!
pBMLC2!(Ser19)!(human)!!
pAb!(rabbit)! #3671! Cell!Signalling! NA! 1:1000! NA!
MLC!(chicken)! MY21! mAb!(mouse)! M4401! Sigma! ascites! 1:1000! ∼0.1!
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!Endo180!(human)!!
A5:158! mAb!(mouse)! NA! Clare!Isacke! hybridoma!supernatant! 1:5! 2!
Endo180!(human)!!
E1:183! mAb!(mouse)! NA! Clare!Isacke! hybridoma!supernatant! 1:5! 2 
Endo180!(human)!!
39.10! mAb!(mouse)! NA! Clare!Isacke! 10! 1:4000! 2.5!
Endo180!(human)!!
pAb!(rabbit)! CAT1! Clare!Isacke! 0.3! 1:300! 1!
Endo180!(human)!!





5!x!103!cells/well!were!seeded!in!each!well!of!a!96Bwell!plate!(Optilux!clear!bottom!black!plates).!At!assay!specific!time,!medium!was!aspirated!and!replaced!with!preBwarmed!4!%!w/v!PFA!diluted!in!PBS.!Cells!were!incubated!at!37°C!for!10!minutes!and!the!reaction!quenched!with!100!mM!glycine!in!PBS!and!0.02!%!w/v!NaN3.!Cells!were! stored! at! 4oC! until! staining.! Cells! were! blocked! and! permeabilised! for! 30!minutes!in!IFF!+!0.2!%!w/v!saponin!or!0.3!%!v/v!TritonBXB100.!When!saponin!was!used,!0.2!%!w/v!saponin!was!added!throughout!all!antibody!incubations!and!in!all!washing!buffers.!Staining!for!structural!elements!(αBtubulin,!FBactin!was!performed!in! TritonBXB100Bbuffer;! staining! for! other! markers! (especially! in! vesicular!compartments,! such! as! Endo180)! was! carried! out! in! saponinBbuffer.! Cells! were!incubated! in! 50! µl! primary! antibody! overnight! at! 4°C! and! washed! twice! in!permeabilisation/blockingBbuffer.! Incubation!with!1:500!goat!antiBmouse!or!rabbit!Alexa! FluorB405/B488/B546/B633! (Invitrogen)! was! performed! for! 2! hours.! To!counter! stain! for! the! actin! cytoskeleton! 1:500! phalloidin! Alexa! FluorB488/B546/B633! (Invitrogen)! was! diluted! together! with! the! secondary! antibody.! Cells! were!washed!twice!in!permeabilisation/blocking!buffer.!To!stabilise!the!antigenBantibody!interactions! cells!were! fixed! after! the! staining!procedure! for!15!minutes!with!4%!w/v!PFA!diluted!in!PBS!and!washed!twice!in!PBS.!Nuclei!were!counterstained!with!1:1000!DAPI!or!TOBPROB3! (Invitrogen)! for!5!minutes.! Cells!were!washed! twice! in!PBS.! Images! were! acquired! with! IXM! and! analysed! using! MetaXpress! and!AcuityXpress! software! packages.! Positive! and! negative! cells! were! differentiated!using! the! “MultipleBwaveBlength! scoring”! module! of! the! MetaXpress! 2.0! software!package.! Nuclei! were! detected! in! the! DAPI/TOBPROB3! channel! and! surrounding!staining! in! the! FITC/TRITC! channel! was! counted! towards! the! closest! Nucleus.! A!maximum!distance!was!defined!to!exclude!extracellular!staining.!
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2.2.10!Immunofluorescence!and!confocal!microscopy!




Clone!(species) ProductBcode Supplier StockBconc.![mg/ml] Dilution FinalBconc.![µg/ml] 
panBcytokeratin!(cow)!!
pAb!(rabbit) Z0622 Dako 10.7 1:500 21.4 
vimentin!(human)!!
V9! mAb!(mouse) V6630 Sigma ascites 1:40 ∼2.5 
EBcadherin!(human) HECDB1! mAb!(mouse)!!
ab1416B500 Abcam 0.05 1:50 1 
CD44!(human)!!
E1/2.8! mAb!(mouse) NA Clare!Isacke hybridoma!supernatant 1:5 ∼2 
αBcatenin!(human)!!
pAb!(rabbit) NB120B6299 Novus!Biologicals NA 1:2000 NA 
αBtubulin!(human)!!
DM1A! mAb!(mouse) T6199 Sigma 1 1:1000 1 
isotypeBcontrol!!
NA!(mouse) MCA928 SeroTec 0.1 1:50 2 
isotypeBcontrol!!





Cells!were! grown! on! a! 96Bwell! plate! at! low! density! (2! x! 103! cells/well)! 24! hours!prior!to!image!acquisition.!9!fields!of!view!and!3!wells!were!acquired!per!cell! line.!Images!were! taken!every!10!minutes! for!12!hours!with! the! IXM!microscope.!Cells!were!kept!at!37°C!in!5!%!CO2!throughout!the!procedure.!Cells!were!tracked!with!the!object! tracker! platform! of! the! Metamorph! software! package! and! subsequently!analysed!in!Mathematica!for!the!generation!of!Box!plots.!
2.2.12!Dunn!chamber!chemotaxis!
Cells!were!grown!on!6Bwell!plates!(50!x!103!cells/well)!supplemented!with!sterile!glass! cover! slips! 24! hours! prior! to! image! acquisition.! Clean!Dunn! chambers!were!removed!from!70!%!v/v!ethanol!storage!solution!and!airBdried!on!filter!paper!under!sterile!conditions.!The!cell!chemotaxis!area!was!washed!3X!with!200!ul!medium!and!subsequently! filled!with! 200! ul!medium.! Coverslips!were! placed!with! cells! facing!down!onto! the!medium! filled! chemotaxis! area.!Excess!medium!was! removed!with!filter!paper!and!the!coverslip!placed!in!a!position!that!a!tiny!opening!(5!mm)!to!the!outer!media! ring!was! left! open.! The! other! three! sides!were! sealed!with!wax.!We!have!used!a!simple!soft!brush!normally!used!for!painting!watercolours!(Selfridges).!The!medium!from!the!outer!ring!was!removed!via!a! filter!paper!(capillary! forces).!Finally,!we! filled! the!outer! ring!with!growth! factor! containing!medium!and!sealed!the!remaining!edge!with!wax.!Dunn!chambers!were!placed! in! the! IXM!and! images!acquired! every! 10! minutes! for! 12! hours.! Cells! tracks! were! digitalised! using! the!object! tracker! platform! of! the! MetaXpress! software! suite! and! tracks! were!subsequently! analysed! for! directional! migration! using! Mathematica.! The!Mathematica! notebook! was! provided! by! Professor! Graham! Dunn! (King’s! College!London)!and!modified!by!Julian!Gronau.!Dunn!chambers!(Hawksley!Scientific)!were!cleaned!by!30!minutes!sonication!in!acetone,!3X!washes!in!MilliQ!water,!treated!for!5!minutes!with!10!%!v/v!hydrogen!peroxide,!3X!washes!in!MilliQ!water!and!stored!in!70!%!v/v!ethanol!until!the!next!usage.!
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2.2.13!Organotypic!invasion!assay!
The! technique! was! modified! from! the! protocol! established! by! Dr! John! Marshall!(Nystrom!et!al.,!2005).!
2.2.13.1!Preparation!of!organotypic!gels!G!day!1!
A!cell!suspension!containing!fibroblasts!at!the!desired!concentration!(107!cells/ml)!was! prepared! in! DMEM! +! 10!%! v/v! FCS.! After! trypsination! the! fibroblasts! were!pelleted!by!centrifugation!to!remove!residual!trypsin!from!the!cell!suspension.!
Organotypic!gels!!collagen!:!Matrigel!(1:1)!10X!DMEM!FCS!cells!(fibroblasts)!!!!!!Example:!collagen!Matrigel!10X!DMEM!FCS!cell!suspension!!
!7!Volumes!(3.5!:!3.5)!1!Volume!1!Volume!1!Volume!!!1.75ml!1.75ml!0.5ml!0.5ml!0.5ml!




































mix!to!dissolve,!adjust!pH!to!6.0!with!1N!NaOH,!add!TweenB20,!store!at!room!temperature!for!3!months!or!4oC!for!longer!storage!!A! staining! jar! containing! citrate!buffer!was!placed! into!a!95oC!water!bath!and! the!citrate! buffer! was! allowed! to! reach! 95oC.! Slides! were! placed! into! the! jar! and!incubated! for! 20!minutes.! The! jar!was! removed! from! the!water! bath,! the! jar!was!allowed!to!cool!at!room!temperature!for!20!minutes.!Slides!were!washed!3X!in!PBS.!Protocol!was! from! the! IHC!world!database!and!adapted!by!Dr!Matthew!Caley!and!Julian!Gronau.!
2.2.14.3!DAB!staining!
DAB! staining! was! performed! using! a! commercial! kit! (Invitrogen)! with! one!modification:! primary! antibody! incubation! over! night! at! 4oC! in! an! humidified!chamber.!After!DABBstaining,!1!ml!of!Mayer’s!haematoxylin!was!pipetted!onto! the!slide!and!incubated!for!5!minutes.!Slides!were!washed!for!5!minutes!under!running!tap!water,!blued!with!ammonia!water!and!subsequently!deBhydrated! (see!Section&
2.2.14.1&B!but!in!the!reverse!order).!A!drop!of!DPX!mounting!medium!was!pipetted!onto! sections! and! overlaid!with! a! cover! slip.! Images!were! acquired! using! a! slideBscanning!microscope.!
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2.2.14.4!DAB!staining!controls!








mix!well!!After! deBparaffinisation! 1! ml! of! Mayer’s! Haematoxylin! was! pipetted! onto! the!sections,! incubated! for! 5! minutes! and! washed! under! running! tap! water! for! 5!minutes.!Staining!was!differentiated!by!dipping!slides!for!5!seconds!in!acid!alcohol,!washing!under!running!tap!water! for!1!minute!and!blued!by!dipping! in!0.2!v/v!%!ammonia! solution! for!30! seconds.!After!washing! for!5!minutes!under! running! tap!water! slides! were! dipped! ten! times! in! 95! %! v/v! ethanol! then! counterstained! in!eosin!Y!working!solution!for!1!minute!and!dehydrated!(see!Section&2.2.14.1!B!but!in!the!reverse!order,!starting!with!95%!ethanol).!Stained!sections!were!mounted!using!DPX!mounting!medium.!
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2.2.15!Molecular!Cloning!
Site! directed! mutagenesis! was! carried! out! using! a! commercial! SiteBdirected!mutagenesis! kit! (Strategene).! The! kit! contained! XL10BGold! ultra! competent! cells,!PfuTurbo!DNA!Polymerase!and!all!necessary!buffers,!dNTP!mix!and!controls.!Primer!sequences!(figure& 3.6.3)!were!designed!according! to! the! instructions!provided!by!Strategene.! The! oligos! were! procured! from! Invitrogen.! Clones! were! screened! by!restriction!digest!and!sequencing!of!the!mutated!region.!In! order! to! clone! phmKO2NMLinker! Endo180,! PCR! was! carried! out! using! high!fidelity!polymerase!kit!(Roche).!The!forward!primer!was!designed!to!bind!upstream!of! the! Endo180! encoding! sequence! in! order! to! ensure! that! the! PCR! product!contained! the! NotI! restriction! site! that! is! located! several! bases! upstream! of! the!Endo180! sequence! in! the! pcDNA3! Endo180! template! vector! (figure& 4.9.2).! The!reverse!primer!was!designed!with! an!overhang! to! add!another!NotI! restriction! to!the!PCR!product!and!to!exclude!the!stop!codon.!The!PCR!product!was!resolved!on!an!Ethidium! bromide! supplemented! agarose! gels! and! excised! from! the! gel! using! a!scalpel!under!UV! light.!The!product!was!extracted! from! the!excised!agarose!using!the! QIAEX! kit! (Qiagen).! NotI! enzyme! and! buffer! were! procured! from! NEB.! PCR!products!and!empty!vectors!were!digested!under!standard!conditions!as!described!in!the!NEB!catalogue.!Ligation!of!PCR!products!and!vector!was!performed!using!the!Takara! Ligation! Kit! V! 2.1! (Lonza).! Super! competent! DH5! alpha! cells! (Invitrogen)!were! transformed! with! ligated! vector! according! to! the! instructions! provided! by!Invitrogen.! Several! individual! clones! were! analysed! by! restriction! digestion! with!HindIII! (NEB)! and! resolution! on! Agarose! gels.! Correctly! orientated! Endo180!resulted! in! two! bands! at! approximately! 4350bp! and! 4350bp!whereas! incorrectly!ligated!insert!produced!one!single!band!of!9100bp. !
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3.!Structural!analysis!of!Endo180!
3.1!Introduction!Before! investigating! the! role!of!Endo180! in!prostate!cancer!progression,!EMT!and!its!potential!as!a!new!biomarker!the!biochemical!and!cell!biological!characterisation!of!this!receptor!was!reBaddressed.!Some!of!this!data!was!generated!more!than!two!decades! ago,! before! MRC2! (the! gene! which! encodes! Endo180)! was! cloned! and!sequenced!(Isacke!et!al.,!1990;!Sheikh!et!al.,!2000;!Wu!et!al.,!1996).!As!a!first!step,!we!set!out!to!shed!more!light!on!Endo180’s!physiological!function!by!reBevaluating!its!evolutionary!history!and!some!aspects!of!its!biochemistry.!The! investigation! was! started! with! an! in& silico! analysis! of! the! evolution! of! the!Endo180!encoding!gene!MRC2.!To!date,!Endo180!has!been!characterised,!cloned!and!sequenced! in! mice! and! humans.! All! sequences! inventoried! in! the! NCBI! database!were! analysed! for! homology! to!MRC2.! Later! the! evolutionary! conservation! of! the!individual!domains!that!define!the!Endo180!protein!was!analysed,!namely!the!RicinBB! (CRD)! fold,! the! FNII! fold! and! the! CTLD! fold.! Afterwards! the! evolutionary!conservation! of! individual! residues! that! had! a! function! attributed! in! biochemical!and! cell! biological! studies! in! the! past! was! addressed.! Lastly,! a! potential! putative!uPABbinding! domain! in! the! CTLDB4! domain! of! Endo180! was! analysed! for! its!localisation! in! the! threeBdimensional! fold! of! the! domain! and! for! evolutionary!conservation.! The! evolutionary! conservation! of! the! uPABuPARBEndo180! triBmolecular! complex!was!analysed!before! this!background.!Lastly,! a!nullBmutant! for!the!potential!uPABbinding!site!was!generated!in!an!Endo180!expression!vector.&!! !
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3.2!Evolutionary!conservation!of!Endo180!All! sequences! inventoried! in! the! NCBI! database! were! screened! for! homology! to!members! of! the! mannose! receptor! gene! family.! The! family! consists! of! four!members:! the! macrophage! mannose! receptor,! Endo180,! DECB205! and!phospholipase!A2!receptor.!Genes!homologous! to!members!of! the!mannose! receptor! family!were! identified! in!several! vertebrates,! in!addition! to!mice,!humans!and!cattle!where! the!presence!of!Endo180!has!already!been!confirmed.!The!results!were!not!limited!to!mammals.!For!example,! the! Danio& rerio! (zebrafish)! genome! was! found! to! contain! genes!homologous! to! all! four! members! of! the! family.! Homologues! for! some! family!members,! including! Endo180,! were! found! in! Xenopus& tropicalis.! In! species! other!than!vertebrates!for!example!Drosophila&melanogaster!the!entire!family!was!absent.!A!phylogenetic!tree!of!all!species!containing!a!gene!homologous!to!MRC2!is!shown!in!
Figure&3.3.1&and&Figure&3.4.4.3.!
3.3!Evolutionary!conservation!of!the!cytoplasmic!tail!of!Endo180!Based!on!a!list!of!predicted!Endo180!encoding!genes!stored!in!the!NCBI!database!an!alignment!model!was!built!using!the!COBALT!suite!of!the!NCBI!toolkit.!Figure&3.3.1!shows! the!multiple! alignment! of! the! full! length! cytoplasmic! tail! of! Endo180!of! all!species! in!which!an!encoding!gene!was! identified.! Isacke!and!coBworkers!mutated!four!residues!(a!dihydophic!endocytosis!motif!and!an!LDL!receptor!type!endocytosis!motif)! in! the! cytoplasmic! tail! of! human! Endo180! (marked! in! light! blue! in!Figure&
3.3.1)&and!studied!the!effect!of!these!mutations!on!receptor!recycling!(see!Section&
1.4.7)!(Howard!and!Isacke,!2002).!Although!no! function!was!attributed! to! the!Arginine!and!Glutamate! residues! (LDL!receptor! type!endocytosis!motif),! all! four! residues! (both!endocytosis!motifs)!were!conserved!with!100%!homology!across!all!species.!Interestingly,!a!potential!14B3B3Bprotein!binding!site!(RxxS/TxP,!marked!in!yellow!in!Figure&3.3.1)!was!conserved!in!all! species!with! the!exception!of!Tetraodon&nigroviridis.!Both!rodent!genes!contain!
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an!additional!amino!acid!residue!between!the!Arginine!and!the!Serine!what!might!render!the!motif!nonBfunctional.!!Overall,!the!region!around!the!functional!dihydrophobic!internalisation!motif,!LV,!is!most! conserved!within! the! cytoplasmic! tail.! Four! amino! acids! upstream! and! four!amino! acids! downstream! of! the!motif! show! 100%! homology! between! all! species.!Another! region! of! conservation! is! found! around! the! essential! Arginine! for! the!supposedly! nonBfunctional! LDLBtype! receptor! endocytosis! motif.! One! amino! acid!upstream!and!two!amino!acids!downstream!are!100!%!conserved!across!all!species.!The!14B3B3Bprotein!binds!and!masks!phosphorylated!substrates!(the!Serine!residue!within! the! RxxS/TxP!motif)! of! PKC.! Furthermore,! Isacke! and! coBworkers! showed!phosphorylation! of! unidentified! Serine! residues! within! the! Endo180! protein.! In!order! to! further! investigate! Serine! phosphorylation! in! the! cytoplasmic! tail! of!Endo180! and! the! potential! functionality! of! the! predicted! 14B3B3! motif,!phosphorylation!was!predicted!in!the!Endo180!cytoplasmic!tail!in&silico.!The!group!based!prediction!system!(GPS)!contains!patterns!for!phosphorylation!substrates!for!a!wide!range!of!kinases!(Xue!et!al.,!2008).!The!cytoplasmic!tail!of!human,!rat,!mouse!and!frog!Endo180!was!analysed!with!the!GPS!tool.!The!raw!scores!were!normalised!and! ranked.! The! five! highestBranking! potential! kinase! substrates! within! the!Endo180! cytoplasmic! tail! are! marked! in! red! in! Figure& 3.3.1.! GPS! predicted! the!Serine/Threonine!residue!of!the!potential!14B3B3Bmotif!in!frogs!and!humans!to!be!a!potential!kinase!substrate.!Interestingly,!the!Serine!residues!in!rodents!at!the!same!position! generated! lower! scores! and! were! not! amongst! the! five! sites! with! the!highest!probability!to!be!kinase!substrates.!Furthermore,! in!all! four!tested!species,!the!Serine!residues!in!juxtaBposition!to!the!dihydrophobic!internalisation!motif!are!identified!as!potential!kinase!substrates. !
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Figure& 3.3.1& Evolutionary& conservation& of& the& cytoplasmic& tail& of& Endo180.!The! fullBlength!cytoplasmic! tail!of!Endo180! is! shown! for!all!organisms!with!an!Endo180!encoding!gene!stored!on!the!NCBI!database.!Putative!phosphorylation!sites!were!predicted!using!the!group!based!prediction!system!(GPS)!in!Homo&sapiens,!Xenopus&tropicalis,!Mus&musculus!and!
Rattus&norvegicus.! The! five! highest! scoring! residues! in! each! species! are!marked! in! red.! A!potential!14B3B3!proteinBbinding!motif!is!marked!in!yellow.!Residues!previously!tested!for!a!function! in! receptor! internalisation! are!marked! in! light! blue.! The!percentage! of! sequence!identity!is!indicated!below!each!residue!wherever!this!has!been!calculated!as!less!than!1.0!(100%).!All!organisms!were!ordered!in!genetic!trees!using!the!taxBid!system!of!NCBI.!
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3.4!Evolutionary!conservation!of!ectodomains!in!the!mannose!receptor!
family!One!RicinBB! folded! domain! (CRD),! one! FNII! domain! and! eight! CTLDs! (see!Figure&
1.4.5)!constitute!the!extracellular!part!of!Endo180.!Other!members!of!the!mannose!receptor! family! have! a! similar! domain! structure.! The! conserved! domain! database!was! used! to! investigate! the! evolutionary! heritage! of! the! three! folds! that! can! be!found! in! the! extracellular! parts! of! members! of! the! mannose! receptor! family.!Phylogenetic! trees! were! generated! for! each! of! the! three! folds! via! the! NCBI!conserved!domain!database.!Next!to!each!phylum!it!is!indicated!how!many!domains!were!detected!in!all!sequences!inventoried!in!the!NCBI!database.!Furthermore,!the!database!provides!information!about!attributed!functions!of!these!domains.!! !
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Figure&3.4.1&Evolutionary&conservation&of&Endo180&ectodomains.!Taxonomy!trees!were!generated! using! the! conserved! domain! database! of! NCBI.! The! number! of! open! reading!frames! stored! in! the! NCBI! database,! which! contain! one! or! more! receptor! domains! is!indicated! in!brackets! after! each! class.!Classes!were!broke!out! for!more!details! if! domains!were! significantly! enriched! in! one! particular! subclass.! Results! have! been! simplified! for!better!presentation.!Original!data!can!be! found! in! the!appendix! (figure& 8.1).!The!analysis!includes!evaluation!of!the!ricin!B!domain!(or!cysteineBrich!domain;!CRD),!fibronectin!type!II!(FNII)!domain!and!cBtype!lectinBlike!domains!(CTLDs)!of!Endo180. !! !
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3.4.1!Ricin!B!–!cysteine!rich!domain!G!CRD!
According!to!the!NCBI!database,!the!function!attributed!to!Ricin!B!domains!is!mainly!sugar! binding.! 2685! Ricin! B! domain! folds! were! detected! in! all! eukaryotic! genes!inventoried!and!2403! in!bacterial!genes.! In!comparison! to! the!other! two!domains,!approximately! half! of! all! sequenced! domains! are! found! in! bacteria.! Within!eukaryotes,! more! than! two! thirds! of! all! domains! are! found! in! animals.! In! the!bacterial! kingdom,! large! chunks! are! found! in! Actinomycetales! and! Proteobacteria!(Figure&3.4.1).!
3.4.2!Fibronectin!type!II!domain!G!FNII!
FNII!domain!folds!mainly!function!as!collagen!binding!domains.!As!shown!in!Figure&
3.4.1! FNII! domains! are! almost! exclusively! present! in! vertebrates.! Approximately,!90%!of!all!domains!are!detected!in!sequenced!vertebrates!genomes.!
3.4.3!CGtype!lectinGlike!domains!G!!CTLDs!
The!CTLD!fold!is!mostly!associated!with!innate!immune!response!according!to!the!NCBI! conserved! domains! database.! The! most! attributed! function! is! binding! of!bacterial! cell! walls.! Less! than! 1!%! of! all! detected! domains! with! a! CTLD! fold! are!found! in!bacterial!or!viral!genomes.!The! fold! is! limited!to!Pox!and!Herpes!viruses,!known!for!their!advanced!capabilities!to!modify!the!immune!system!of!their!hosts.!While! the! FNII! domain! fold! was! mostly! limited! to! vertebrates,! the! CTLD! fold! is!common!within!a!broad!spectrum!of!animals.!This!aligns!with!its!importance!for!the!innate! immune! response.! Only! background! levels! can! be! detected! in! other!eukaryotes!such!as!plants.! !
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3.5!interaction!of!Endo180!with!uPA!As!mentioned! in!Section& 1.4.8.2! a! putative! uPA! interaction!motif! (KxxSSxR)!was!identified!in!Endo180!by!Priessner!and!coBworkers!(Liang!et!al.,!2003).!However,!it!has!never!been!investigated!whether!this!potential!interaction!site!is!accessible!for!ligand!binding!on!the!surface!of!the!Endo180!protein!or!buried!inside!the!structure.!Sequence! analysis! revealed! that! the!KxxSSxR!motif! is! located! in! the! fourth! cBtype!lectin! domain! (CTLDB4)! of! Endo180.! The! crystal! structure! of! Endo180! is! not!available.! However,! a! highBresolution! electron! microscopy! structure! has! been!generated.!This! structure! shows! that! the! tip! of! the!Endo180!protein! forms! a! loop!structure!(see!Section&1.4.5)!and!that!the!CTLDB4!domain!appears!to!be!accessible!(Boskovic! et! al.,! 2006;! Llorca,! 2008;! RiveraBCalzada! et! al.,! 2003).! However,! it!remains! to!be!clarified!whether! the!KxxSSxRBmotif! is!buried!within! the! fold!of! the!CTLDB4! domain! or! accessible! on! the! surface! of! the! CTLDB4! domain.! The! known!structure!of!the!CTLDB4!domain!of!the!macrophage!mannose!receptor!was!selected!as! a! template! to! build! a! threeBdimensional! structure! of! the! CTLDB4! domain! of!Endo180! using! the! SwissBmodel! platform! (Figure& 3.5.1).! In! automatic!mode,! the!Swiss!model!system!selected!a!protein!with!high!sequence!homology!but!completely!different!fold!as!a!template,!this!was!probably!caused!by!the!variable!loop!sequences!of!the!CTLD!fold.!Similar!structural!predictions!were!performed!by!using!the!Ricin!B!domain! of!MMR!and! the! FNII! domains! of! fibronectin! as! templates.! The! alignment!between! the! CTLDB4! of! MMR! (template)! and! the! CTLDB4! of! Endo180! (target)! is!shown! in!Figure& 3.5.1.! Several!gaps!needed! to!be! introduced! in! the!middle!of! the!sequence,!residues!55B62!and!74B80.!However,!in!Figure&3.5.1!where!the!degree!of!sequence!homology!is!colourBcoded!it!can!be!seen!that!the!several!gaps!and!regions!of!low!sequence!homology!are!mainly!located!within!the!loop!regions,!whereas!the!structural!helices!and!betaBsheets!display!almost!perfect!sequence!homology.!
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Figure& 3.5.1& Swiss& model& alignment& of& the& CTLDH4& domain& of& Endo180.& The! target!(CTLDB4! domain! of! Endo180)! was! aligned! against! the! template! (CTLDB4! domain! of! the!macrophage!mannose!receptor,!1EGG,!chain!A).! (upper&half)!The!sequence!of! the!CTLDB4!domain!of!Endo180!starts!at!position!1!while!the!residues!in!1EGG!have!been!numbered!by!their! position! in! the! entire!macrophage!mannose! receptor.! The! CTLDB4! domain! starts! at!residue!628!in!the!macrophage!mannose!receptor.!(bottom&half)!The!sequence!homology!of! the! template!with! the!CTLDB4!of!Endo180! is! rainbow!colourBcoded! from!high! (blue)! to!low!(red)!in!the!predicted!structural!model!of!the!CTLDB4!domain!of!Endo180. 
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Figure& 3.5.2& 3HDHprojection& of& Swiss&model& for& CTLDH4& of& Endo180.! Structural!model!generated!using!Swiss!model!with! the!CTLDB4!of!Endo180!selected!as!a! target.!Automatic!template!selection!was!deactivated!and!a!template!of!the!CTLDB4!domain!of!the!macrophage!mannose!receptor!was!manually!inserted.!Residues!KxxSSxR!are!highlighted!in!green.!Two!projections!from!different!angles!are!shown.!
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!A! threeBdimensional! projection! of! the! predicted! CTLD4Bdomain! of! Endo180!revealed!that!the!potential!uPA!interaction!site!is!located!in!an!accessible!location!at!the!protein!surface!(Figure&3.5.2).!These!structural!findings!support!the!hypothesis!that!the!predicted!uPABinteraction!motif! is! indeed! functional! and! responsible! for! the! formation! of! the! uPABuPARBEndo180!trimolecular!complex.!The!earlier!analysis!of!the!cytoplasmic!tail!of!Endo180!(Section&3.3)!revealed!that!key! functional! residues! are! evolutionary! conserved! over! all! species! containing! a!gene!potentially!encoding!the!Endo180!protein.!To!further!test!the!hypothesis!that!the!KxxSSxR!motif! is! indeed! functional,! the!evolutionary!conservation!of! the!motif!was! investigated.! The! potential! uPABbinding! motif! is! located! within! the! first! ten!amino!acids!of!the!CTLDB4!domain!of!Endo180!(Figure&3.5.3).!The!motif! is!100!%!conserved!across!all!mammals.!However,!the!motif!is!not!found!in!any!other!animal.!Overall!conservation!of!CTLDB4!appears!to!be!high.! !
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Figure&3.5.3&Evolutionary&conservation&of&potential&uPA& interaction&site.!The!first!40!amino!acid! residues!of! the!CTLDB4!domain!of!Endo180! in!all!organisms!with!an!Endo180!encoding!gene!stored!in!the!NCBI!database!are!shown.!The!putative!uPA!interaction!motif!KxxSSxR! is!marked! in! red.!All! organisms!were!ordered! into!genetic! trees!using! the! taxBid!system!of!NCBI.!(red)!Only!Theria!display!identical!amino!acid!residues.!
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It!is!possible!that!uPA!and!uPAR!are!not!present!or!may!function!differently!in!nonBmammals.!To!test!the!latter!hypothesis!NCBI!blast!was!used!to!identify!all!organisms!that!posses!a!gene!encoding!a!protein!homologous!to!uPA!or!uPAR!in!Homo&sapiens.!uPA! and! uPAR! were! both! present! in! mammals! and! other! animals.! However,! the!presence! of! a! homologous! gene! does! not! guarantee! that! all! functional!residues/domains!are!conserved.!To!test!the!potential!for!uPA!and!uPAR!to!interact!in! a! similar!manner! across! all! species! the! uPARBbinding! domain! of! uPA,! the! ATF,!was!compared!across!all!species.!The!ATF!of!uPA!differs!heavily!in!its!first!30!amino!acid!residues!(Figure&3.5.4).!The!COBALT!introduced!up!to!15!gaps!over!this!short!stretch!to!compute!the!best!possible!alignment.!ATF!sequence!homology!was!highly!conserved!where!it!binds!to!uPAR,!no!gap!introduction!was!necessary!to!build!the!alignment!(Figure&3.5.4).!The!only!exception!being!Danio&rerio,!which!lacks!a!uPAR!interaction! site.! These! findings! suggest! that! uPA! and! uPAR! interact! in! a! similar!manner!across!different!species.!The!kringle!domain!of!uPA!was!aligned! for!all! species!containing!an!open!reading!frame! that!encodes!uPA!(Figure& 3.5.5).!The!kringle!domain!was!highly!conserved!between!all!mammals.!However,!with!the!exception!of!Anolis&carolinensis,!between!10! and! 20! residues! were! missing! in! all! nonBmammals.! This! required! gap!introduction! for!building!the!alignment!model!(Figure& 3.5.5).!As!shown!in!Figure&








Figure&3.5.5& Evolutionary& conservation&of& the&kringle&domain&of& uPA.!The!fullBlength!kringle!domain!of!uPA!is!shown!for!all!organisms!with!an!uPABencoding!gene!stored!in!the!NCBI! database.! The! precise! location! where! the! RxxSSxR!motif! interacts! with! the! kringle!domain! is! unknown.! All! organisms! have! been! ordered! into! genetic! trees! using! the! taxBid!system!of!NCBI.!Theria!sequences!align!without!the!need!of!introducing!gaps!whereas!other!animals!exclusing!Anolis!carolinensis!require!significant!gap!introduction!
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Figure& 3.6.3& Primers& and& sequences& to& generate& nullHmutants& of& the& KxxSSxR&
interaction& motif& Reverse! primers! are! reverse! complement! to! the! forward! primers!displayed!in!this!figure.!PCR!generates!full!length!copies!of!the!template!vector!!
!! !






L  R  Y  C  Y  K  V  F  S  S  E  R  L  Q  D
L  R  Y  C  Y  K  V  F  A  A  E  R  L  Q  D
----------GCTATAAGGTGTTCGCCGCAGAGCGGCTGCAGGAC
CTCCGGTATTGCTATGCGGTGTTCAGCTCAGAGGCGCTGCAGGAC
L  R  Y  C  Y  A  V  F  S  S  E  A  L  Q  D
---CGGTATTGCTATGCGGTGTTCAGCTCAGAGGCGCTGCAGGAC
CTCCGGTATTGCTATAAGGTGTTCGCCGCAGAGCGGCTGCAGGAC







3.7!Discussion!Before!this!study,!the!Endo180!protein!has!only!been!characterised!in!humans,!mice!and! cattle! (Belgian! Blue).! Here,! a! search! for! homologous! proteins! revealed! that! a!gene!potentially!encoding!Endo180!is!present! throughout!the!vertebrate!kingdom.!Similar! findings!were!made! for!other!members!of! the!mannose! receptor! family.! It!was! found! that! both! the! dihydrophobic! and! the! potentially! nonBfunctional! LDLBreceptor! endocytosis! motif! are! evolutionary! conserved! in! all! vertebrates.!Interestingly,! the!mutation! introduced! by! Isacke! and! coBworkers! almost! a! decade!ago! was! found! to! actually! alter! receptor! distribution,! however,! not! to! the! same!degree! as! the! dihydrophobic! motif! (Justin! Sturge,! personal! communication).! The!strong! conservation! implies! that! the! LDLBreceptor! endocytosis! motif! might! be!functional.!This!function!might!be!important!in!a!biological!context!that!has!not!been!identified.! Furthermore,! a! Serine! residue! juxtaBpositioned! to! the! dihydrophobic!internalisation! motif,! LV,! is! a! potential! kinase! substrate.! Phosphorylation! of! this!Serine! residue!might! stop! receptor! internalisation! in! a! physiological! context.! This!finding!is!of!particular!interest!with!cellBcellBjunction!localised!Endo180!discovered!in!DU145!cells!(see!Section&4).!Another!potential!Kinase!substrate!predicted!via!the!GPS!system!is!part!of!a!14B3B3!binding!motif.!Phosphorylation!by!PKC!detected!by!Isacke! and! coBworkers!might! be! subject! to! complex! regulation! via! 14B3B3! epitope!masking.!Overall,! the! evolutionary! heritage! of! the! individual! domains! of! the! mannose!receptor! family! aligns! with! the! function! attributed! to! the! macrophage! mannose!receptor! as!well! as! Endo180.! The! presence! of! CTLDs! and! their! importance! in! the!innate!immune!response!goes!along!with!the!phagocytosis!function!displayed!by!the!macrophage!mannose! receptor.! However,! no! role! in! the! innate! immune! response!has!been!attributed!to!the!Endo180!protein!in!the!past.!! !
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Figure& 3.7.1& Endo180:& Two& models& for& uPA& interaction.! (A)! The! CTLD4! domain! of!Endo180! interacts!with! the! kringle! domain! of! uPA!when! uPA! is! bound! to! uPAR! (B)! The!CTLD4! domain! of! Endo180! interacts! with! the! kringle! domain! of! uPA! without! a! uPAR!interaction.! (Additional! elements! are! described! in! figure& 1.4.9)! (Adapted! from:! Gronau,!Iascke!&!Sturge.!MRC2.!Encyclopedia!of!Signalling!Molecules.!Springer!Press;!2012).!
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The! potential! uPA! interacting! motif! RxxSSxR! was! discovered! in! a! phage! display!(random! mutation)! study! by! Priessner! and! colleagues! (Liang! et! al.,! 2003)! and!defined! as! a! novel! class! of! uPA!binding!peptides.! The! common!uPABbinding!motif!identified!was!used!as!a!search!tool!to!identify!putative!interaction!partners!for!uPA.!NCBI!Blast!was!used! to!generate!a! list!of! genes! that! encode! cell! surface! receptors!that!contain! the!novel!uPABbinding!motif.!Endo180!was!one!of! the!highest!scoring!proteins! in! this!screen.!This! finding! fell! in! line!with! the!discovery! that!Endo180! is!essential! for! directional! breast! cancer! cell! (MCFB7,! MDABMBB231)! migration!(chemotaxis)! up! a! gradient! of! uPA! (Sturge! et! al.,! 2003)! and! can! be! isolated! in!complex! with! uPABuPAR! from! a! monocytic! cell! line! (U937)! following! chemical!crosslinking!(Behrendt!et!al.,!2000).!The!novel!uPABbinding!motif!was!shown!to!interact!with!the!kringle!domain!of!uPA;!whereas! GPIBanchored! uPAR! binds! to! the! aminoBterminal! fragment! (ATF)! of! uPA!(Liang!et!al.,!2003).!In!effect,!proteins!containing!this!uPABbindingBmotif!could!form!a!triBmolecular!complex!with!uPA!and!uPAR!(figure&3.7.1).!The!interaction!between!uPA! and! uPAR! has! been!widely! implicated! in! signal! transduction;! however,! since!uPAR! is! GPIBanchored! and! lacks! a! cytosolic! domain! it! cannot! initiate! intracellular!signaling! per& se! (Smith! and! Marshall,! 2010).! As! a! consequence! the! uPABuPAR!complex! requires! clustering!with! other! cell! surface! receptors! to! initiate! signalling!cascades! inside! the! cytosol.! In! this! respect! we! have! hypothesised! that! Endo180!forms!its!triBmolecular!cell!surface!cluster!with!uPABuPAR!via!direct!interaction!with!this! novel! uPABbinding! motif! to! confer! a! signalling! platform! that! can! direct! cell!migration! towards! chemotactic! cues! within! the! stromal! microenvironment! of!metastatic!solid!tumours.!Since!the!amino!acid!residues!that! form!part!of!motifs!with!known!function! in! the!cytoplasmic! tail!of!Endo180!display!evolutionary!conservation!across!species!with!an! Endo180! encoding! gene! it! was! reasoned! that! the! novel! uPABbinding! motif!identified! in& silico! may! also! be! evolutionary! conserved! in! Endo180,! therefore!validating! its! evolutional! functionality& in& vivo.! It! was! found! that! the! novel! uPABbinding!motif!is!indeed!evolutionary!conserved!but!the!conversation!was!limited!to!
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mammals.! However,! conservation! of! the! kringle! domain! of! uPA,! which! interacts!with!the!novel!uPABbinding!motif,!was!only!highly!conserved!between!mammals.!In!conclusion,!the!kringle!domain!of!uPA!and!the!RxxSSxR!motif!in!the!CTLD4!domain!of! Endo180! are! coBconserved,! lending! evolutionary! support! to! their! molecular!interaction! and! biological! and! pathological! relevance.! As! supporting! evidence,!structural!calculations!predicted!the!motif!to!be!located!accessible!on!the!surface!of!the!Endo180!receptor.! !
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4.!Functional!studies!of!Endo180!
4.1!Introduction!In!1990!Clare! Isacke!and!coBworkers!characterised!several!new!Ser/ThrBphosphoBpeptides.! Flow!2000! cells!were! stimulated!with! PMA,! the! entire! Endo180! protein!was! immunoprecipitated! using! antiBhuman! Endo180! mouse! E1:183! mAb! and!phosphorylation! demonstrated! by! 32PBlabeling! using! PKC! extract! from! rat! brain!(Isacke!et!al.,!1990).!At!this!time!MRC2!(the!gene!encoding!Endo180)!had!not!been!cloned!and!the!receptor!domain!structure!and!peptide!sequences!were!not!known.!As! described! earlier! (Sections& 1.4.5,& 1.4.6& and& 1.4.7;& Figures& 1.4.5& && 1.4.7)!Endo180!has!a!short!cytoplasmic!tail!of!approximately!42!amino!acids,!which!is!the!only!region!of!Endo180!accessible!to!cytosolic!PKC!under!physiological!conditions.!In!Section& 3! several!phosphorylation!sites!within! the!cytoplasmic! tail!of!Endo180!were!predicted!in&silico.!In!this!section!the!goal!was!to!design!an!assay!that!could!be!used!to!measure!Endo180’s!phosphorylation!status!in&vivo.!The! hTert! immortalised! human! dermal! fibroblast! cell! line! HCA2! and! the!osteosarcoma!cell!line!MG63!express!relatively!high!levels!of!Endo180!compared!to!prostate! cell! lines! (Section& 5).!HCA2!and!MG63! cells! are! also! easy! to! expand!and!grow! in! normal! DMEM! medium! supplemented! with! 10%! FCS.! To! enhance!Endo180’s! phosphorylation! status! we! stimulated! HCA2/MG63! cells! with! 100! nM!PMA! for! 10! minutes! similar! to! the! Isacke! study! in! 1990.! As! backup! strategy! we!procured!the!cytoplasmic! tail!of!Endo180!as!a!synthesised!peptide!and!planned! in&
vitro!phosphorylation!studies!using!PKC!from!rat!brain.!Surprisingly,! robust! Endo180! expression! levels! in! EBCadherin! positive! DU145!prostate!cancer!cells!was!detected!(section&5).!Here,!DU145!cells!were!stained!using!two!antibodies!targeting!different!domains!of!Endo180.!Furthermore,!as! it!was!discovered!that!PCR!of!Endo180! is!possible!(section&3),!at!least! using! a! commercial! siteBdirected! mutagenesis! kit,! this! finding! was! to! be!revisited.! The! aim! was! to! clone! a! fluorescent! Endo180! fusion! protein! where! the!fluorescent!protein! is! joined! to! the!nBterminal! end!of! the!Endo180!protein! ideally!
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with! a! flexible! linker! region! to! minimise! adverse! affects! of! the! fusion! to!physiological!Endo180!receptor!function.!!
4.2!2GD!gel!electrophoresis!The! initial! strategy! to!measure! the!phosphorylation!status!of!Endo180!was! to!use!mouse! antiBphosphoBserine/threonine! mAb! in! Western! Blot.! To! separate! the!Endo180!signal!from!other!proteins!in!a!whole!cell!lysate!lysates!of!HCA2!cells!were!resolved! on! 2BD! gels.! The! theoretical! pI! of! Endo180! was! predicted! in& silico.! To!perform! isoelectric! focussing! of! proteins! contained! within! the! lysates! they! were!denatured!in!urea!and!reduced!with!DTT.!Only!two!antiBEndo180!mAbs!are!able!to!bind!to!Endo180!protein!under!reducing!conditions:!antiBhuman!mouse!39:10!mAb!and! antiBmouse! rabbit! CAT2! pAb! (which! cross! reacts! with! human! Endo180).! To!optimise!the!absorption!of!Endo180!protein!HCA2!whole!cell!lysates!were!incubated!on! a! pI! gradient! strip! over! night! at! 4oC.! This! protocol! is! recommended! to! help!overcome! the! potential! inefficiency! of! loading! large! proteins! (>130! kDa)! onto! pI!gradient! strips.! IsoBelectric! focussing! was! conducted! following! the! supplier’s!instructions! and!molecular!weight! separation!was! subsequently! carried! out! using!SDSBPAGE.! Proteins! were! transferred! to! PVDF! membranes! by! Western! Blot! and!membranes!incubated!with!the!appropriate!antibody!dilutions.!
Figure&4.2.1&shows!an!immunoblot!of!MG63!whole!cell!lysates!resolved!on!a!2BD!gel.!Each! spot! represents! one! or! several! proteins! detected! by! 39:10! or! 4A4! (antiBphospho! Ser/Thr)! mAb.! Proteins! were! clearly! resolved! in! spots! with! no! band!stretching.! The! two! antibodies! failed! to! detect! proteins! in! the! molecular! weight!range! for! Endo180! (180! kDa).! Using! standard! SDSBPAGE! 39:10! mAb! binds!exclusively!to!Endo180!protein.!The!results!shown!in!Figure&4.2.1&confirm!that!the!39:10!mAb!detects! proteins!with!molecular!weights! different! from!Endo180.!This!presented!two!major!problems:!(a)!the!potential!for!inefficient!loading!of!Endo180!onto! pI! gradient! strips;! and! (b)! the! detection! of! nonBspecific! signals! by! the! two!antibodies!compatible!with!reducing!conditions.!The!39:10!antibody!has!been!used!in! many! previous! studies! in! immunostaining! and! Western! Blot! analysis! without!producing!unspecific!background!staining.!Therefore,!this!latter!finding!may!be!the!
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result! of! whole! cell! lysate! denaturation! in! urea,! which! results! in! the! exposure! of!antigens!not!normally!accessible!to!39:10!mAb.!Alternatively!Endo180!denaturation!with! urea! may! irreversibly! destroy! the! antigenBbinding! sites! for! 39:10! mAb.! To!investigate! whether! ureaBbased! lysis! buffer! is! compatible! with! the! detection! of!Endo180!by!Western!Blot!standard!1BD!SDSBPAGE!without!prior!isoelectric!focusing!was!performed.!The!results!shown!in!Figure&4.2.1&B&show!that!Endo180!protein!can!be!detected!by!39:10!mAb!under!these!conditions,!which!confirms!ureaBbased!lysis!is!capable!of!solubilising!Endo180!and!that! the!epitopes!recognised!by!39:10!mAb!remain!intact.!Furthermore,!no!unspecific!binding!is!apparent!over!the!full!length!of!the! lanes! (Figure& 4.2.1& B).! It! was! therefore! concluded! that! the! absorption! of!Endo180!protein!onto!the!pI!gradient!strip!was!too!inefficient!to!allow!for!the!use!of!this!technique.!! !
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Figure& 4.2.1& Endo180& phosphorylation& by& 2D& gel& electrophoresis.&MG63! cells! were!seeded! on! 150!mm! tissue! culture! plates! and! grown! to! confluency! under! normal! growth!conditions.! The!medium!was! supplemented! for! 10!minutes!with! 100! nM!PMA! or! solvent!(DMSO).! Subsequently,!whole! cell! lysates!were! prepared! in! 2D! lysis! buffer! supplemented!with!phosphatase!inhibitor!cocktail.!Lysate!was!preBcleared!by!centrifugation!and!(A!and!D)!supernatant! subjected! to! overBnight! loading! onto! Immobilon! DryStrips.! 2D! isoelectric!focusing! was! performed! for! 16! hours! and! strips! were! resolved! via! SDSBPAGE! after!equilibration.! (B! and! C)! Proteins!were! resolved! by! standard! SDSBPAGE.! The! panels! show!immunoblots! obtained! using! the! primary! antibody! concentrations! listed! in! Table! 2.1!followed!by!the!appropriate!HRPBconjugated!secondary!antibody:!(A!and!B)!antiBEndo180!39:10! (MW!=!180!kDa)!and! (C,!D!and!E)!antiBpBSer/Thr!4A4.!For!all!blots!visualisation!of!immunoreactive! bands/spots!was! carried! out! using! chemiluminesence.!Molecular! weight!(MW)!markers!(kDa)!and!proteins!of!interest!are!indicated!for!each!blot.!(n=2)!!! !
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4.3!Immunoprecipitation!G!ProteinGG!magnetic!beads!Immunoprecipitation! was! carried! out! as! alternative! technique! to! 2BD! SDSBPAGE.!Conventional! ProteinBG! coupled! magnetic! beads! were! loaded! with! mouse! antiBhuman!Endo180!mAbs!(A5:158!or!39:10)!or!control!IgG1.!HCA2!were!treated!for!10!minutes!with!100!nM!PMA!to!enhance!the!phosphorylation!status!of!Endo180!and!whole! cell! lysates!were! prepared! in! RIPA! buffer! supplemented!with! phosphatase!inhibitor! cocktail.! After! preBclearing! by! centrifugation! the! lysates! were! incubated!with!ProteinBG!magnetic!beads! for!30!minutes.! Immunoprecipitated!proteins!were!eluted!from!beads!by!heat!denaturation!in!2x!SDSBPAGE!loading!buffer.!1%!of!input!as!well!as!10/90%!of!the!elute!from!the!beads!were!subjected!to!SDSBPAGE!using!4B20%!gradient!gels,! followed!by!Western!Blot!analysis.!Figure&4.3.1& (A)! shows!the!detection!of!Endo180!using!CAT2!pAb!in!the!input!and!A5:158!immunoprecipitate.!A!diffuse!150!kDa!band!is!present!in!all!three!lanes!loaded!with!immunoprecipitates!eluted!from!IgG!loaded!magnetic!beads.!!The!gel!in!Figure&4.3.1&(B)!was!loaded!with!1%!of!input!and!90%!of!elute!from!the!magnetic!beads!for!control!(DMSO)!and!PMABtreated!samples.!The!first!panel!shows!the! high! molecular! weight! range! (>! 110! kDa)! probed! with! mouse! antiBphosphoBserine/threonine! mAb! (4A4).! Several! proteins! migrating! at! different! molecular!weights!were!detected! in! both! input! lanes!while! no! visible! bands! appear! in! lanes!loaded!with!elutes!from!nonBconjugated!magnetic!beads.!A!strong!signal!is!present!in!all!lanes!loaded!with!elutes!from!magnetic!beads!that!have!been!conjugated!with!any! of! the! antibodies.! This! is! due! to! the! fact! that! all! antibodies! used! for!immunoprecipitation!and!the!antibody!used!to!stain!the!membrane!were!all!raised!in!mouse.!!The! second! and! fourth! panel! show! the! potential! Endo180! interaction! partners!Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin! (investigated! as! part! of! a! potential! collaboration! with! Dr!Aleksandar! Ivetic,! King’s! College! London)! and! uPAR! (both! detected! using! rabbit!antiBhuman!pAbs).!Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin!migrate!at!approximately!75!kDa!in!both!input!lanes.!After!high!exposure!a!diffuse!signal!is!apparent!in!all!lanes!loaded!with!elutes!from!beads!conjugated!to!all!antibodies!but!bands!were!not!observed!in!the!
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75! kDa!molecular!weight! range.! Signals! did! not! appear! in! the! input! fractions! and!diffuse! signals!were! observed! in! all! lanes! loaded!with! antibodyBconjugated! beads!following! immunodetection!with! rabbit! antiBhuman! uPAR! pAb! (399R)! and! a! long!exposure! time.! 399R! is! reported! to! weakly! interact! with! uPAR! under! reducing!conditions.!Since!the!third!panel,!which!shows!mouse!IgG1!heavy!chain!detected!by!goat!antiBrabbit!pAb!the!conclusion!was!drawn!that!the!HRPBconjugated!secondary!goat! antiBrabbit!pAb! cross! reacts!with!mouse! IgG1! leading! to! a! sensitivity! limiting!background! signal! in! the!Western! Blot! analysis.! This! is! best! demonstrated! in! the!third! panel! where! mouse! IgG1! heavy! chain! can! be! clearly! detected! by! goat! antiBrabbit!IgG1.!Although!all!samples!were!reduced!using!100!mM!DTT!the!mouse!antiBhuman!Endo180!mAbs!did!not!appear!as!distinct!bands!but!as!strong!background!covering! the!whole! lane,!which!may!be!due! to! the!high!amount!of!antibody!(5 μg)!loaded!in!each!sample.!Unfortunately! the! CAT2! pAb! could! not! be! used! as! a! substitute! for!immunoprecipitation! due! to! the! epitope! for! this! antibody! being! the! exact! region!where!the!predicted!phosphorylation!events!would!occur.!This!could!lead!to!steric!hindrance! and! problems!with! epitope!masking.! CAT2! also! binds! αBtubulin,! which!could! lead! to! the!coBprecipitation!of! several!γBtubulin! interaction!partners.!Figure&




Figure& 4.3.1& Immunoprecipitation& of& Endo180.! HCA2! cells! were! seeded! on! 150! mm!tissue! culture! plates! and! grown! under! normal! growth! conditions! until! they! reached!confluency.! The! growth!medium!was! supplemented!with! 100!nM!PMA!or! solvent! control!(DMSO)! for! 10! minutes.! Whole! cell! lysates! were! prepared! in! complete! RIPA! buffer!supplemented!with!phosphatase!inhibitor!cocktail.!The!lysate!was!incubated!for!30!minutes!with!antiBEndo180Bantibody!coupled!ProteinBG!magnetic!beads! (A5:158!and!39:10!mouse!antiBhuman!mAb).!Immunoprecipitates!were!eluted!from!beads!by!boiling!in!2x!SDSBPAGE!loading! buffer! and! subjected! to! SDSBPAGE! using! 4B20%! acrylamide! gradient! gels! under!reducing!conditions! (A:!90%!of!elute;!B:!10%!of!elute).! (A)!Endo180!protein!migrating!as!180!kDa!band!detected!by!rabbit!antiBhumanBEndo180!pAb!(CAT2)!followed!by!antiBrabbit!HRPBconjugated! IgG.! (B)! The! four! panels! show! immunoblots! obtained! using! the! primary!antibody! concentrations! listed! in!Table& 2.1! followed! by! the! appropriate!HRPBconjugated!secondary!antibody.!PhosphoBserine/threonine! (MW!110B200!kDa);! ezrin/radixin/moesin!(MW!=!75! kDa);! IgG!heavy! chain! (MW!=!50! kDa);! uPAR! (MW!=!35B55! kDa).! For! all! blots!visualisation! of! immunoreactive! bands! was! carried! out! using! chemiluminesence.! For! all!blots! visualisation! of! immunoreactive! bands! was! carried! out! using! chemiluminesence.!Molecular!weight!markers!(kDa)!and!proteins!of!interest!are!indicated!for!each!blot!(n=1). 
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4.4!Covalent!binding!of!antibody!to!ProteinGG!magnetic!beads!To! avoid! mouse! IgG1! interference! with! Western! Blot! analysis! we! attempted! to!chemically! couple! mouse! IgG1! to! ProteinBG! magnetic! beads.! The! recommended!procedure! is! to! treat!ProteinBG!magnetic!beads!after!antibody! loading!with!BS3! (a!commercially!available!crossBlinking!agent).!The!protocol!provided!by!the!supplier!mentions! that! this! method! is! compatible! with! most! antibodies! but! might!irreversibly!damage!the!antigen!binding!capacity!of!some!antibodies.!HCA2! cells! were! treated! with! 100! nM! PMA! and! solvent! control! (DMSO)! for! 10!minutes! before! lysis! in! complete! RIPA! buffer! supplemented! with! phosphatase!inhibitors.! PreBcleared! lysates! were! incubated! with! normal! and! crossBlinked!antibody! bound! to! ProteinBG! magnetic! beads! for! 30! minutes! and! eluted! by! heat!denaturing! in!2x!SDSBPAGE! loading!buffer.!1%!of! input,! the!unbound! fraction!and!10%!of!immunoprecipitate!were!resolved!using!SDSBPAGE!and!analysed!by!Western!Blot.!Figure&4.4.1!shows!Endo180!protein!migrating!as!a!180!kDa!band!in!the!input!and!unbound!fractions,!as!well!as!in!the!lane!loaded!with!elutes!from!normal!A5:158!coupled!ProteinBG!magnetic!beads.!Two!much!weaker!bands!appear!in!the!two!lanes!loaded! with! elutes! from! BS3! crosslinked! A5:158! coupled! magnetic! beads.! The!membrane!needed!an!overnight!exposure!to!detect!these!weak!signals,!as!!indicated!by!the!strong!overexposure!of!all!other!bands!on!the!gel.!Lanes!loaded!with!elutes!from! IgG! control! antibody! and! 39:10! coupled! beads! show! no! band! at! all.! The!expected!αBtubulin!band!(55!kDa)!was!detected! in!all! lanes! loaded!with! input!and!unbound!fraction.!Similar!to!the!results!presented!in!Figure&4.4.1!cross!reactivity!of!goat!antiBrabbit!pAb!with!mouse!IgG1!is!seen!in!both!lanes!loaded!with!elutes!from!nonBcrosslinked!antibody!coupled!ProteinBG!beads.!However,!no!visible!background!can!be!detected!in!lanes!loaded!with!elutes!from!crossBlinked!magnetic!beads.!While!crossBlinking!successfully!prevented!mouse! IgG1! from!coBeluting!with! the!antigens!from!the!magnetic!beads! the!antigen!binding!capacity!was!also!greatly!reduced.! It!was!assumed!that!the!antibody!is!incompatible!with!BS3!crossBlinking.!Additionally,!the!mouse!antiBhuman!Endo180!39:10!mAb!was!excluded!from!further!experiments!because!of!its!repeated!failure!to!immunoprecipitate!Endo180.!
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Figure& 4.4.1& Immunoprecipitation& of& Endo180& –& BS3& crosslinking.! HCA2! cells! were!seeded! on! 150!mm! tissue! culture! plates! and! grown! to! confluency! under! normal! growth!conditions.! The!medium!was! supplemented! for! 10!minutes!with! 100! nM!PMA! or! solvent!(DMSO).! Subsequently,! whole! cell! lysates! were! prepared! in! complete! RIPA! buffer!supplemented! with! phosphatase! inhibitor! cocktail.! Lysate! was! incubated! for! 30! minutes!with! antibody! coupled! magnetic! beads.! ProteinBG! magnetic! beads! were! prepared! with!mouse!antiBhumanBEndo180!mAbs!(A5:158!and!39:10)!as!well!as!a!mouse!IgG1!control!and!subsequently! incubated! with! the! crossBlinking! agent! BS3.! After! three! washes,!immunoprecipitates!were! eluted! from!magnetic! beads!by!boiling! in! 2x! SDSBPAGE! loading!buffer! and! subsequently! subjected! to! SDSBPAGE! using! a! 4B20%! acrylamide! gradient! gel!under!reducing!conditions.!The!Figure!shows!2%!of!input!and!unbound!fraction!as!well!as!10%!of!immunoprecipitate.!Endo180!and!αBtubulin!protein!migrate!as!180!kDa!and!55!kDa!bands! respectively.! Both! are! detected! by! CAT2! rabbit! antiBhuman! pAb! followed! by! antiBrabbit!HRPBconjugated!IgG.!For!all!blots!visualisation!of!immunoreactive!bands!was!carried!out!using!chemiluminesence.!Molecular!weight!markers!(kDa)!and!proteins!of! interest!are!indicated!for!each!blot!(n=2).!!
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4.5!Covalent!coupling!of!antibodies!to!Epoxy!activated!magnetic!beads!The! finding! that!A5:158!mAb!binding! to!Endo180! is! impaired!by! the!crossBlinking!reagent! BS3! an! alternate! method! was! used! to! covalently! bind! the! antibody! to!magnetic! beads.! EpoxyBbeads,! supplied! by! Invitrogen,! are! magnetic! beads! with! a!chemically! active! group! on! their! surface! that! can! covalently! bind! any!protein/peptide!under!stringent!buffer!conditions.!The!reaction!can!be!irreversibly!quenched!after!the!procedure!to!prevent!protein!lysate!binding!the!beads!following!immunoprecipitation.!The!manufacturer! states! that! the! antibody! cannot!be! eluted!from! the! beads.! In! the! approach! taken! for! these! experiments! EpoxyBbeads! were!linked!to!A5:158!mAb!and!nonBspecific!control!IgG1.!HCA2! human! dermal! fibroblasts! seeded! on! 150! mm! diameter! cell! culture! plates!were!grown!to!confluency!under!normal!growth!conditions.!The!cells!were!treated!with!control!solvent!(DMSO)!or!100!nM!PMA!for!10!minutes.!Whole!cell!lysates!were!prepared! using! an! assay! specific! lysis! buffer.! The! lysates! were! preBcleared! by!centrifugation! and!50%!of! the! lysate!was! incubated!with! the! antibody! coupled! to!EpoxyBbeads! and! the! remaining! 50%! was! incubated! with! antibody! loaded! to!conventional! ProteinBG! magnetic! beads! for! 30! minutes.! The! antigen! was! eluted!using! citrate! buffer,! mixed! with! loading! buffer,! pH! adjusted,! heat! denatured! and!subjected! to! SDSBPAGE! on! 4B20%! acrylamide! gradient! gels.! Figure& 4.5.1! shows!Western! Blot! analysis! for! 1%! of! input! and! 10%! (Endo180! and! αBtubulin)/90%!(phosphoBserine/threonine)! of! eluted! antigen! probed! for! Endo180! and! αBtubulin!using!CAT2!pAb.!!The!first!and!second!panels!of!Figure&4.5.1!show!that!Endo180!was!present!at!an!equal!level!in!all!input!and!unbound!fractions,!lower!in!antigen!elutes!obtained!from!ProteinBG!magnetic!beads!and!higher!in!elutes!from!EpoxyBbeads.!In!the!third!panel!the!55!kDa!αBtubulin!band!was!absent!only!from!antigen!elutes.!In!the!fourth!panel!antiBphosphoBserine/threonine!mAb! detects! a! strong! nonBspecific! signal! in! elutes!from! A5:158! mAb! coBeluted! from! conventional! ProteinBG! magnetic! beads! but! no!signal! for! elutes! eluted! from! EpoxyBbeads.! Band! patterns! did! not! differ! between!input!and!unbound!fractions.!The!low!signal!for!Endo180!protein!detected!in!elutes!
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Figure& 4.5.1& Immunoprecipitation& of& Endo180& H& comparing& ProteinHG& and& Epoxy&
magnetic&beads.!HCA2!cells!were!seeded!onto!150!mm!tissue!culture!plates!and!grown!to!confluency! under! normal! growth! conditions.! The! medium! was! supplemented! for! 10!minutes! with! 100! nM! PMA! or! solvent! (DMSO).! Subsequently,! whole! cell! lysates! were!prepared! in! assay! specific! lysis! buffer! supplemented!with! phosphatase! inhibitor! cocktail.!Lysates!were! incubated! for! 30!minutes!with! antibody! coupled!magnetic! beads.! ProteinBG!and!Epoxy!magnetic!beads!were!prepared!with!mouse!antiBhumanBEndo180!mAb!(A5:158)!and!mouse!IgG1!control.!After!three!washes,!immunoprecipitates!were!eluted!from!magnetic!beads!in!citric!acid,!mixed!with!SDS!PAGEBloading!buffer!and!after!pH!adjustment!and!heat!denaturion! were! subjected! to! SDSBPAGE! using! a! 4B20%! acrylamide! gradient! gel! under!reducing!conditions.!The!upper!three!panels!show!2%!of!input!and!unbound!fraction!as!well!as!10!%!of!immunoprecipitate.!Endo180!and!αBtubulin!protein!migrate!at!180!kDa!and!55!kDa! respectively.! Both! were! detected! using! the! biBspecific! CAT2! rabbit! antiBhuman! pAb!followed! by! antiBrabbit! HRPBconjugated! IgG.! The! lower! panel! shows! 2! %! of! input! and!unbound! fraction!as!well! as!90%!of! immunoprecipitate.!Phosphorylated!Ser/Thr! residues!are!detected!using!a!mouse!mAb!followed!by!antiBmouse!HRPBconjugated!IgG.!For!all!blots!visualisation!of!immunoreactive!bands!was!carried!out!using!chemiluminesence.!Molecular!weight!markers!(kDa)!and!proteins!of!interest!are!indicated!for!each!blot!(n=1).!
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4.6!Phosphorylation!shift!assay!G!PhosGTag!system!Endo180! can! be! immunoprecipitated! from! whole! cell! lysates! using! different!methods!but!phosphorylated!protein!cannot!be!detected!using!any!of!the!techniques!used! so! far! (see! Sections& 4.2,& 4.3,& 4.4& && 4.5).! To! rule! out! the! suggestion! that!phosphoBserine/threonine! residues! in! Endo180! cannot! interact! with! phosphoBserine/threonine! mAb! (4A4)! a! recently! available! antibodyBindependent!methodology! was! applied.! This! technique! involves! the! use! of! a! chelating! agent,!PhosBTag! that! interacts! with! phosphorylated! protein! residues.! PhosBTag! has! the!capability! of! enriching! phosphorylated! proteins! for! chromatographic! detection! or!can! delay! phosphorylated! protein! resolution! in! SDSBPAGE! gels,! which! enables!higher! molecular! weight! phosphorylated! forms! to! be! detected! using! nonBphosphorylation!specific!antibodies!that!recognise!a!protein!of!interest.!!
Figure& 4.6.1! shows! the! results! obtained! from! HCA2! cells! stimulated! for! 1B10!minutes!with!100!nM!PMA.!The!highest!recommended!concentration!(100!μM)!An!acrylamideBcoupled!version!of!PhosBTag!was!used! in! the! SDSBPAGE!gel! to! achieve!the!highest!possible!bandBshift.!Endo180!did!not!migrate!into!this!7%!acrylamide!+!100!μM!PhosBTag! gel.!On! the! contrary,! Erk1/2!proteins!migrated! into! the! gel! and!their!phosphorylated!isoforms!displayed!reduced!(≤!30%)!resolution.!!Two! strategies! developed! to! analyse! high! molecular! weight! (>100! kDa)! proteins!were!attempted:! (a)! lysate! resolution!on!a!5%!acrylamide!+!7!μM!PhosBTag!gel!at!low!current!for!12!hours;!and!(b)!reduction!of!acrylamide!to!3.5!%!and!inclusion!of!agarose!to!strengthen!the!gel.!The!results!presented!in!the!second!and!third!panels!of!Figure&4.6.1!indicate!that!Endo180!migrates!into!both!types!of!gel.!Even!at!high!film! exposure! times! high! molecular! weight! bands! could! not! be! detected.! The!transfer! of! proteins! from!3.5%!acrylamide/agarose! gels! at! low!voltage! to!prevent!agarose!melting!also! resulted! in!highly! inefficient! transfer.! Several! attempts!using!these!methods!led!to!inconsistent!results.!To!overcome! the!potential!problem! that! low!concentrations!of!PhosBTag!were!not!sufficient!to!retain!phosphorylated!Endo180!protein!a!5%!acrylamide!+!20!μM!PhosBTag!gel!was!used!(Figure& 4.6.2).!Again!after!several!attempts! the!result!remained!
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inconclusive.!In!gels!without!PhosBTag!39:10!mAb!can!detect!Endo180!migrating!at!180!kDa!and!a!low!intensity!band!at!160!kDa.!Band!separation!between!these!180!kDa!and!160!kDa!bands!did!not!occur!on!PhosBTag!supplemented!gels,!which!may!be!caused!by!less!band!separation!or!the!presence!of!a!low!intensity!third!band.!A!band!between! the! 160! kDa! and! 180! kDa! bands! could! indicate! the! presence! of!phosphorylated! and! native! Endo180! isoforms.! Since! PhosBTag! gels! prevent! the!resolution!of!phosphorylated!isoforms!interpretation!suggested!that!the!majority!of!Endo180! protein! could! be! in! its! phosphorylated! state! in!HCA2! cells! grown!under!normal!culture!conditions.!To!investigate!this!Endo180!lysates!from!serumBstarved!and!nonBstarved!cells!were!compared;!and!a!PMA!(100!nM)!stimulation!time!course!was!carried!out!in!serumBstarved!cells.!Lysates!from!serumBstarved!cells!were!also!treated!with!alkaline!phosphatase!(CIP).!The! results! presented! in! Figure& 4.6.3! indicate! that! total! Endo180! levels! were!dramatically!reduced!following!serum!starvation.!Endo180!protein!was!observed!to!migrate!at!the!same!molecular!weight!across!all!samples!with!the!exception!of!the!CIP! treated! lysate.! No! clear! band! separation! was! observed.! The! expected! result!following!dephosphorylation!by!CIP! treatment! is! an! increase! in!migration!of! nonBphosphorylated!protein.!Paradoxically!Endo180!migration!into!the!gel!following!CIP!treatment!was!decreased.!!There!are! several! explanations! for! the!negative! findings!presented! in! this!Section.!The! first! possibility! is! that! the! assay! systems! used! were! limited! by! their! lack! of!sensitivity!in!the!detection!of!phosphorylated!Endo180,!which!may!only!be!present!if!a!small!fraction!of!Endo180!is!phosphorylated!in!response!to!PMA!treatment.!The!second!possibility! is! the! choice! of! cell! line.! Although! the!HCA2!dermal! fibroblasts!used! here! have! fully! functional! Endo180! the! recptor!may! not! be! regulated! in! the!same!way! in! the!Flow!2000! cells! used! in! the! Isacke! et! al.,! (1990)! study.! It! is! also!possible!that!any!phosphorylation!of!the!protein!is!unstable!and!hydrolysed!during!sample!processing.! In! addition! to! the! sodiumBorthovanadate!used!by! Isacke! et! al.,!(1990)! the! RIPA! buffer! used! in! this! study! included! phosphatase! inhibitors! that!target!PKC!substrates,!such!as!Calyculin!A.!
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Figure&4.6.3&Phosphorylation&shift&assay&using&optimised&concentration&of&PhosHTag:!HCA2!human!dermal!fibroblasts!were!seeded!on!100!mm!tissue!culture!plates!and!grown!to!confluency! under! normal! growth! conditions.! The! medium! was! supplemented! for! 10!minutes! with! 100! nM! PMA! or! solvent! (DMSO).! Subsequently,! whole! cell! lysates! were!prepared!in!RIPA!buffer!supplemented!with!phosphatase!inhibitor!cocktail!and!preBcleared!by! centrifugation.! One! sample! was! incubated! for! 30! minutes! at! 37oC! with! alkaline!phosphatase!(CIP).!Subsequently!samples!have!been!supplemented!with!loading!buffer!and!heat! denatured.! Lysates! were! subjected! to! SDSBPAGE! using! a! 5%! acrylamide! gel! under!reducing! conditions.! Where! indicated! acrylamide! gels! were! supplemented! with! 20! μM!PhosBTag.!Gels!were!run!at!10!mA!for!approximately!12!hours.!Both!panels!show!Endo180!protein! migrating! at! 180! kDa! in! PhosBTag! and! nonBPhosBTag! supplemented! gels.! For! all!blots! visualisation! of! immunoreactive! bands! was! carried! out! using! chemiluminesence.!Molecular!weight!markers!(kDa)!and!proteins!of!interest!are!indicated!for!each!blot!(n=3).!!! !
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4.7!Usage!of!EpoxyGbeads!to!identify!proteins!interacting!with!Endo180!Usually,! protein! complexes! isolated! from! cell! lysates! via! immunoprecipitation!contain!large!quantities!of!antibodies.!The!antibody!is!coBeluted!from!the!magnetic!beads! with! the! protein! complex.! Unfortunately,! the! quantity! of! antibody! in! the!elution!is!by!several!magnitudes!greater!than!proteins!interacting!with!the!antigen.!The!dynamic!range!of!mass!spectroscopy!is!too!small!to!identify!any!other!protein!than!the!antibody.!However,!the!epoxyBbeads!assay,!established!in!section&4.5!allows!for!an!antibody!free!elution!of!the!protein!complex!from!the!antibodyBloaded!beads.!A!modification!of!the!protocol!suggested!by!Invitrogen!allows!for!a!detergent!and!salt!free!elution!of!the!protein!complex!from!the!magnetic!beads.!After!several!optimisation!rounds!in! the!mass!spectroscopy!suppert!unit!at! Imperial!College!and! the!help!of!Dr!Paul!Hitchen,! it! was! possible! to! perform! shotgun! proteomics! on! the! Endo180! protein!complex!after!immunoprecipitation!from!HCA2!cell!lysates.!Table&4.7.1!shows!a!list!of!proteins!that!have!been!identified!as!being!potential!Endo180.!The!peptides!were!matched!against!all!peptide!sequences! inventoried! in!SwissProt!(Table&4.7.1A)!or!against! peptides! sequences! calculated! from! human! proteins! only! (Table& 4.7.1B).!Interestingly,! apart! from! several! structural! proteins! (Tubulin,! Vimentin,! …)! two!RhoGEFs! (SwissProtBID:! ARHG1_HUMAN! and! ARHGH_HUMAN)! were! identified.!These! proteins! might! be! the! missing! link! between! Endo180! and! Rho! GTPase!activation.!However,! this! first! experiment! lacked! any! controls.! In! a! subsequent! experiment,!epoxyBbeads! coupled! with! A5:158! mAb! were! compared! to! IgG1BcontrolBcoupled!beads.!A5:158!and!IgGBcontrol!beads!both!precipitated!RO52_HUMAN,!identifying!it!as! a! false! positive! (Table& 4.7.2).! Unfortunately,! none! of! the! two! RhoGEFs! was!identified!in!this!experiment.!However,!problems!with!the!cold!room!that!day!led!to!insufficient! cooling! and! delays! during! the! procedure.! The! results! are! encouraging!and!worth!future!investigation.!Furthermore,! Endo180!protein! expressing!was! knocked!down!using! two!different!siRNA!oligos!as!described!in!(Caley!et!al.,!2012;!Sturge!et!al.,!2006).!Again,!it!was!no!
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possible! to! detect! any! of! the! two! RhoGEFs! in! either! the! wild! type! or! any! of! the!knockdown!control!samples!(Table& 4.7.3).! Ignoring!nuclear!proteins!and!Keratins!as!contaminations,!only!Vimentin!is!present!in!all!four!samples,!untreated,!scramble!control!and!2x!siRNA!knockdown.! Interestingly,! the!Vimentin! ion!score! is!reduced!from!418&501!in!untreated!and!scramble!to!83&66!in!the!knockdown!samples.!This!is! the! same! 5x! reduction! that! was! detected! for! the! Endo180! ion! score,! which!decreased!from!465&411!to!46&163.!! !
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Table& 4.7.1& Identification& of& Endo180& interaction& partners& HCA2! human! dermal!fibroblasts!were! seeded!on!150!mm! tissue! culture!plates! and! grown! to! confluency!under!normal! growth! conditions.! Whole! cell! lysates! were! prepared! in! CoIPBIP! buffer! and! preBcleared!by!centrifugation.!Lysates!underwent!CoIP!with!A5:158!conjugated!magnetic!beads!for! 10! minutes.! Beads! were! subsequently! washed,! proteins! eluted! in! Ammonia! buffer,!lyophilised,! trypsinised! and! subsequently! analysed! by! chromatography! coupled! mass!spectroscopy.!Hits!were!generated!using!the!Masscot!software.!(n=1).!
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Table& 4.7.2& Identification& of& Endo180& interaction& partners& HCA2! human! dermal!fibroblasts!were! seeded!on!150!mm! tissue! culture!plates! and! grown! to! confluency!under!normal! growth! conditions.! Whole! cell! lysates! were! prepared! in! CoIPBIP! buffer! and! preBcleared! by! centrifugation.! Lysates! underwent! CoIP! with! (A)! A5:158! or! (B)! IgG1Bcontrol!conjugated! magnetic! beads! for! 10! minutes.! Beads! were! subsequently! washed,! proteins!eluted! in! Ammonia! buffer,! lyophilised,! trypsinised! and! subsequently! analysed! by!chromatography! coupled! mass! spectroscopy.! Hits! were! generated! using! the! Masscot!software.!(n=1).!
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Table& 4.7.3A& Identification& of& Endo180& interaction& partners& HCA2! human! dermal!fibroblasts!were!seeded!on!150!mm!tissue!culture!plates!and!transfected!with!siRNA!oligos!(2x!targeting!Endo180,!1x!scramble!of!siRNA5)!12h!later.!After!72h,!whole!cell!lysates!were!prepared!in!CoIPBIP!buffer!and!preBcleared!by!centrifugation.!Lysates!underwent!CoIP!with!(A)!A5:158!conjugated!magnetic!beads! for!10!minutes.!Beads!were! subsequently!washed,!proteins!eluted! in!Ammonia!buffer,! lyophilised,! trypsinised!and!subsequently!analysed!by!chromatography! coupled! mass! spectroscopy.! Hits! were! generated! using! the! Masscot!software.!(n=1).!
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Table& 4.7.3B& Identification& of& Endo180& interaction& partners& HCA2! human! dermal!fibroblasts!were!seeded!on!150!mm!tissue!culture!plates!and!transfected!with!siRNA!oligos!(2x!targeting!Endo180,!1x!scramble!of!siRNA5)!12h!later.!After!72h,!whole!cell!lysates!were!prepared!in!CoIPBIP!buffer!and!preBcleared!by!centrifugation.!Lysates!underwent!CoIP!with!(A)!A5:158!conjugated!magnetic!beads! for!10!minutes.!Beads!were! subsequently!washed,!proteins!eluted! in!Ammonia!buffer,! lyophilised,! trypsinised!and!subsequently!analysed!by!chromatography! coupled! mass! spectroscopy.! Hits! were! generated! using! the! Masscot!software.!(n=1).!! !
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4.8!SubGcellular!localisation!of!Endo180!in!DU145!cells!Preliminary!experiments!were!conducted!to!investigate!whether!there!was!evidence!for! functionally! different! forms! of! Endo180! to! exist! in! the! highly! invasive!epithelioidBmesenchymal!prostate!cancer!cell!line!DU145.!The!A5/158!antibody!was!chosen!since! it!binds! to! the! functional! sugarBbinding!domain!CTLD2! that! could!be!masked! by! conformational! alterations! in! the! NBterminal! region! of! the! receptor!(Boskovic!et!al.,!2006;!Llorca,!2008;!RiveraBCalzada!et!al.,!2003).!The!39.10!antibody!was!chosen!as!this!binds!to!a!region!of!the!extracellular!domain!with!no!predicted!conformational! interactions!with!other! regions!of! the! receptor.!Although! it! should!be!considered!that!an!as!yet!uncharacterised!consensus!binding!motif!for!uPA!exists!in!the!CTLD4!region!of!Endo180!(Liang!et!al.,!2003),!so!it!could!be!hypothesised!that!this! epitope! has! the! potential! to! be!masked! upon! the! formation! of! a! trimolecular!complex! between! Endo180,! uPA! and! uPAR! (Behrendt! et! al.,! 2000).! Staining! of!endogenous!Endo180!with!the!39:10!antibody!failed.!Surprisingly,!A5:158!appeared!to! stain! a! subcellular! compartment! localised! in! close! proximity! with! the! plasma!membrane! at! cellBcell! junctions! (Figure& 4.8.1.5;& controls& 4.8.1.1& –& 4.8.1.4).!Furthermore,! it!was!observed!that!some!DU145!cell!clusters!that!stain!positive!for!Endo180! expression! using! the! A5:158! antibody! stain! comparatively! low! for! EBCadherin! and! vice! versa.! However,! this! preliminary! observation! requires! proper!quantification! in!a! future!study.!A!potential!heterogeneity!with!one!subpopulation!expressing!higher!levels!EBCadherin!while!another!expresses!higher!levels!Endo180!is!worth!investigating.!From! the! localisation! at! cellBcell! junctions! it! can! be! hypothesised! that! the!conformation! of! Endo180! visualised! by! staining! with! A5/158! in! DU145! cells! is!involved! in! the! regulation! of! cellBcell! junctions.! This! functionality! was! previously!proposed! in! studies! where! Endo180! overexpression! in! MCF7! cell! monolayers!resulted! in! the! disruption! of! EBcadherin! positive! cellBcell! junctions! via! the!generation!of!RhoABROCKBMLC2!based!contractile!signals!(Sturge!et!al.,!2006).!!! !
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Figure& 4.8.1.1& Staining& of& endogenous& Endo180& in&DU145& cells& (unstained& control):&DU145!were! seeded!on!Matrigel! coated! coverslips! and!grown!under! their!normal! growth!conditions! for! four! days.! Fixed! cells! were! subsequently! permeabilised! using! 0.2! %! w/v!saponin! and! immunostained! using! either! A5:158! or! 39.10! mouse! antiBhuman! Endo180!mAbs!followed!by!AlexaB555!Fluor!conjugated!IgG,!as!well!as!EBCadherin!24E10!rabbit!mAb!Alexa! 488! conjugate.! Nuclei!were! counterstained!with!DAPI.! 36! zBsections!were! acquired!using!a!Leica!SP5!confocal!microscope!and!a!63x/1.4!oil!immersion!objective.!(upper& left)!Endo180,!(upper&right)!EBCadherin,!(lower&left)!Nuclei,!(lower&right)!zBprojection.!(n=3)!
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Figure&4.8.1.2& Staining&of& endogenous&Endo180& in&DU145&cells& (secondary&antibody&
only& control):&DU145!were! seeded!on!Matrigel! coated! coverslips! and! grown!under! their!normal!growth!conditions!for!four!days.!Fixed!cells!were!subsequently!permeabilised!using!0.2!%!w/v! saponin! and! immunostained! using! either! A5:158! or! 39.10!mouse! antiBhuman!Endo180!mAbs! followed!by!AlexaB555!Fluor!conjugated! IgG,!as!well! as!EBCadherin!24E10!rabbit!mAb!Alexa!488!conjugate.!Nuclei!were!counterstained!with!DAPI.!36!zBsections!were!acquired! using! a! Leica! SP5! confocal! microscope! and! a! 63x/1.4! oil! immersion! objective.!(upper& left)! Endo180,! (upper& right)! EBCadherin,! (lower& left)! Nuclei,! (lower& right)! zBprojection.!(n=3)!!
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hmKO2!fluorescent!fusion!protein!Leveraging!on! the!positive! results! achieved!with! the! siteBdirected!mutagenesis!kit!(section& 3.6),! PCR! of! the! Endo180! encoding! sequence! captured! in! the! pcDNA3!expression! vector! by! the! Isacke! lab! (figures& 3.6.1& and& 3.6.2)! was! revisited.!Titration! of! different! temperatures! with! and! without! DMSO! supplementation!revealed!that!the!Endo180!encoding!sequence!is!amplified!cleanly!by!PCR!as!long!as!5%! v/v! DMSO! are! added! to! the! reaction! mix.! Surprisingly,! a! sequence! encoding!murine! Endo180! that! was! procured! from! the! mammalian! gene! collection,! MGC,!required! no! addition! of! DMSO! to! the! reaction! mix.! In! fact,! the! yield! was! higher!without!DMSO.!The!human!Endo180!encoding!sequence!excluding!the!stop!codon!was!amplified!by!PCR!using!a!NotI!primer!adaptor!at!the!nBterminal!end!(figure&4.9.2).!Another!NotI!restriction!site!was!present!upstream!the!cBterminal!end!in!the!pcDNA3!expression!vector! (section& 3.4.5),! the! upstream! primer! was! designed! to! allow! for! this! NotI!restriction!site!to!be!amplified!as!well!(figure&4.9.2).!The!encoding!sequenced!was!excised! from!the!PCR!product!by!NotI!digest!only!and! ligated! into!a!NotI!digested!Kusabira!orange!expression!vector!(figure&4.9.1&and&4.9.3).!Correct!orientation!was!confirmed!using!HindIII!restriction!digest.!In! this! construct,! the! fluorescent! monomeric! Kusabira! orange! protein! was!connected!to!the!cytoplasmic!tail!of!Endo180!via!a!flexible!linker!peptide.!Previous!attempts!to!fluorescently!label!Endo180!failed!(J.!Sturge!personal!communication).!In!contrast,!this!construct!was!transiently!expressed!in!DU145!cells!(figure&4.9.4.5;&
controls&4.9.4.1&–&4.9.4.4).!An! attempt! to! generate! stable!DU145! cell! lines! overexpressing! Endo180BphmKO2!and!phmKO2!failed.!Therefore,!DU145!cells!were!titrated!against!Lipofectamin!LTX!and! Plus! reagent! to! allow! for! transient! transfection! of! the! construct.! Any!combination! of! concentration! of! reagents! and! DNA! that! achieved! transfection! of!DU145!cells!displayed!at!least!some!cytotoxic!effects.!PreBcoating!of!glass!coverslips!
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with!0.5%!Matrigel!for!1h!improved!cell!survival!but!the!transfection!efficiency!was!low.!hmKO2!expressed!on!its!own!localises!to!the!cytosol!and!nucleus!(figure&4.9.4.1&–&
4.9.4.4).! The! Endo180BhmKO2! fusion! protein! expression! is! not! detectable! in! the!nucleus! (figure& 4.9.5.1& –& 4.9.5.4).! Interestingly,! cells! expressing! phmKO2! show!nuclei! not! distinct! from! untransfected! cells! in! their! proximity! (figure& 4.9.4.1& –&
4.9.4.4)! whereas! phmKO2BEndo180! transfected! cells! display! deformed! nuclei!(figure&4.9.5.1&–&4.9.5.4).!However,! the! fluorescent! pattern! looked! distinct! from! endogenous! Endo180!staining!(section&4.8).!While!in!some!cells!the!distribution!almost!looks!vesicular,!in!other! cells! the! distribution! appears! to! be! cytosolic! or! even! filamentous! (figure&



















































MNLinker&Endo180&vector&(EHCadherin&24E10):&DU145!were!seeded!on!Matrigel!coated!coverslips! and! grown! under! their! normal! growth! conditions.! After! 12hours! cells! were!transfected!using!Lipofectamin!LTX!and!Plus!reagent.!Cells!were!fixed!after!72!hours.!Fixed!cells!were!subsequently!permeabilised!using!0.2!%!w/v!saponin!and!immunostained!using!EBCadherin!24E10!rabbit!mAb!.!Nuclei!were!counterstained!with!DAPI.!36!zBsections!were!acquired! using! a! Leica! SP5! confocal! microscope! and! a! 63x/1.4! oil! immersion! objective.!(upper& left)! mKO2! fluorescence,! (upper& right)! EBCadherin,! (lower& left)! Nuclei,! (lower&
right)!zBprojection.!(n=3)!! !
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4.10!SubGcellular!localisation!in!DU145!cells!overexpressing!Endo180!The! results! gathered! by! overexpressing! Endo180! hmKO2! fusion! protein! were!inconclusive! as! the! fusion! protein! showed! a! different! distribution! pattern! than!endogenous!Endo180!(section& 4.9).!Therefore! it!was!decided! to!overexpress!wild!type!Endo180!using!the!pcDNA3!Endo180!expression!vector!originally!generated!by!the! Isacke! lab.! DU145! cells!were! transfected! under! the! same! conditions! as! in! the!Endo180!mKO2!fusion!protein!experiment!(figure&4.10.1.5&empty&vector&control;&
figure& 4.10.2.5& Endo180& expression& vector;& figure& 4.10.1.1& –& 4.10.1.4& and&
4.10.2.1& –& 4.10.2.4& staining& controls).! The! laser! settings! on! the! confocal!microscope! were! readjusted! to! take! the! new! dynamic! range! of! overexpressed!Endo180! into! considerations.! Therefore,! DU145! cells! transfected! with! pcDNA3!empty! vector! appear! negative! for! Endo180! using! both! the! A5:158! and! the! 39:10!antibody!under!these!conditions.!However,! strong! Endo180! staining! was! detected! in! DU145! cells! transfected! with!pcDNA3! Endo180! vector.! Both,! the! A5:158! and! 39:10! antibody! gave! positive!staining!results.!However,!no!obvious!difference!in!staining!pattern!can!be!detected!between!both!antibodies.!Furthermore,!Endo180!is!not!consistently!localised!at!cellBcell! junctions.! Therefore,! the! staining! pattern! produced! by! the! A5:158! antibody!looks!different! in!DU145!cells!expressing!endogenous! levels!of! the!protein!(figure&
4.8.1.5)! than! in! DU145! cells! overexpressing! Endo180! (figure& 4.10.2.4& and&


























































The!pcDNA3!Endo180!expression!vector!was!stably!transfected!into!PC3!cells.!The!PC3!Endo180! cell! line!was! isolated! by! cultivation! in!G418! supplemented!medium!and!FACS! sorting.!Western!blot! analysis! revealed! that!overexpression!of!Endo180!enhanced!myosin!light!chain!phosphorylation.!siRNA!knockdown!of!overexpressed!Endo180! restored! Myosin! light! chain! phosphorylation! to! initial! levels! (figures&
4.11.1&and&4.11.2).!
4.11.2!Chemotaxis!of!PC3!Endo180!cells!towards!uPA!gradients!





Figure& 4.11.1& siRNA& knockdown& of& Endo180& in& PC3& cells& overexpressing& Endo180.&PC3! cells! were! treated!with! a! smartpool! of! siRNA! targeting! Endo180.!Whole! cell! lysates!were! prepared! and! subjected! to! SDSBPAGE! using! a! 4B20%! acrylamide! gradient! gel.! The!panels! show! immunoblots! obtained! using! the! primary! antibody! concentrations! listed! in!
Table&2.1!followed!by!the!appropriate!HRPBconjugated!secondary!antibody:!Endo180!(MW!=! 180! kDA);! phosphorylated! AKT! (MW! =! 62! kDa)! and! Myosin! light! chain! (mlc2)!phosphorylated!at!Ser19!or!Thr18/Ser19!as!well!as! total!mlc2! (MW!=!18!kDa).!Molecular!weight!(MW)!markers!(kDa)!and!proteins!of!interest!are!indicated!for!each!blot:!(n=1).!
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Figure& 4.11.2& siRNA& knockdown& of& Endo180& in& PC3& cells& overexpressing& Endo180.&PC3! cells! were! treated!with! a! smartpool! of! siRNA! targeting! Endo180.!Whole! cell! lysates!were! prepared! and! subjected! to! SDSBPAGE! using! a! 4B20%! acrylamide! gradient! gel.! The!panels! show! immunoblots! obtained! using! the! primary! antibody! concentrations! listed! in!
Table&2.1!followed!by!the!appropriate!HRPBconjugated!secondary!antibody:!Endo180!(MW!=! 180! kDA);! phosphorylated! AKT! (MW! =! 62! kDa)! and! Myosin! light! chain! (mlc2)!phosphorylated!at!Ser19!or!Thr18/Ser19!as!well!as! total!mlc2! (MW!=!18!kDa).!Molecular!weight!(MW)!markers!(kDa)!and!proteins!of!interest!are!indicated!for!each!blot:!(n=1).!
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Figure&4.11.4&Chemotactic&potential&of&parental&PC3&cells.!50,000!PC3!cells!were!plated!onto! 18x18mm! square! glass! cover! slips! in! a! 6Bwell! plate.! After! 24h! the! cover! slips!were!mounted!on!Dunn!chemotaxis!chambers.!Cells!were!exposed!to!0,!10!and!100ng!PDGFBBB!gradients! and! filmed!with! a! 10x! phaseBcontrast! objective! for! 12! hours! every! 10!minutes.!Cell! tracks! were! generated! using! Metamorph/xpress! 2.0! software! and! Rose! plots! were!generated! using! Mathematica! 6.0.! The! maximum! displacement! was! determining! for! a!direction! in! which! a! cell! migrated.! The! gradient! is! on! the! top! of! each! Rose! plot.! Every!triangle! covers! an! 18! degrees! window! and! its! area! corresponds! to! the! amount! of! cells!migrating!into!the!respective!direction.!A!red!arrow!indicates!the!overall!directionality.!The!green!area!represents! the!99%!confidence! interval,!which!correlates! to! the!uncertainty!of!the!directionality.!(n=1)!!
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4.12!Discussion!Several! nonBradioactive! techniques! were! applied! to! detect! and! study! Endo180!phosphorylation! in! vitro.! However,! none! of! the! strategies! applied! detected! any!phosphorylated! Endo180! protein.! Basis! for! this! study!were! earlier! reports!where!Endo180!phosphorylation!was!detected!in!Flow!2000!fibroblasts!using!radioactive!labelling.!Failure!to!detect!phosphorylated!Endo180!can!be!caused!by!a!number!of!different!reasons.!The!earlier! study!was!performed! in!Flow!2000! fibroblasts!whereas! these!studies! were! performed! using! hTert! immortalised! HCA2! fibroblasts.! Additionally,!the! earlier! study! used! the! currently! unavailable! E1/183! antibody! whereas! this!study!had!to!rely!on!the!A5/158!and!39:10!antibodies!of!which!the!39:10!antibody!was!unable!to!immunoprecipitate!Endo180!protein.!Interestingly,!both,!the!A5:158!and!the!E1:183!antibody,!were!shown!to!interfere!with!Rho!GTPase!signalling!upon!chemotactic!stimulation!of!MDABMBB231!cells!with!uPA!(Sturge!et!al.,!2003).!Furthermore,!it!is!possible!that!the!phosphorylation!only!occurs!at!a!relatively!small!percentage!of!Endo180!receptors.!The!strategies!applied!here!might!simply!be!not!sensitive!enough!to!detect!such!small!amounts!of!phosphorylated!Endo180.!It!is!also!possible!that!the!phosphorylation!was!lost!during!sample!handling!although!several!phosphatase! inhibitors! were! supplemented! to! the! lysis! buffer! and! washing!solutions.!The! phosphoBpeptides! observed! in! the! earlier! study!were! not! sequenced! and! the!Endo180! amino! acid! sequence! and! gene! sequence!were! not! available! at! the! time!(Isacke!et!al.,!1990).!Remotely,!there!is!the!possibility!that!the!E1/183!antibody!coBprecipitated!an!interaction!partner!of!Endo180!that!cannot!be!coBprecipitated!by!the!A5/158!antibody.!It!might!have!been!this!interaction!partner!and!not!Endo180!itself!that! originated! the! phosphoBpeptides! that! appeared! on! the! thinBlayer!chromatography!plate.!Surprisingly,! it!was!possible! to!stain!Endo180! in!proximity! to!cellBcell! junctions! in!DU145! prostate! cancer! cells.! Furthermore,! such! cells! that! stained! positive! for!
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Endo180! appeared! negative! for! EBCadherin! and! viceBversa.! This! might! indicate! a!new!role!for!Endo180!in!epithelial!cells.!This!is!especially!interesting!in!front!of!the!background! that! Endo180! preferentially! binds! to! Collagen! IV,! which! is! usually!restricted!to!the!basal!lamina.!Therefore!it!is!imaginable!that!Endo180!plays!a!role!in! the! interaction! between! epithelial! cells! and! the! basal! lamina.! Attempts! to!overexpress!wild! type!and! fluorescently! labelled!Endo180!were!unable! to!confirm!these!results.!Fluorescently!labelled!Endo180!gave!inconclusive!results!in!regards!to!subcellular!localisation.!No!localisation!towards!cellBcell!junctions!was!detected!for!overexpressed! wild! type! Endo180.! It! is! imaginable! that! localisation! of! Endo180!towards! the! proximity! of! cellBcell! junctions! is! dependent! on! other! factors.! Those!factors!might!not!be!in!sufficient!supply!to!translocate!overexpressed!Endo180!into!the!proximity!of! cellBcell! junctions.!The!observation! that!Endo180!and!EBCadherin!appear!to!be!differentially!expressed!amongst!DU145!cell!layers!is!worth!exploring!and! aligns!with! earlier! results! that! attribute! an!EMT! inducing! role! to! Endo180! in!MCF7!cells.!! !
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5.!The!role!of!Endo180!in!prostate!cancer!progression!To! date! only! one! study! has! been! carried! out! to! investigate! expression! levels! of!Endo180! in! prostate! cancer! progression.! Two! commercially! available! TMAs! (US!Biomax)! were! stained! for! Endo180! and! several! potential! interaction! partners! as!well! as!epithelial! and!mesenchymal/stromal!markers.!The! study! revealed! that! the!percentage! of! Endo180! positive! cells! (epithelial! and! stromal)! correlates! with!Gleason! grade.! However,! no! follow! up! data! was! available! for! these! TMAs! and! a!potential! role! of! Endo180! in! predicting! patient! survival! could! not! be! investigated!(Kogianni!et!al.,!2009).!Although! the! antibodies! have! been! used! for! Endo180! staining! in! several! earlier!studies,! an! official! FDA! approved! multiBtissue! array! to! demonstrate! marker!expression! in! a! wide! array! of! normal/healthy! tissue! was! not! yet! performed.!Therefore! it!was!decided! to! test!both! the!39:10!and! the!A5:158!antibodies! in! this!array!to!characterise!Endo180!expression!in!healthy!tissue.!Initially,!a!larger!TMA!was!purchased!from!the!US!Biomax!corporation!to!investigate!Endo180! expression! and! to! correlate! it! with! abundance! of! Collagens! I! and! IV! in!adjacent! sections! with! the! prospect! of! testing! for! other! potential! interaction!partners!such!as!AdamTS2.!Additionally,! through! collaboration! with! the! research! group! of! Professor! Craig!Robson!at!Newcastle!University!access!was!gained!to!their!collection!of!TMAs,!which!include! follow! up! data.! Five! of! their! TMAs! were! investigated! for! a! potential!correlation! of! Endo180! with! disease! progression,! metastasis! status,! capsular!invasion,!Gleason!grade!and!several!other!factors.!In!their!2007!study!of!Endo180’s!role!in!breast!cancer!progression!Professor!Clare!Isacke’s!research!group!used!the!39:10!antibody!to!stain!paraffin!embedded!tissue!and!chose!to!use!the!A5:158!antibody!for!immunofluorescence!(Wienke!et!al.,!2007).!In!their!study!of!a!large!Glioma!array,!they!used!the!39:10!antibody!again!(Huijbers!et!al.,!2010).!However,!the!single!study!based!on!prostate!tissue!has!been!carried!out!
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using!the!A5:158!antibody!for!staining!of!paraffin!embedded!tissue!(Kogianni!et!al.,!2009).!Therefore,!it!was!decided!to!test!both!the!39:10!and!the!A5:158!antibody.!
5.1!Validation!of!antibodies!on!an!FDA!approved!multiGtissue!array!On! the! outset! of! this! study! it!was! decided! to! validate! both! antibodies! (39:10! and!A5:158)! on! an! FDA! approved! multiBtissue! array.! This! array! consists! of! paraffin!embedded!biopsies!taken!from!various!human!tissues!(three!cores!per!tissue!from!different! individuals).! For! the! 39:10!mAb! two! different! antigen! retrieval!methods!were! tested:! proteinase! K! digestion! and! boiling! in! citrate! buffer.! The! A5:158!antibody! has! only! previously! been! used! in! combination!with! antigenBretrieval! by!boiling!in!citrate!buffer.!
5.1.1!Antigen!retrieval!by!proteinase!K!G!39:10!mAb!staining!
The!multiBtissue!TMA!was!treated!with!proteinase!K!(see!methods!for!details).!The!conditions! were! modelled! on! the! previous! study! carried! out! with! the! smaller!prostate! cancer! TMAs! (Kogianni! et! al.,! 2009).! The! TMA! was! subsequently! DABBstained!using!standard!conditions!using!39:10!mAb!(10!µg/ml)!(data&not& shown).!Following!histopathological! inspection! the! sections!appeared!overBdigested!by! the!proteinase! K! and! could! not! be! analysed! (Dr! Francesco! Mauri,! Imperial! College!London).!!
5.1.2!Antigen!retrieval!by!boiling!in!citrate!buffer!G!39:10/A5:158!mAb!staining!





































Endo180& staining& results.! Comparative! Visualisation! of! Endo180! expression! rating!between!39:10!and!A5:158!staining.!! !
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5.1.2.1!Endo180!expression!and!localisation!G!39:10!
Although!Endo180!was!reported!as!a!recycling!endocytic!receptor,!positive!staining!in! nuclei! was! detected! in!white!matter,! the! adrenal! gland,! spleen,! tonsil,! thymus,!bone! marrow,! liver,! kidney! and! larynx! (Figure& 5.1.2.1).! However,! a! consistent!nuclear! staining! pattern! over! all! three! biopsies! could! only! be! observed! in! spleen,!tonsil,!bone!marrow,!thymus!and!larynx!(Table&5.1.2.3).!Positive! staining! in! the! cytosol! was! observed! in! grey! matter,! adrenal! gland,!parathyroid!gland,!testis,!bone!marrow,!lung,!cardiac!muscle,!stomach,!liver,!kidney,!skin,! mesothelium! and! larynx! (Figure& 5.1.2.2).! However,! a! consistent! cytosolic!staining!pattern!in!all!three!biopsies!was!only!observed!in!Leydig!cells!of!the!testis,!the! bone!marrow! and! the! stratum! germinativum! of! the! skin! (Table& 5.1.2.3& and&
Figure&5.1.2.5).!
5.1.2.2!Endo180!expression!and!localisation!G!A5:158!








Endo180& staining& results.! Staining! was! carried! out! using! mouse! antiBhuman! Endo180!mAbs!39:10!and!A5:158.!Expression!localisation!was!analysed!after!slide!digitalisation!and!cell!populations!were!histologically!identified.!Staining!is!reported!as!inconsistent!if!it!was!not!present!in!all!three!cores!of!the!respective!type!of!tissue.&
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In! case! of! the! small! intestine,! the! staining!was! confined! to! only! the! apical! site! of!epithelial!cells!and!to!cells!in!the!lamina!propria.!In!the!oesophagus,!squamous!and!basal! cells! displayed!Endo180!expression.! In! gastric! tissue!parietal! and! chief! cells!and! in! the! colon! the! goblet! cells! showed! strong! Endo180! expression! (Figure&
5.1.2.6).! Additionally,! the! clearer! staining! allowed! identification! of! Endo180!expression! in! the! liver! (restricted! to! sinosoid! cells)! and! in! the! kidneys! (epithelial!cells!of!renal!tubules).!
5.1.3!Discussion!
5.1.3.1!Comparison!to!other!studies!




2)&the!result!obtain!in!this!study!using!the!FDA!multiBtissue!array.!(columns&3&and&4)!Clare!Isacke! analysed! tissue! lysates! by!Western! Blot! and! reported! expression! level! on! a! scale!from!negative!(B)!to!positive!(+)!and!a!(++)!value!for!very!high!expression.!Please!note!that!only!skin!and!placenta!were!of!human!origin.!All!other!tissues!were!from!rat.!(columns&5&
and& 6)!The!Genentech!Corporation!analysed!Endo180!transcript! level! in!human!tissue!by!Northern! Blot! analysis.! Their! published! results!were! quantified! by! densitometry! and! the!expression!level!normalised!on!a!scale!from!0B100.!
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In!summary,!all!thee!studies,!the!TMA,!Western!Blot!by!Isacke!and!Northern!Blot!by!Genentech! agree! on! an! absence! of! Endo180! expression! in! the! healthy! brain.!Furthermore,!there!is!no!disagreement!over!the!expression!of!Endo180!in!the!testis!of!humans!and!its!absence!in!rats.!According!to!the!TMA,!expression!of!Endo180!in!the!human!testis!is!confined!to!Leydig!cells.!All!studies!found!expression!of!Endo180!in! the! lungs! and! kidneys! of! rats! and! humans.! In! the! TMA! pictures,! expression!appeared! to! be! dominant! in! the! epithelial! cells! of! renal! tubes.! There! is! no!disagreement!over!the!expression!of!Endo180!in!the!skin!of!humans.!The!expression!was! found! to!be!mainly! concentrated! in! the! stratum!germinativum.!Northern!Blot!findings! by! Genentech! concerning! Endo180! expression! in! the! colon! and! intestine!were!confirmed!by!the!TMA!results.!However,! while! Genentech! reported! high! transcript! levels! in! the! ovaries! and!prostate!of!humans,!no!corresponding!protein!expression!was!apparent!on!the!TMA.!Positive!staining!of!heart!muscle!cells!on!the!TMA!is!in!accordance!with!Genentech's!findings,!however,!Genentech!and! Isacke!disagree!over! the!expression!of!Endo180!in!the!heart!of!rats.!Genentech!reported!a!splice!variant!of!Endo180!in!the! liver!of!human! foetal! livers!but!no!expression!of!Endo180! in! the! liver!of! adults.!This! is! in!disagreement! with! Endo180! staining! on! sinusoid! liver! cells! on! the! TMA.! Neither!Genentech! nor! Isacke! detected! Endo180! expression! in! the! liver! of! rats.! The! TMA!results! for!Endo180!expression! in! skeletal!muscles!are! inconclusive!and! therefore!unable! to! shed! light! onto! the! contradicting! findings! by! Genentech! and! Isacke.! No!human!placenta! tissue!was! included! in! the!TMA,!which! is!why!no! clarification! for!these!contradicting!reports!was!found.!Expression! of! Endo180! in! organs! of! the! immune! system! remains! inconclusive.!Several!cell!nuclei! in!these!tissues!appeared!to!be!DAB!stained!on!the!TMA.!Isacke!and!Genentech! both! agree! on! an! absence! of! Endo180! transcript! in! the! thymus! of!humans!and!rats.!However,!nuclear!stain!appeared!on!the!TMA.!Genentech!reports!transcription!of!Endo180!in!the!human!spleen!but!no!such!transcription!in!the!rat!spleen,!which!is!in!disagreement!with!Isacke!who!reported!protein!in!the!rat!spleen.!
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5.1.3.2!Discussion!G!multi!tissue!array!
The!finding!that!the!A5:158!mAb!at!a!concentration!of!10!µg/ml!gives!a!low!signal!in!tissue!is!in!accordance!with!finding!of!the!coBoperation!partners!at!the!University!of!Newcastle!(see!Section&5.2!for!a!detailed!discussion).!Interestingly,!by!titrating!the!antibody! from! 10! µg/ml! over! 20! µg/ml! to! 50! µg/ml! an! incremental! increase! in!tissue!staining!was!observed.!Even!at!the!relatively!high!concentration!of!50!µg/ml!a!clear!cytosolic/periBnuclear!staining!of!distinct!cell!populations!without!any!notable!increase! in!background!staining!was!achieved.!This! is! in!stark!contrast!to!a!strong!background! that! appeared! after! increasing! the! 39:10! mAb! concentration! to! 50!µg/ml.!Contrary! to! earlier! studies! about! the! cell! biology! of! the! Endo180! protein! DAB!staining! was! observed! in! cell! nuclei! in! various! tissues! using! both,! the! 39:10! and!A5:158!mAbs!(see!Figures&5.1.2.1&&&5.1.2.2).!However,!similar!observations!have!been! made! before! and! discarded! as! nonBspecific! antibody! interaction/artefact!(Justin!Sturge,!personal!communication).!The!39:10!as!well!as!the!A5:158!antibody!bind! to! FNII! or! CTLD! domains! (extracellular)! of! the! Endo180! protein.! Disulphide!bonds,!which!are!integral!part!of!threeBdimensional!structure!of!these!domains,!will!be! reduced/dissolved! in! the! reducing! environment! of! cytosol! and! nucleus.!Therefore,! a! presence! of! this! domain! of! Endo180! in! the! nucleus! is! unlikely.! No!evidence! has! been! shown! or! suggestion! being! made! in! literature! or! personal!communications! that! the! Endo180! protein! has! ever! been! associated! with! the!nucleus.!The!majority!of!potential!nuclear!stain!has!been!observed!in!immune!cells.!These! cells! are! significantly! smaller! than! epithelial! cells! or! fibroblasts.! It! is! very!difficult!to!differentiate!nuclear!staining!from!staining!of!the!periBcellular!recycling!compartment!in!these!cell!types!due!to!the!small!cell!size.!The!Endo180!stain!might!appear! to! be! nuclear! while! in! fact! it! is! periBnuclear.! Furthermore,! the!immunoprecipitation! results! revealed! an! assembly! of! nuclear! proteins! in! mass!spectroscopy!analysis!(section&4).!For!further!analysis!of!US!Biomax!and!Newcastle!
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prostate!cancer!TMAs!any!nuclear!staining!by!the!39:10!or!A5:158!mAb!was!treated!as!artefact.!Differences! between! findings! in! the!TMA! study! and!Clare! Isacke’s! findings! can!be!easily!explained!by!the!fact!that!Clare!Isacke!and!coBworkers!used!rat!tissue!for!their!Western! Blot! analysis!while! the! TMA! contains! human! tissue! only.! As! reported! in!
Section& 5.1.3.1! the! Genentech! Corporation! showed! that! the! Endo180! transcript!level! in! different! tissues! differs! significantly! between! rat! and! human! tissue.!Therefore!it!is!very!likely!that!the!relative!protein!levels!differ!between!humans!and!rat!as!well.!Differences!between!Isacke’s!and!Genentech’s!findings!in!rat!might!relate!to! the! fact! that! Genentech! looked! at! transcript! levels! whereas! Isacke! looked! at!protein!level.!Another!explanation!might!be!transient!expression!that!only!occurs!at!a!certain!age!or!breeding!conditions.!The! most! striking! differences! between! the! Genentech! study! on! the! transcription!level!in!humans!and!findings!in!the!TMA!study!are!apparent!in!the!ovaries,!skeletal!muscle!and!prostate!where!no!Endo180!protein!can!be!detected!on!the!TMA!while!Genentech!detected!Endo180!transcripts.!!On!the!other!hand,!Endo180!protein!was!detected!in!liver!and!kidney!whereas!Genentech!reports!low!or!zero!transcript!level.!Endo180!expression!in!the! liver!and!kidney!has!been!reported!and!investigated! in!detail!(Mousavi!et!al.,!2009;!Okamura!et!al.,!2011).!The!tissue!used!to!generate!the!sections!of!prostatic!tissue!on!the!TMA!was!retrieved!from!young!men!in!their!20’s.!In! later!studies!(Section&5.2)!expression!of!Endo180! in!nonBmalignant!prostate!of!elder!men!was!detected.!Endo180! protein! level! does! not! necessarily! correlate! to! the! amount! of! Endo180!transcript,! as! a! postBtranscriptional! regulation! of! protein! expression! is! possible.!Another!possible!explanation!for!these!discrepancies!might!be!the!observation!that!the! expression! of! Endo180! seems! to! differ! between! the! tissues! of! different!individuals!in!some!tissues!(inconsistent!staining).!Genentech!has!used!commercial!multiple! tissue! Northern! Blots!manufactured! by! the! Clontech! Corporation.! It! was!not! possible! to! discover!whether! these! Northern! Blots! have! been! produced! from!one!individual!human!or!represent!a!pool.!
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The!biopsies!on!the!TMA!represent!only!a!small!fraction!of!the!whole!organ.!In!cases!where!the!expression!of!Endo180!is!restricted!to!specific!areas!within!the!organ,!the!analysis!might!overlook!Endo180!protein,!which!would!be!present! in!whole!tissue!lysates.!This!might!explain!why!Genentech!detects!Endo180! in! tissues! that!appear!negative!on!the!TMA.!This!observation!may!explain!the!absence!of!Endo180!in!ovary!biopsies.!The!ovaries!contain!a!cell!population!called!hilum!cells,!which!are!similar!to!the!Leydig!cells!of!the!testis!and!are!capable!of!producing!androgens.!These!cells!are!the!likely!source!of!Leydig!cell!carcinoma!of!the!ovaries.!Leydig!cells!are!positive!for! Endo180,! however,! no! hilum! cells! were! present! on! the! array.! Expression! of!Endo180! by! hilum! cells! due! to! their! similarity! to! Leydig! cells! of! the! testis!might!explain!the!high!Endo180!transcript! levels!detected!by!the!Genentech!Corporation!in!human!ovaries.!The! titration! of! A5:158! mAb! revealed! additional! sites! of! Endo180! expression! in!comparison! to! the! 39:10! mAb! this! observation! may! be! due! to! differences! in!Endo180!expression!levels.!The!expression!of!Endo180!might!be!significantly!lower!in! the! additional! sites! that! were! discovered! in! comparison! to! the! sites! that! have!been!successfully!stained!with!both!antibodies.!Unpublished!work!in!our!lab!suggest!that! A5:158! demonstrates! a! preference! for! Endo180! localised! on! the! cell! surface!while! 39:10! mAb! shows! a! preference! for! Endo180! located! on! intracellular!membranes.! This! effect! has! only! been! observed! in! cells!with! significant! epithelial!characteristics! but! could! explain! the! increased! staining! seen! in! the! TMA.! Such!observations!were!made! in!DU145! in!RWPEB1!acinar!cultures.!As!discussed! in! the!introduction!(Section&1.4.5)!a!decrease!in!pH!associated!with!internalisation!of!the!receptor!into!endocytotic!vesicles!will!most! likely!induce!a!conformational!change.!This! conformational! change! might! enhance! the! interaction! with! the! 39:10! mAb!while!at!the!same!time!it!might!decrease!the!affinity!towards!binding!to!the!A5:158!mAb.!The!role!of!Endo180!in!bone!development!has!been!addressed!before!(Engelholm!et!al.,! 2001b)! but! the! role! of! Endo180! in! healthy! skin! or! testis! has! not! been!investigated! to! date.! The! stratum! germinativum! or! basal! layer! of! the! skin! is!
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mitotically! active! and! gives! rise! to! the! outer! cells! of! the! skin! (Gilbert,! 2000).! The!basal! layer! is! thought! to!be! the! location!of! the!stem!cells!of! the!epidermis! (Fuchs,!2009).!Leydig! cells! are! located! in!between! the! seminiferous! tubes.!These! cells! are!rich!in!smooth!endoplasmic!reticulum!and!produce!androgens,!mainly!testosterone!which! is! necessary! for! spermatogenesis! in! the! seminiferous! tubes! (Bruce!Alberts,!2002;!Whitehead,!2001).!For!the!purpose!of!validating!the!antibodies!for!use!in!a!disease!marker!study,!their!performance!was!demonstrated!in!tissue!from!a!wide!range!of!organs!and!different!individuals.! For! further! studies,! the! role! of! Endo180! in! Leydig! cells! of! the! human!testis!as!well!as!in!several!tissues!of!the!gut!(intestine,!colon,!oesophagus)!seems!to!be!of!the!highest!interest.!The!role!of!Endo180!in!the!development!of!bone!and!lungs!as!well!as!wound!healing!(skin)!has!been!investigated!previously!(Engelholm!et!al.,!2001b;! Honardoust! et! al.,! 2006;! Smith! et! al.,! 2008).! Furthermore,! the! role! of!Endo180!in!a!mouse!model!of!renal!fibrosis!as!well!as!the!liver!of!the!rat!has!been!investigated!previously!(Mousavi!et!al.,!2009;!Okamura!et!al.,!2011).!! !
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5.2!Endo180!expression!in!prostate!cancer!To! examine! the! expression! level! and! localisation! of! Endo180! in! prostate! cancer!progression!39:10!and!A5:158!mAbs!were!used!to!immunostain!paraffin!embedded!biopsies! from! prostate! cancer! patients.! In! total! six! independent! TMAs! were!analysed.! The! PR208! TMA!was! purchased! from! US! Biomax! Corporation.! The! five!remaining! TMAs! (NCLPC1B5)!were! obtained! through! collaboration!with! Professor!Craig! Robson,! Dr! Luke! Gaughan! and! Dr! Stephen! Darby! at! Newcastle! University!(Table&5.2.1).!The! PR208! TMA! only! included! the! age! of! the! patient! and! patient! Gleason! grade.!NCLPC1! and! NCLPC4! included! biopsies! from! patients! with! low! and! high! Gleason!grade! and! survival! data.! NCLPC3! and! NCLPC6! contained! biopsies! of! patients!diagnosed!with! lowBgrade!disease!with!additional! information!about! the!nature!of!the! localised!disease.! For! example,!whether:! (a)! one!or!both! lobes!of! the!prostate!were!affected!by! the!disease;!and! (b)! tumour!cells!had! invaded! the!capsule!of! the!gland.! The! data! sheet! for! NCLPC5! contained! tumour! grading/disease! staging!systems! that! were! inconsistent! between! patients.! For! example,! patient! “A”! is!classified!using!a!numerical!scale!(Grade!1B4),!patient!“B”!is!classified!using!Gleason!Score!and!patient!“C”!is!given!a!descriptive!classification!(eg.!poorly!differentiated).!Endo180!immunostaining!was!scored!by!a!qualified!pathologist!as!follows:!!(1) the!intensity!of!staining!(x)!was!scored!(0!to!3);!if!intensity!was!scored!1+,!2+!or!3+!they!were!assumed!to!be!1.5,!2.5!and!3.5!respectively.!!(2) the!percentage!(y)!of!tumour!tissue!area!stained!was!estimated.!!(3) the! final! Endo180! staining! score! was! calculated! using! the! simple! formula!(xy)! to!give!a!score!of!0! to!300!(or!350! for!3+)!(e.g.!where!30%!of! tumour!area!was!stained!with!a!staining!intensity!of!2.0!the!score!given!was!60.!!(4) an!average!(mean)!score!was!calculated!from!2B3!cores!for!each!patient.!!Type! I! and! IV! collagen! staining! intensity! in! the! tumourBassociated! stroma! was!graded!from!0!to!3+!(staining!area!was!90B100%!in!all!cases).!
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Table&5.2.1&TMA&details.!The!table!indicates!the!source!of!the!different!TMAs!analysed!and!whether! staining! was! successful! or! not.! The! name! of! the! pathologist! is! indicated.! The!availability!of!accompanying!patient!data!listed!in!column!1!is!also!indicated.!Where!data!is!indicated!to!be!inconsistent!the!information!is!either!incomplete!or!inconsistently!recorded!so!cannot!be!included!in!any!analysis. 
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Figure&5.2.2&PR208&–&Endo180&staining.!DAB!staining!(brown)!using!mouse!antiBhuman!Endo180! 39:10! mAb! is! shown.! Nuclei! were! counterstained! with! Mayer’s! Haematoxylin!(blue).! Samples!are! categorised!as!nonBmalignant!or!by! the!Gleason!grade!of!each!biopsy.!Scale!bar!=!200!µm.!
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Figure&5.2.3&PR208&–&collagen&I&staining.!DABBstaining!(brown)!using!rabbit!anti!collagen!I! is! shown.! Nuclei! were! counterstained! with! Mayer’s! Haematoxylin! (blue).! Samples! are!categorised!as!nonBmalignant!or!by!the!Gleason!grade!of!each!biopsy.!Scale!bar!=!200!µm.!!
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Figure& 5.2.4& PR208& –& collagen& IV& staining.! DABBstaining! (brown)! using! rabbit! anti!collagen! IV! is! shown.! Nuclei! were! counterstained! with! Mayer’s! haematoxylin! (blue).!Samples!are!categorised!as!nonBmalignant!or!by!the!Gleason!grade!of!each!biopsy.!Scale!bar!=!200!µm.!! !
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!!!!
Figure& 5.2.5& PR208& –& collagen& I/IV& –& patient& Gleason& score.! The! staining! intensity! of!collagen!types!I!and!IV! in!tumourBassociated!stroma!quantified!on!a!scale!of!0!to!3.5!(3+).!Samples!are!categorised!as!nonBmalignant!(normal)!or!by! individual!Gleason!grade!(3B10)!or!clinical!Gleason!grouping!(3B7!or!8B10).!Two!biopsies!were!analysed!per!patient!and!the!average! (mean)! intensity! for! each! patient! used! in! the! analysis.! Box! plots! show! the! total!range!(vertical!lines),!mean!(horizontal!line)!and!upper!and!lower!quartiles!(grey!area).!PBvalues!were!calculated!using!the!MannBWhitney!Rank!test.!!! !
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5.2.1!The!PR208!TMA!
Consecutive!sections!of!the!PR208!TMA!were!stained!for!Endo180,!type!I!collagen,!and! type! IV! collagen;! and! the! possible! Endo180! interaction! partner! AdamTS2!identified! in! Section& 4.7.! Additionally,! the! potential! correlation! of! nicastrin!expression! in! prostate! cancer!was! intended! as! a! follow!on! study! from!our! earlier!findings! in! breast! cancer! (Filipovic! et! al.,! 2011).! Initially! AdamTS2,! nicastrin! and!Endo180!were!stained!using!an!established!Proteinase!K!antigen!retrieval!method!(Kogianni!et!al.,!2009)!(data!not!shown).! !As!mentioned!in!Section!5.1!this!antigen!retrieval!method!resulted!in!the!over!digestion!of!tissue.!Therefore,!antigen!retrieval!was! carried! out! by! boiling! the! TMA! slides! in! citrate! buffer.! Subsequently,! three!consecutive! sections! of! the! PR208! TMA! were! stained! for! Endo180! (39:10! mAb),!collagens! I! and! IV.! Dr! Francesco! Mauri! (Imperial! College! London)! carried! out!histopathological!analysis!of!the!stained!arrays!(Figures&5.2.2&H&5.2.4).!
5.2.1.1!Endo180!G!39:10!mAb!G!staining!
Staining!with! 10! μg/ml! of! 39:10!mAb! resulted! in! undetectable! staining! by! visual!inspection!under!the!microscope.!The!concentration!was!raised!to!20!μg/ml!and!50!μg/ml.!PeriBnuclear! staining!of!Endo180!was!detectable! in! tumour! cells! in!<!5/69!patients.!In!the!TMA!stained!with!50!μg/ml!the!tumourBassociated!stroma!displayed!a!positive!staining!pattern!similar! to!collagen!I/IV!staining!(compare!Figure& 5.2.2&with!Figures&5.2.3&and&5.2.4).!
5.2.1.2!Collagen!I!and!collagen!IV!staining!
Staining!with! collagen! I/IV!antibodies! (Acris!Organics)! resulted! in! typical! staining!for! collagen! in! the! stroma! (Figures& 5.2.3& and& 5.2.4).! Positive! staining!within! the!tumour! cells!was! observed! in! <! 5/69!patients.! There!was!no! correlation!between!collagens!I/IV!in!the!tumour!associated!stroma!and!Gleason!grade!(Figure&5.2.5).!
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5.2.2!Newcastle!arrays!G!Endo180!staining!
Dr! Luke! Gaughan! (Newcastle! University)! stained! five! prostate! cancer! TMAs!(NCLPC1,!NCLPC2,!NCLPC3,!NCLPC4,!NCLPC5!and!NCLPC6)!using!39:10!and!A5:158!mAbs.! The! slides! were! scanned! for! storage! on! the! Aperio! database! located! at!Newcastle! University! and! shipped! to! London.! Endo180! staining! was!histopathological! scored! using! the! system! described! in! Section& 5.2.1! by! Dr!Francesco!Mauri! (Imperial! College! London).! A5:158!mAb! produced! a! low! level! of!staining!that!could!not!be!quantified.!39:10!mAb!staining!was!at!a!level!that!could!be!quantified! on! NCLPC1! and! NCLPC4;! but! weak! on! NCLPC3,! NCLPC5! and! NCLPC6.!39:10!mAb!staining!on!NCLPC1!and!NCLPC4!was!scored!by!a!histopathologist! (Dr!Francesco! Mauri,! Imperial! College! London).! The! two! TMAs! were! analysed!individually!and!then!pooled!(Figures&5.2.6&H&5.2.12).!!
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Figure&5.2.6&NCLPC1&–&Endo180&staining.&DAB!staining!(brown)!with!mouse!antiBhuman!Endo180! mAb! 39:10! is! shown.! Nuclei! were! counterstained! with! Mayer’s! haematoxylin!(blue).! Samples!are! categorised!as!nonBmalignant!or!by! the!Gleason!grade!of!each!biopsy.!Scale!bar!=!200!µm.! !
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Figure&5.2.7&NCLPC1&–&Endo180&–&core&Gleason&score.&Endo180!score!was!calculated!by!multiplying! the! positive! tumour! area! with! staining! intensity! (0B300).! Samples! were!categorised!by! the!Gleason!grade!of! individual! core!biopsies.!Two!biopsies!were!analysed!and! the! average! (mean)! value!was! used! for! the! analysis.! Box! plots! show! the! total! range!(vertical!lines),!mean!(horizontal!line)!and!upper!and!lower!quartiles!(grey!area).!PBvalues!were!calculated!using!the!MannBWhitneyBWilcoxon!test.!!
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Figure&5.2.8.&NCLPC4&–&Endo180&–&core&Gleason&score.&Endo180!score!was!calculated!by!multiplying! the! positive! tumour! area! with! staining! intensity! (0B300).! Samples! are!categorised! as! nonBmalignant! or! by! the! Gleason! grade! of! individual! core! biopsies.! Two!biopsies!were!analysed!and!the!average!(mean)!value!was!used!for!the!analysis.!Box!plots!show!the!total!range!(vertical!lines),!mean!(horizontal!line)!and!upper!and!lower!quartiles!(grey!area).!PBvalues!were!calculated!using!the!MannBWhitneyBWilcoxon!test.!
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Figure&5.2.9&TMA&NCLPC1&and&NCLPC4&pooled&–&core&Gleason&score.!Endo180!score!was!calculated! by! multiplying! the! positive! area! with! the! intensity! (0B300).! Samples! are!categorised!as!nonBmalignant!or!by!the!Gleason!grade!of!the!individual!biopsy.!Two!biopsies!were!analysed!and!the!average!(mean)!value!was!used!in!the!analysis.!Box!plots!show!the!total! range! (vertical! lines),! mean! (horizontal! line)! and! upper! and! lower! quartiles! (grey!area).!PBvalues!were!calculated!using!the!MannBWhitneyBWilcoxon!test.!
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Figure& 5.2.10.& NCLPC1& and& NCLPC4& –& patient& Gleason& score.& Endo180! score! was!calculated! by! multiplying! the! positive! area! with! the! intensity! (0B300).! Samples! are!categorised!as!benign!hyperplasia!(BPH)!or!by!the!Gleason!grade!of! the! individual!biopsy.!Two!biopsies!were!analysed!per!patient!and!the!average!(mean)!value!per!patient!was!used!in! the!analysis.!Box!plots! show! the! total! range! (vertical! lines),!mean! (horizontal! line)!and!upper!and! lower!quartiles! (grey!area).!PBvalues!were!calculated!using! the!MannBWhitneyBWilcoxon!test.! !
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Figure& 5.2.11& NCLPC1& and& NCLPC4& pooled& –& patient& characteristics.& Table! shows!patient!characteristics!of!the!pooled!arrays:!age!range;!median!age;!years!of!study;!Gleason!grade!(per!core!and!per!patient);!negative/positive!Endo180!status!(cutBoff!Endo180!score!=! 30);! and! metastatic! status! at! TURP! or! subsequent! metastasis.! The! number! (N)! and!percentage!of!total!patients!(%)!are!shown.&!
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Figure&5.2.12&NCLPC1&and&NCLPC4&pooled&–&patient&survival.&Kaplan!Meier!analysis!of!Endo180! negative! versus! positive! patients,! Endo180! negative! versus! positive! patients! in!low!Gleason!patients!and!low!versus!high!Gleason!score.!All!graphs!show!fiveByear!survival!curves!with!Log!Rank,!Breslow!and!TaroneBWare!statistical!analysis.!Table!shows!statistical!analysis!of!data!for!3,!5,!7!and!10!year!survival.!P!>!0.05!is!considered!significant.!! !
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Analysis!of!NCLPC1!indicated!that!the!median!percentage!area!of!Endo180!positive!tumour!was!increased!by!approximately!2Bfold!when!cores!classified!as!Gleason!3!or!Gleason!4!were! compared! to! cores! classified! as!Gleason!5;! however,! this! increase!was!not!statistically!significant:!Gleason!3!versus!Gleason!5!(p!=!0.467);!and!Gleason!4! versus! Gleason! 5! (p! =! 0.452)! (Figure& 5.2.7).! The! median! intensity! of! cores!classified! as! Gleason! 3! (0.5),! Gleason! 4! (0.75)! and! Gleason! 5! (1.0)! were! not!significantly! different! (Figure& 5.2.7).! The! Endo180! scores! were! not! significantly!different!between!cores!classified!as!Gleason!3,!4!and!5!(Figure&5.2.7).!NCLPC4! contained! cores! classified! as! nonBmalignant! (tumour! adjacent)! tissue.!There!was!a!marginal!difference!between!the!median!percentage!areas!of!Endo180!positive!staining!in!this!nonBmalignant!tissue!(~40%)!compared!to!cores!classified!as!Gleason!5!(~70%)!(p!=!0.072)!(Figure&5.2.8).!Likewise,!the!median!intensity!of!cores!classified!as!nonBmalignant!(0.5),!Gleason!3!(0.5),!Gleason!4!(1.0)!and!Gleason!5! (1.0)! were! not! significantly! different! (Figure& 5.2.8).! Endo180! scores! were!significantly!different!between!cores!classified!as!nonBmalignant!and!Gleason!4!(p!=!0.013)!and!Gleason!5!(p!=!0.012)!(Figure&5.2.8).!Due! to! the! lack! of! nonBmalignant! tissue! on! NCLPC1! the! data! from! this! TMA!was!pooled!with! the!data! from!NCLPC4!as!carried!out! in!a! recent! study! (Brooke!et!al.,!2011)! (Figure& 5.2.9).! NCLPC1! and! NCLPC4! data! pooling! resulted! in! significant!differences!for!all!measured!parameters!(Figure&5.2.10).!The!percentage!of!positive!tumour! area! alone! was! significantly! different! between! cores! classified! as! nonBmalignant!and!Gleason!4!(p!=!0.046)!or!core!Gleason!5!(p!=!0.0005)!(Figure&5.2.10).!Endo180! staining! intensity!was! significantly! different! between! cores! classified! as!nonBmalignant! and! Gleason! 5! (p! =! 0.014)! (Figure& 5.2.10).! Endo180! scores! were!significantly! different! between! cores! scored! as! nonBmalignant! and!Gleason! 4! (p! =!0.002)!and!core!Gleason!5!(p!=!0.0001)!(Figure&5.2.10).!These!results!suggest!that!Endo180!expression!has!diagnostic!potential!at!the!tissue! level!as!reported!by!our!group!(Kogianni!et!al.,!2009).!!To! determine!whether! Endo180! expression! has! diagnostic! predictive! value! at! the!patient!level!the!correlation!between!clinically!used!categories!of!Gleason!score!and!
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Endo180! staining! intensity,! area! and! score! were! tested! using! the! NCPCL1! and!NCLPC4!pooled!dataset!(Figure&5.2.11).!Patients!were!classified!to!have!BPH!(nonBmalignant,!tumour!adjacent!tissue)!or!Gleason!score!1B4!(lowBrisk!disease);!Gleason!score!5B7!(intermediateBrisk!disease);!or!Gleason!score!8B10!(highBrisk!disease).!The!percentage! of! Endo180! positive! tumour! area! was! significantly! different! between!patients! classified! as! lowBrisk! and! highBrisk! disease! (p! =! 0.017);! differences! in!Endo180! intensity!remained!marginal! (p!=!0.063)!(Figure& 5.2.11).!The!significant!difference!between!the!Endo180!score!between!lowBrisk!and!highBrisk!disease!was!highly!significant!(p!=!0.005)!(Figure&5.2.11).!To!assess!the!prognostic!value!of!Endo180!Kaplan!Meier!analysis!was!conducted.!A!cutBoff! value! (Endo180! score! =! 30)!was! applied! to! distinguish! between! Endo180!negative! and!Endo180!positive!patients.! This! resulted! in!38! (27%)!patients! being!diagnosed! as! Endo180! negative! and! 104! (73%)! patients! being! diagnosed! as!Endo180! positive! (Figure& 5.2.9).! KaplanBMeier! analysis! revealed! that! Endo180!positive! patients! were! predicted! to! have! shorter! disease! free! survival.! The!difference! in! 5Byear! survival! was! found! to! be! statistically! significant! using! three!highly! stringent! statistical! tests! (Log! Rank:! p! =! 0.019;! Breslow:! p! =! 0.025;! and!TaroneBWare:! p! =! 0.021)! (Figure& 5.2.12).! Gleason! grade! alone!was! less! powerful!with! the! difference! between! intermediateBrisk! (Gleason! grade! 3B7)! and! highBrisk!(Gleason! grade! 8B10)! disease! displaying! marginal! differences! with! all! three!statistical!tests!(Log!Rank:!p!=!0.085,!Breslow:!p!=!0.067;!TaroneBWare:!p!=!0.071)!(Figure&5.2.12).!To!test!whether!Endo180!can!help!to!predict!patient!survival!and!provide! a! potential! indication! for! adjuvant! chemotherapy! in! low! or! intermediate!risk! disease! patients! were! grouped! according! to! their! Endo180! status.! Endo180!positive! patients! (n! =! 24)! displayed! statistically! significant! lower! survival!expectations! than!Endo180!negative!patients! (n! =! 14)! in! this! low! to! intermediate!risk! patient! group! (Log! Rank:! p! =! 0.013;! Breslow:! p! =! 0.018;! TaroneBWare:! p! =!0.015)!(Figure&5.2.12).!! !
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5.2.3!Discussion!
Similar! to! the! report! by! Kogianni! et! al,! (2009)! the! expression! of! Endo180! was!correlated!to!Gleason!grade!indicating!its!potential!power!as!a!diagnostic!biomarker.!The! results! reported! in! this! thesis! used! statistical! tests! that! allowed! accurate!analysis!of!datasets!with!skewed!distributions!and!outliers!and!further!reports!that!Endo180!expression!is!significantly!correlated!with!patient!survival.!This!is!the!first!time!that!Endo180!has!been!validated!to!have!prognostic!value!in!a!common!human!disease.! In! an! earlier! study! prognostic! value! was! determined! in! a! rare! subset! of!metaplastic!basal!breast!cancer,!which!represents!approximately!1.5!%!of!all!breast!cancers!(Wienke!et!al.,!2007).!Other!cancer!studies!have!only!reported!that!Endo180!expression!is!associated!with!tumour!cells!(Schnack!Nielsen!et!al.,!2002),or!tumour!grade! (Huijbers! et! al.,! 2010;! Kogianni! et! al.,! 2009;! Sulek! et! al.,! 2007)! but! not!clinicopathological!outcome!(see!Section&1.4.10.5).!In! prostate! cancer! patients! with! tumours! that! are! negative! for! Endo180! there! is!significantly! higher! probability! that! they! will! survive! longer! after! TURP! than!patients!with!Endo180!positive! tumours.!Even!patients!with! tumours! classified!as!low!risk!by! the!Gleason!scoring!system!were! found! to!have!a! significantly! shorter!survival! if! they! had! an! Endo180! positive! tumour.! The! significant! differences! in!patient!survival!were!independent!of!the!statistical!test!used;!all!tests!were!balanced!and!favoured!either!early!or!late!events.!The!decrease!in!significance!over!time!following!TURP!may!be!explained!by!the!high!median! age!of! the! affected!population.!The!median! age! at!TURP!was!72! years! for!NCLPC4! and! unknown! for! NCLPC1.! However,! taken! into! consideration,! that! both!patient! samples! were! collected! in! the! 1980s! before! PSA! screening! for! prostate!cancer! was! introduced! (circa! 1992)! there! is! no! reason! to! assume! that! the!demographic! of! NCLPC1! is! significantly! younger! than! the! one! of! NCLPC4.! At! a!median!age!of!72!years!it!would!be!expected!that!most!patients!will!die!within!the!next!10!years.!
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A!cell! line!based!model!of!prostate!cancer!disease!progression!was!designed! in!an!attempt! to! best! fit! the! EMT! hypothesis! (Yang! and! Weinberg! 2008).! The! model!included! cells! derived! from:! normal! and/or! BPH! (RWPE1,,! BPH1,! RC170N! and!RC165N);! low! (RC92a)! and! intermediate! (RC58T)! grade! primary! prostate! cancer;!and!three!commonly!used!prostate!cell!lines!derived!from!metastatic!lesions!in!the!lymph! nodes! (LNCaP),! bone! (PC3)! and! brain! (DU145)! (Table& 5.3.1).! Where!appropriate,! two!widely!used!breast! cancer! cell! lines!with!epithelioid! (MCF7)!and!mesenchymalBlike! (MDABMBB231)! characteristics! were! employed! as! controls.!Additional!controls! included!cells!of!mesenchymal!origin:!the!osteoblastic!cell! line,!MG63,! primary! human! osteoblasts! (OBs)! derived! from! femoral! bone! and! HCA2,!hTert!immortalised!human!dermal!fibroblasts. 
! Gleason!score! Clinical!stage! Pathological!state! Assigned!clinical! risk!status! Immortalisation!method!RWPEB1! n/a! normal/benign! n/a! negligible! HPVB18!RC170N! n/a! benign! n/a! negligible! hTert!RC165N! n/a! benign! n/a! negligible! hTert!RC92a! 3+3! B0! T2C! low! hTert!RC58T! 3+4! B1! T2C! intermediate! hTert!LNCaP! unknown! D! N1!M0! high! n/a!PC3! unknown! D! M1b! high! n/a!DU145! unknown! D! M1c! high! n/a!
Table&5.3.1&Prostate&cell&line&characteristics.!Clinical!stage!=!WhitmoreBJewett!staging:!B!=! tumour! can!be! felt,!D!=! tumour!has! spread! to!distant! organs;! Pathological! state!=!TNM!staging:!T2C!=!primary!tumour,!N1!M0!=!tumour!only!spread!to!lymph!nodes,!M1!=!tumour!spread!to!distant!organs;!n/a!=!not!applicable!
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5.3.2!AndrogenGreceptor!expression!during!prostate!cancer!EMT!




Figure& 5.3.2& Expression& of& androgen& receptor& (AR)& during& prostate& cancer& EMT.!RC165N,!RC92a,!RC58T,!LNCaP,!PC3,!DU145,!MCF7,!MBBMDAB231,!MG63!cells!and!primary!human!OBs!were! seeded! on! tissue! culture! plastic! and! grown! under! their! normal! growth!conditions!for!four!days.!Whole!cell!lysates!were!prepared!and!subjected!to!SDSBPAGE!using!a! 4B20%! acrylamide! gradient! gel! under! reducing! conditions.! The! upper! panel! shows! AR!protein!migrating!as!a!99!kDa!band!detected!by! incubation!with!Dako!mouse!antiBhuman!mAb! followed! by! antiBmouse! HRPBconjugated! IgG.! The! bottom! panel! shows! the! loading!control!GAPDH!migrating!as!an!36!kDa!band!detected!by!immunoblotting!with!rabbit!antiBhuman! pAb! followed! by! antiBrabbit! HRPBconjugated! IgG.! For! all! blots! visualisation! of!immunoreactive!bands!was!carried!out!using!chemiluminesence.!Chemiluminescent!signal!was! recorded! using! a! GE! Lifesciences! ImageQuant! LAS! 4000.! Molecular! weight! markers!(kDa)! and!proteins! of! interest! are! indicated! for! each!blot:! (n=2! for! all! lines! except!BPH1,!RC170N!and!HCA2!cells;!n!=1).!!
5.3.3!Changes!in!cell!morphology!during!prostate!cancer!EMT!





cancer& EMT:! RC165N,! RC92a,! RC58T,! LNCaP,! PC3,! DU145,!MBBMDAB231! and!MG63! cells!were! seeded! on! to! sterile! acid! treated! glass! coverslips! and! grown! under! their! normal!growth!conditions!for!four!days.!The!cells!were!fixed!in!4%!w/v!PFA!diluted!in!PBS!for!10!minutes! at! 37°C.! Fixed! cells!were! subsequently! permeabilised! in! 0.3!%! v/v! TritonBXB100!and!αBtubulin!protein!was!fluorescently!labelled!with!DM1A!mouse!antiBhuman!mAb.!Actin!was! fluorescently! labelled! with! AlexaFluorBconjugated! phalloidin.! The! images! were!acquired! by! confocal!microscopy.! For! all! cell! lines! a! zBsection!with! 2! µm!depth! is! shown.!Scale!bar!=!10!µm.!Prostate!cancer!cell!lines!are!arranged!in!order!of!the!advance!of!disease.!MBBMDAB231! and! MG63! cells! are! shown! as! mesenchymalBlike! and! true! mesenchymal!controls!(n!=!1).!
 ! !
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As! can! be! seen! in! Figure& 5.3.3! RWPEB1! cells! were! the! most! representative! of! a!normal!epithelium,!having!a!wellBdefined!monolayer!with!cells!of!equal!size!and/or!spread.!The!BPH!cell! line,!RC165N,! also! formed!an!epithelial!monolayer!but! these!were! slightly!more!heterogeneous!with! regards! to! their! individual! cell! shape,! size!and/or!spread.!Strong!cortical!FBactin!rings!were!most!apparent!at!the!outer!edge!of!RWPEB1!compared!to!RC165N!colonies,!however!FBactin!was!seen!to!equally!localise!to!the!well!organised!cellBcell!junctions!in!the!monolayers!of!both!cell!types.!In! comparison! to! normal/BPH! cell! lines,! the! primaryBtumour! derived! cell! lines,!RC92a! and!RC58T,! form!much! tighter!monolayers! and! display! a! higher! degree! of!heterogeneity! with! respect! to! their! individual! cell! shape! and! size! and/or! spread!(Figure&5.3.3).!In!both!cell!lines!there!was!less!FBactin!localised!to!the!cortical!areas!and!cellBcell! junctions,! instead! it!was! localised!to!stress! fibreBlike!structures! in!the!central!regions!of!the!cell.!Additionally,!there!was!a!considerable!amount!of!colonyBgrowth! into! the! third! dimension.! This! was! determined! by! the! construction! of! zBstacks! from! serial! zBsections! of! cell! monolayers! obtained! by! confocal! microscopy!(Figure& 5.3.3).! This! phenomenon! resembles! the! ‘multiBlayering’! that! can! be!observed!in!epithelial!tissue!during!cancer!progression!was!most!pronounced!in!the!intermediate! clinical! risk! cell! line,! RC58T.! It! was! also! noted! that! the! RC58T! cells!located!at!the!colonyBborders!show!a!loss!in!their!basalBapical!polarity!compared!to!cells! located!within! the!central! region!of! the!colony.! Instead! these!peripheral!cells!displayed!a! clear! frontBback!polarity! in! the!horizontal!plane,! an! increase! in!alphaBtubulinBrich!microtubules!and!a!decrease!in!FBactin.!!Confocal!images!in&Figure&5.3.3&generated!from!zBstacks!confirm!that!the!metastatic!cell! lines! do! not! display! basalBapicalBpolarity! and! have! an! extensive! network! of!alphaBtubulinBrich!microtubules.!!In!comparison!to!the!other!prostate!cellBtypes!LNCaP!cells!have!an!atypical!actin!and!microtubule! cytoskeleton.! In! this! cell! type! FBactin! is! localised! solely! at! the! tips! of!short!protrusive!structures.!Typically!1B2!of!these!structures!were!localised!at!either!end!of!the!elongated!cell!body.!!
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The!expression!of!the!epithelial!intermediate!filament,!cytokeratin!(Ck),!is!normally!downregulated! during! EMT,! whereas! the! mesenchymal! intermediate! filament,!vimentin,!is!normally!upregulated!(Kokkinos!et!al.,!2007;!van!Dorst!et!al.,!1998).!To!assess! this! status! in! the! proposed! EMTBmodel! of! prostate! cancer! progression!quantifiation!of!vimentin!in!the!panel!of!prostate!and!control!cells!was!carried!out!using!immunoblotting!(Figure&5.3.4).!A!major!feature!of!EMT!is!the!loss!of!cellBcell!adherens! junctions,! which! are! formed! via! homotypic! interaction! between! cell!surface!EBcadherin!molecules! located!on!adjacent!cells! (Thiery!et!al.,!2009;!Thiery!and! Sleeman,! 2006).! EBcadherin! junctions! are! stabilised! by! α−catenin,! which!regulates! actinBfilament! assembly! through! the! formation! of! a! complex! with! EBcadherin!and!βBcatenin!(Drees!et!al.,!2005).!Immunoblot! analysis! of! RWPEB1,! BPHB1,! RC170N,! RC165N,! RC92a,! RC58T! and!LNCaP!cell! lines! revealed! low! to!negligible! levels!of!vimentin!but!high! levels!of!EBcadherin,!αBcatenin!and!βBcatenin!(Figure&5.3.4).!LNCaP!cells!were!akin!to!the!BPH!and!primary! tumour! cell! lines! in! their! adhesion!molecule! expression!profile:! they!expressed!no!detectable! level! of! vimentin! and!high! levels! of! EBcadherin!αBcatenin!and!βBcatenin! (Figure& 5.3.4).!The!striking!similarity!between!LNCaPBcells!and! the!BPH/primary!tumour!cell!lines!with!respect!to!their!expression!of!cellBcell!and!cellBmatrix!adhesion!markers!indicates!that!an!EMTBlike!phenotype!(apparent!EMT)!was!not!adopted!by!this!cellBtype!during!prostate!cancer!progression.!Primary!human!OBs!expressed!both!αBcatenin!and!low!levels!of!βBcatenin,!but!not!EBcadherin.!Similar!levels!of!βBcatenin!and!absence!of!EBcadherin!was!also!found!to!be!the!case!for!PC3!cells!(Figure&5.3.4),!which!indicates!they!have!a!mesenchymalBlike!adhesion!phenotype.!It!was!observed!that!DU145!cells!have!EBcadherin!negative!and!positive!populations!(data&not&shown);!this!observation!may!explain!the!low!total!protein!expression! levels!determined!by! immunoblot!analysis!(Figure&5.3.4).!This!
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reduced! level! of! EBcadherinBexpression! in! DU145! cells! is! in! accordance! with! the!current!EMTBmodels!proposed!for!cancer!cell!metastasis!and!could!be!indicative!of!the!commonly!observed!phenomenon!of!groupBcellBinvasion!and/or!mesenchymalBtoBepithelial! (MET)! transition! at! a! secondary! tumour! site! (Chaffer! and!Weinberg,!2011;!Hanahan!and!Weinberg,!2011;!Yang!and!Weinberg,!2008).!
5.3.5!Endo180!expression!during!prostate!cancer!EMT!
In!Section&5.2!it!was!demonstrated!that!expression!of!Endo180!strongly!correlates!with! prostate! cancer! progression! and! serves! as! a! potential! marker! of!clincopathological!outcome!and!may!be!a!potential!therapeutic!target.!In!an!earlier!study,!increases!in!Endo180!expression!were!closely!correlated!with!increases!in!its!cooperative!partner!for!chemotactic!cell!migration,!uPA;!and!its!cell!surface!receptor!uPAR!(Kogianni!et!al.,!2009).!To!establish!whether! these!pathological! findings!can!be!extrapolated!to!an!in&vitro!model,!the!proposed!cell!line!was!used!to!evaluate!the!expression! profile! of! Endo180,! uPA! and! uPAR.! To! confirm! whether! Endo180Bexpression! correlates!with! the! adoption!of! an! apparent!EMT!phenotype,!Endo180!expression! levels! in! the! different! cell! lines! were! determined! by! immunoblotting!with! four! antibodies! targeting! different! epitopes! in! the! receptor! (Figure& 5.3.5).!MCF7! and! MBBMDAB231! cells! were! included! as! controls! since! the! Endo180BuPABuPAR! chemotactic! cell! migration! axis! has! been! well! characterised! in! this! pair! of!breast! cancer! cell! lines! (Sturge! et! al.,! 2003).! The! osteoblastic! MG63! cell! line! and!primary!human!osteoblasts!were!used!as!mesenchymal!controls.!All! prostate! cell! lines! with! the! exception! of! LNCaP! cells! expressed! Endo180.! The!absence!of!Endo180!expression!in!LNCaP!cells!is!yet!further!evidence!that!this!cell!line!does!not!have!molecular!or!functional!characteristics!of!mesenchymal!cells.!For!the! other! cell! lines,! which! express! Endo180,! levels! were! low! for! both! hTert!immortalised! BPH! lines! (RC170N! and! RC165N).! Similar! expression! levels! were!observed! in! the! primary! cancer! cell! lines:! RC92a! (low! grade)! and! RC58T!(intermediate! grade);! and! the! invasive!metastatic! PC3! cell! line.! Surprisingly,! both!
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prostate& cancer& EMT.!RC165N,!RC92a,!RC58T,!LNCaP,!PC3,!DU145,!MCF7,!MBBMDAB231,!MG63!cells!and!primary!human!osteoblasts!were!seeded!on!tissue!culture!plastic!and!grown!under!their!normal!growth!conditions!for!four!days.!Whole!cell!lysates!were!prepared!and!subjected! to!SDSBPAGE!using!a!4B20%!acrylamide!gradient!gel!under!reducing!(uPA,!MLC,!Endo180:!CAT2)!and!nonBreducing!(uPAR,!Endo180:!A5:158,!E1:183!and!39.10)!conditions.!The! upper! panels! show! Endo180! migrating! as! a! 180! kDa! protein! band! detected! by!immunoblotting! with! the! four! different! Endo180! antibodies! listed! in! Table& 2.2:! CAT2,!39.10,! A5:158! and! E1:183;! followed! by! antiBrabbit! (CAT1,! CAT2)! or! antiBmouse! (39.10,!A5:158!and!E1:183)!HRPBconjugated!IgG.!The!next!panels!show!uPAR!migrating!as!a!37!kDa!protein!band!detected!by! immunoblotting!with!399R!pAb;! and!uPA!migrating! as! a!52/54!kDa!protein!band!detected!by!immunoblotting!with!ab24121!pAb!(Table&2.2).!The!bottom!panel! shows! the! loading! control! MLC! migrating! as! an! 18! kDa! band! detected! by!immunoblotting! with! MY21! mAb! followed! by! antiBmouse! HRPBconjugated! IgG.! All!immunoreactive! bands! were! visualised! by! chemiluminesence.! Molecular! weight! markers!(kDa)! and! proteins! of! interest! are! indicated! for! each! blot:! (n! ≥! 3! for! CAT2,! A5:158! and!39:10;!excluding!osteoblasts!(n!=!1);!and!n=2!for!uPA!and!uPAR)..!
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The! high! expression! levels! in! DU145! cells! were! similar! to! those! observed! in! the!highly! invasive! MBBMDAB231! breast! cancer! cell! line,! which! display! Endo180Bdependent! random!cell!migration!and!chemotaxis! in!a!uPA!gradient! (Sturge!et! al.,!2003).! Although! Endo180! expression! in! mesenchymal! fibroblasts! and!mesenchymalBlike!tumour!cells!with!a!singular!cell!phenotype!is!known!to!promote!collagen!uptake!and!cell!migration!the!predominant!function(s)!of!low!endogenous!Endo180! expression! in! epithelial! cell! monolayers! and/or! tumour! cells! with! an!epithelial!phenotype!has!not!been!investigated.!An!unexpected! finding!was! the! relatively! low!expression! level! of! Endo180! in!PC3!cells! which! expressed! similar! levels! as! the! low! and! intermediate! grade! primary!prostate! cancer! cell! lines,! RC92a! and! RC58T.! This! relatively! low! expression! of!Endo180!in!PC3!cells!does!not!directly!fit!with!an!in&vitro!model!for!the!progressive!upregulation!of!Endo180.!However,!another!project!in!the!laboratory!has!confirmed!that! there! is! a! substantial! upregulation! of! Endo180! in! PC3! cells! coBcultured!with!primary!osteoblasts!that!coincides!with!dramatic!changes!in!bone!matrix!formation!and! collagen! remodelling! (Caley! et! al.,! accepted! for! publication).! The!microenivironment! of! boneBmatrix! forming! osteoblasts! closely! resembles! the!metastatic!bone!lesion!from!which!PC3!cells!were!originally!derived!and!therefore!is!representative!of!their!normal!in&vivo!phenotype.!
5.3.6!uPAR!and!uPA!expression!during!prostate!cancer!EMT!
GPIBanchored! uPAR! requires! Endo180! in! order! to! promote! chemotaxis! towards!uPABgradients!(Sturge!et!al.,!2003),!however!it! is!not!yet!known!whether!Endo180!requires! uPAR! to! promote! chemotaxis! towards! uPA! or!whether! Endo180! can! act!alone! as! a! functional! uPA! receptor.! To! identify! suitable! in& vitro! model(s)! to!investigate!whether!this!potential!cooperativity!during!chemotactic!migration!exists!during!prostate!cancer!progression,!uPA!and!uPAR!expression!was!determined!by!immunoblot! analysis! of! the! prostate! cell! line! panel! (Figure& 5.3.5).! As! previously,!MCF7! and!MBBMDAB231! cells!were! included! as! negative! and! positive! controls! for!
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the!Endo180BuPABuPAR!chemotactic!axis!(Sturge!et!al.,!2003);!and!the!osteoblastic!MG63!cell!line!and!primary!human!osteoblasts!were!used!as!mesenchymal!controls.!uPAR! was! expressed! by! all! prostate! cell! lines! with! the! exception! of! LNCaP! cells.!Surprisingly!there!was!no!clear!correlation!between!cancer!progression!and!uPARBexpression:! the! BPH! cell! line! RC165N! expressed! the! highest! amount! of! uPAR,! at!levels,!which!were!most!comparable!to!MBBMDAB231Bcells!and!primary!osteoblasts.!Low!grade!RC92a!expressed!low!levels!of!uPAR!similar!to!those!observed!in!MG63!cells.! The! intermediate! grade!RC58T! cells! expressed! similar! levels! to!PC3! cells.! In!keeping! with! recent! histopathological! data! (Kogianni,! Walker! et! al.! 2008),! uPABexpression!was!not!detected!in!cell!lines!derived!from!BPH!and!lowBgrade!primary!cancer!cell!lines:!RC165N!and!RC92a;!and!LNCaP!cells.!A!low!level!of!low!molecular!weight!uPA!was!detectable! in! the! intermediate!grade!primary!prostate!cancer!cell!line! RC58T! as! well! as! in! DU145,! MCF7,! MDABMBB231! and! primary! human!osteoblasts.!PC3!and!DU145!cells!were!the!only!prostate!cancer!cell!types!to!express!a! higher! molecular! weight! form! of! uPA! like! the! other! mesenchymalBlike! and!mesenchymal! cell! types:! MDABMBB231,! MG63! and! primary! human! osteoblasts.!These!results!confirm!that!both!PC3!and!DU145!cells!express!all!three!components!of! the! Endo180BuPABuPAR! chemotactic! axis,! making! them! suitable! models! for!functional!studies!using!the!Dunn!chemotaxis!chamber!that!was!used!to!identify!this!pathway!in!MDABMBB231!cells!(Sturge!et!al.,!2003).!
5.3.7!Differential!modes!of!migration!&!invasion!during!prostate!cancer!EMT!
The! acquisition! of! a! more! mesenchymal! phenotype! during! cancer! progression! is!commonly! associated! with! an! increased! migratory! and! invasive! behaviour.!MesenchymalBlike! cell! migration! and! invasion! involves! contraction! of! the! actin!cytoskeleton!via!direct!engagement!of!phosphorylated!myosinBlight!chainB2!(MLC2)!(Ridley!et!al.,!2004).!To!establish!whether!the!model!of!prostate!cancer!EMT!being!characterised! here! had! progressive! migratory! and! invasive! potential! the!phosphorylation! of! MLC2! was! quantified! in! the! different! prostate! cells! by!immunoblot!analysis!(Figure&5.3.7).!Cells!with!low!(MCF7)!and!high!(MDABMBB231)!
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migratory!and!invasive!behaviour!were!used!as!reference!controls!(Sturge,!Wienke!et!al.!2003).!Functional!assays!for!cell!migration!(Figure&5.3.9)!and!stromal!invasion!(Figure& 5.3.10)! were! also! carried! out! to! directly! compare! the! behaviour! of! the!complete!prostate!cancer!cell!line!model:!BPH1,!RWPEB1,!RC170N,!RC165N,!RC92a,!RC58T,!LNCaP,!PC3!and!DU145.!Several!EMT! inducing!growth! factors!were!previously! tested! for! their!potential! to!induce!Endo180!expression!in!MCF7!breast!cancer!cells!(Wienke!et!al.,!2007).!The!primary!cell!lines!provided!by!Rhim!et!al,!RWPEB1,!RC170N,!RC165N,!RC92a,!RC58T,!were! screened! for! their! responsiveness! to! the! same!EMT! inducing! stimuli! (figure&
5.3.6).! The! percentage! of! RWPEB1! and! RC92a! that! stained! positive! for! Vimentin!doubled! upon! stimulation! with! TGFBbeta1! (figure& 5.3.6).! Interestingly,! under!normal! growth! conditions! both! cell! lines! displayed! a! Vimentin! positive! side!population.!Under!TGFBbeta1!stimulation!the!percentage!of!Vimentin!positive!cells!increased.!Vimentin!expression!under!normal!growth!conditions!was!confirmed!for!RWPEB1! cells! by! Western! Blot! analysis! (figure& 5.3.4).! However,! RC92a! cells!appeared! Vimentin! negative! in! Western! Blot! analysis! under! normal! growth!conditions.! It! was! attempted! to! analyse! Endo180! expression! levels! upon! growth!factor! stimulation! but! screening! microscopy! was! unable! to! detect! Endo180!expression!prior!or!post! stimulation! in! these! five! cell! lines.!However,! endogenous!Endo180! expression! is! very! low! in! these! cell! lines! (figure& 5.3.5).! The! expression!level! presented! by! DU145! and! MDABMBB231! cells! represented! the! lower! limit! of!what!can!be!detected!by!immunofluorescence.!! !
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Figure& 5.3.6& EMT& inducing& factors:&RWPEB1,! RC170N,! RC165N,! RC92a! and!RC58T! cells!were!seeded!on!tissue!culture!plastic,!grown!under!normal!growth!conditions!for!two!days!and! subsequently! incubated! for! 72h! with! 50ng/ml! PDGFBBB/IGFBII! or! 5ng/ml!HGF/bFGF/TGFBbeta1.! Response! to! EMT! inducing! growth! factors! was! measured! by!immunofluorescent! staining! for! Vimentin/Cytokeratin! and! quantified! by! MetaXpress! 2.0!pattern!recognition!software.!(n=1)!! !
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Figure&5.3.8&Box&and&Whiskers.&The!migratory!speed! in! µm/h! is! represented! in! a! Box! and!Whiskers! Plot.! The! Whiskers! represent! the!fastest!(maximum!value)!and!slowest!(minimum!value)!migrating!cell.!The!two!grey!boxes!above!and! below! the! median! represent! upper! and!lower!quartile.!The!upper!quartile!extends!from!the!median!over!25%!of!cells!that!migrate!faster!than! the! median! while! the! lower! quartile!extends! over! the! 25%! of! cells! that! migrate!slower!than!the!median.!The!whole!box!extends!over!50%!of!cells!centered!around!the!median.! 
 
!
Figure& 5.3.9& Migratory& behaviour& of& metastatic& prostate& cancer& cell& lines.! RWPEB1,!LNCaP,!DU145,!PC3,!MCF7,!MDAB231!and!MG63!cells!were!seeded!on!tissue!culture!plastic!and!grown!under!their!normal!growth!conditions!for!(A)!2!or!(B)!24!hours.!The!cells!were!subjected! to!video!timeBlapse!microscopy!(1! frame/minute)! for!12!hours! in!an! incubation!chamber!under!normal!growth!conditions.!The!videos!were!analysed!with!the!object!tracker!function! of! the! Metamorph! software! (Molecular! Devices).! Cell! tracks! were! exported! to!Mathematica!(Wolfram!Research)!in!order!to!calculate!the!mean!cell!velocity!(µm/h)!(n=1).!
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Others!have!developed!3BD!models!of!prostate!cancer!(Chu!et!al.,!2009;!Harma!et!al.,!2010;!Yates!et!al.,!2007).!Here!we!establish!and!characterise!an!unbiased!cell! line!based! model! of! prostate! cancer! for! progressive! differences! in! morphology,!cytoskeletal! proteins,! cellBcell! and! cellBmatrix! adhesions! together! with! their!migratory!signalling!cues,!migratory!behaviour!and!invasive!capacity!in!an!stromal!“organotypic”!matrix.!From!the!findings!of!this!study!it!can!be!hypothesised!that!it!is!the! transition! to! adopt! mesenchymal! characteristics! rather! than! the! loss! of!epithelial!characteristics!that!is!sufficient!to!enable!prostate!cancer!cell!invasion!and!metastasis.!Evidence!for!this!lies!in!the!very!divergent!invasive!behaviours!of!LNCaP!and!DU145!cells,!which!both!retain!epithelial!characteristics.!Only!the!DU145!cells!have! adopted! mesenchymal! characteristics! and! can! undergo! efficient! group! cell!invasion!into!stromal!matrix.!The!group!cell!invasion!by!DU145!cells!appeared!to!be!more!efficient!than!the!single!cell!mode!of!invasion!used!by!PC3Bcells.!!It! is!not!surprising! that!LNCaP!cells!are!unable! to!undergo!efficient! stromal! tissue!invasion! since! they! lack! many! key! cytoskeletal! and! adhesion! proteins! and! are!devoid!of!important!contractile!signalling!cues.!The!concomitant!overexpression!of!
α−tubulin! in! LNCaP! cells! may! represent! their! origin! being! from! a! rare!neuroendocrineBderived! prostate! tumour! (Yuan! et! al.,! 2007),! rather! than! the!common!EMT!phenotypes!adopted!by!PC3!and!DU145!cells.!!The! use! of! a! relevant! cell! line!model! systems! to! correctly! evaluate! the!molecular!mechanisms! underlying! the! biological! response! of! specific! prostate! carcinoma!subtypes! is! essential! because! they! display! major! differences! in! their! clinical!behaviour,!prognosis,!and!treatment!(Grignon,!2004).!From!the!studies!carried!out!in!this!Section!it!can!be!concluded!that!PC3!and!DU145!cells,!but!not!LNCaP!cells,!are!suitable! for! the! study! of! bona& fide! mesenchymal! properties! involved! in! prostate!cancer!invasion!and!metastasis.!!The! absence! of! invasion! by! LNCaP! cells! may! result! from! the! retention! of! their!epithelial! characteristics.! This! possibility! was! tested! by! evaluated! by! considering!
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whether! BPH,! low! or! intermediate! grade! primary! prostate! cancer! cell! lines! could!undergo!stromal! invasion!into!an!organotypic!stroma.!In!these!experiments!one!of!the! BPH! cell! lines! (RC170N)! and! the! lowBgrade! primary! prostate! cancer! cell! line!(RC92a)!were!induced!to!invade!the!organotypic!stroma!in!response!to!TGFBβ1.!This!provides!a!new!tool!for!the!study!of!early!prostate!cancer!and!progression!via!an!EMTBlike!event.!The!role!of!Endo180!is!this!model!was!not!determined.!However,!it! is!pertinent!to!take!into!account!the!fact!that!TGFBβ1 is! the!only!EMTBassociated!factor! to! induce!Endo180!expression! in! invasive!breast!cancer!and!glioma!tumour!cell!lines.!Results!of!other!projects!in!the!lab!have!confirmed!that!TGFBβ1BSMAD2/3!dependent! signalling! is! a! major! regulatory! axis! for! the! control! of! Endo180!expression! in! PC3! cells! cultured! within! a! bone! stromalBderived!matrix.! It! can! be!speculated! that! the! same! signalling! axis! is! active! during! the! invasive! processes!observed!in!these!two!experimental!settings.!This!can!be!confirmed!in!future!work!by! targeting! the!different!components!of! the!TGFBβ1BSMAD2/3BEndo180!signalling!axis! in! this! newly! established! model! of! EMTBlike! event! driving! prostate! cancer!stromal! invasion.! By! manipulating! the! functionality! of! Endo180! in! the! collagen!remodelling,!RhoBROCKBMLC2Bbased!migration!or!uPABuPARBdependent!chemotaxis!proposed!as!a!mechanistic!!!!  
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6!Final!Discussion!The! goal! of! this! study!was! to! investigate! a! potential! role! for!Endo180! in!prostate!cancer.!The!rationale!for!this!interest!was!an!earlier!study,!not!yet!published!at!the!time!that!showed!a!positive!correlation!between!Endo180!expression!and!Gleason!grade!on!a!small!prostate!cancer!tissue!microarray!(Kogianni!et!al.,!2009).!The!chosen!approach!was!to!contribute!knowledge!and!to!develop!tools!to!study!the!cellular! function! of! Endo180,! to! investigate! a! potential! correlation! between!Endo180!expression!and!patient!survival! in!prostate!cancer,!as!well!as! to!define!a!suitable! cell! line! model! for! further! studies! of! Endo180! in! prostate! cancer!progression.!The! study! was! structured! into! three! main! parts:! (a)! in! silico! structural! and!evolutionary! analysis! of! Endo180;! (b)! functional! studies! of! Endo180;! and! (c)! the!role!of!Endo180!in!prostate!cancer!progression.!
6.1!Structural!analysis!of!Endo180!in#silico Prior! to! this! work,! Endo180! has! only! been! described! in! the! genomes! of! mice,!humans! and! Belgian! blue! cattle.! Here,! it! was! established! for! the! first! time! that!Endo180!encoding!genes!are!present!throughout!the!whole!vertebrate!kingdom.!It!was!also!discovered!that!the!interaction!partners!of!Endo180,!uPA!and!uPAR!as!well!as! other! members! of! the! Mannose! receptor! family! are! coBconserved! alongside!Endo180! throughout! the! whole! vertebrate! kingdom.! Furthermore,! the! functional!amino! acid! residues,! responsible! for! proper! receptor! shuttling! were! found! to! be!conserved! in! Endo180! sequences! for! all! inventoried! species.! The! groupBbased!phosphorylation! scoring! system,! GPS,! predicted! potential! kinase! substrates! juxtaBpositioned! to! these! functional! amino! acid! residues.! Complex! phosphorylation!regulation! of! the! cytoplasmic! tail! of! Endo180! might! be! caused! by! potential!involvement! of! the! PKC! regulator! 14B3B3.! Additionally,! these! potential! kinase!substrates!as!well!as!the!potential!14B3B3!binding!sites!are!evolutionary!conserved.!
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Interestingly,!the!conservation!of!functional!amino!acid!residues!was!not!limited!to!the! dihydrophobic! motif! but! extended! to! the! LDL! receptor! endocytosis! motif!although!mutation!of!this!motif!only!resulted!in!mild!alterations!to!receptor!sorting.!A! potential! uPA! interacting! motif,! RxxSSxR,! was! previously! found! within! the!Endo180! amino! acid! sequence! in! a! large! screening! study! (Liang! et! al.,! 2003).!However,!no!further!analysis!was!undertaken!at!the!time!(Liang!et!al.,!2003).!!Here,! supporting! evidence! was! gathered! concerning! the! validity! of! the! predicted!uPA!interacting!motif.!It!was!discovered!that!the!motif!is!located!within!the!CTLD4!domain!of!the!Endo180!protein.!Structural!modelling!of!the!CTLD4!domain!revealed!that!the!site!is!located!accessible!on!the!surface!of!the!complex!quartery!structure!of!the!Endo180!ectodomains.!Additionally,! it! was! found! that! the! potential! interaction! motif! is! evolutionary!conserved! in! all! mammals! but! not! in! Endo180! sequences! of! any! other! vertebra!sequenced! to! date:! fish,! amphibia! and! reptiles.! In! support! of! these! findings,! the!kringle!domain!of!uPA,!which!binds!to!the!RxxSSxR!motif,!is!only!conserved!within!mammals!but!not!in!other!vertebrates.!The!RxxSSxR!motif!within!the!CTLD4!domain!of!Endo180!as!well!as! its!potential! interaction!partner,! the!kringle!domain!of!uPA,!are! evolutionarily! coBconserved! and! their! common! presence! appears! to! be!restricted!to!mammals.!While!the!RxxSSxR!motif!binds!to!the!kringle!domain!of!uPA,!the!uPA!receptor,!uPAR!binds!to!the!aminoBterminal!fragment,!ATF,!of!uPA!(Liang!et!al.,!2003).!uPAR!lacks!a!cytosolic! domain! and! is! dependent! on! receptor! clustering! to! initiate! intracellular!signalling! (Smith! and! Marshall,! 2010).! A! possible! working! hypothesis! is! that!Endo180! forms! a! triBmolecular! cell! surface! cluster! with! uPABuPAR! via! direct!interaction!with!the!RxxSSxR!motif!to!form!a!signalling!platform!that!can!direct!cell!migration! towards! chemotactic! cues! within! the! stromal! microenvironment.!Endo180! antibodies! have! been! characterised! for! their! ability! to! abrogate!chemotaxis! towards! uPA! gradients.! Potentially,! Endo180! antibodies! prevent!complex! formation! and! in! consequence! signalling! by! steric! hindrance.! Based! on!
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these!findings,!coBworkers!in!the!Sturge!group!have!established!a!CTLD4BGST!fusion!protein! as! blocking! agent! for! Endo180! function! in! acinar! formation! assays! using!CTLD2BGST!as!control!(Rodriguez!publication!in!preparation).!For! future! studies,! Endo180! mutants! were! created! that! lack! the! RxxSSxR! motif.!Overexpression! of! those! mutants! in! established! cell! line! models! for! Endo180!signalling,!will! allow! to! verify! if!mutant!Endo180! is! unable! to! induce!Rho!GTPase!signalling! upon! uPA! stimulation.! Another! important! remaining! question! is! the!dependence! on! uPAR! for! Endo180! mediated! Rho! GTPase! activation! upon! uPA!stimulation.! While! we! have! postulated! the! formation! of! a! triBmolecular! complex,!previous!studies!have!shown!that!uPA!can!activate!integrin!signalling!independently!of!uPAR!by!means!of!a!direct!interaction!between!integrins!and!the!kringle!domain!of! uPA! (Tarui! et! al.,! 2006).! It! is! possible! that! Endo180! can! act! independently! of!uPAR!in!the!same!manner.!This!could!be!investigated!in!the!future!by!silencing!uPAR!expression!in!a!suitable!cell!line!model.!A! thorough!understanding!of! the!precise! interplay!of! the!uPABuPARBEndo180!axis!may!offer!the!possibility!for!discovery!of!advanced!treatments!for!disease!processes!associated!with!Endo180!protein!function!through!direct!targeting!of!the!functional!subdomains.!
6.2!Functional!studies!of!Endo180 This! part! of! the! study! concentrated! on! phosphorylation! of! Endo180! as! well! as!subcellular! localisation! of! Endo180! in! epithelial! cells.! Additionally,! several!preliminary!characterisations!of!PC3!prostate!cancer!cells!overexpressing!Endo180!were!discussed.!On! the!outset,! a! potential! phosphorylation!of! Endo180!was!only! addressed! in! the!earliest! study! of! the! protein! using! radioactive! labelling! (East! and! Isacke,! 2002;!Isacke!et!al.,!1990).!At!least!one!further!attempt!to!investigate!the!phosphorylation!status! of! Endo180! using! generic! phosphoBSerine/Threonine/Tyronsine! antibodies!had!failed!(Sturge/Yarwood!–!personal!communication).!
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Although!it!was!possible!to!predict!potential!Endo180!phosphorylation!sites!in&silico!(section& 4),! it! was! impossible! with! the! methods! applied! to! detect! any!phosphorylated! Endo180! in& vivo.! These! findings! were! in! stark! contrasts! to! the!earlier! report! (East! and! Isacke,! 2002;! Isacke! et! al.,! 1990).! However,! the!methods!applied!in!the!other!study!were!far!more!sensitive!than!those!applied!here!(East!and!Isacke,! 2002;! Isacke! et! al.,! 1990).! Several! other! possible! reasons! and! alternative!approaches!were!discussed!(section&4).!In!summary,!the!change!in!cell!line!as!well!as!the!different!experimental!approach,!both,!have!the!potential!to!be!causal!for!the!negative! outcome.! There! is! the! possibility! that! only! a! small! subpopulation! of!Endo180! is! being! phosphorylated! in& vivo,! which! might! explain! the! experimental!difficulties.!!The!initial!cloning!of!the!human!Endo180!encoding!gene!by!the!Isacke!lab!proved!to!be! very! challenging! (Sturge! personal! communication).! Prior! to! this! study,! coBworkers!and!other!groups!struggled!to!amplify!the!Endo180!encoding!sequence!by!PCR.!Molecular!cloning!had!to!be!based!on!restriction!digests!only!(Sturge!personal!communication).!Surprisingly,!it!was!possible!to!perform!siteBdirected!mutagenesis!on! an! Endo180! expression! vector! (section& 3).! As! a! result,! PCR! of! Endo180!expression!vectors!was!revisited!and!it!was!discovered!for!the!first!time!that!PCR!of!the! fullBlength! human! Endo180! encoding! sequence! is! possible! by! the! addition! of!DMSO! to! the! PCR! reaction.! This! discovery! implies! that! the! Endo180! encoding!sequence!is!forming!stable!secondary!structures!potentially!based!on!stem!loops!in!GCBrich! regions! (Kang! et! al.,! 2005).! Surprisingly,! amplification! of! the! sequence!encoding!murine!Endo180!was!possible!under!standard!conditions.!This! discovery! was! exploited! to! clone! the! Endo180! encoding! sequence! into! a!fluorescent! expression! vector.! Prior! to! this! study,! Endo180! was! cloned! into! a!pEGFPBC1!vector!in!the!Isacke!lab.!However,!protein!expression!in!human!cells!was!problematic! and! stable! cell! lines! could! not! be! derived! (Sturge! personal!communication).! Usage! of! the! pEGFPBC1! vector! implies! that! EGFP! and! Endo180!were!fused!at!the!cBterminal!end!of!the!Endo180!protein.!
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Conversely,! in! this!study! it!was!decided!to! fuse!a! fluorescent!protein,!hmKO2,!and!Endo180!at! the!NBterminal!end!of! the!Endo180!protein! to!avoid! interference!with!the! formation! of! the! quartery! structure! of! the! Endo180! receptor.! While! it! was!possible! to! transiently! express! the! Endo180BhmKO2! fusion! protein! in! DU145!prostate! cancer! cells,! creation! of! stable! Endo180BhmKO2! expressing! DU145! cell!lines!failed.!In!fluorescent!live!cell!microscopy!the!protein!appeared!to!be!expressed!and!sorted!correctly! in! transiently! transfected!DU145! cells.! In! 3D! confocal! images,! Endo180BhmKO2! fusion! protein! appeared! to! be! restricted! to! vesicular! compartments! of!DU145! prostate! cancer! cells.! This! construct! might! offer! new! ways! of! studying!Endo180! receptor! internalisation! and! trafficking.! The! failure! of! producing! stable!Endo180BhmKO2! expressing! DU145! cells! gives! rise! to! concerns! about! a! potential!impairment! of! receptor! function/stability! by! the! fused! fluorescent! protein.! For!future!studies,!Endo180BhmKO2!fusion!protein!should!be!characterised!for!correct!receptor! function! in! the! established!model! systems! for! RhoGTPase! signalling! and!collagen! internalisation.! Conventional! lipid! based! transfection! proved! to! be! very!challenging! in! conjunction!with!DU145! cells! on! growth! surfaces! other! than! tissue!culture! plastics.! For! future! studies,! switching! to! a! lentiviral! vector! is! highly!recommended!(Wells!et!al.,!2010).!Interestingly,! immunofluorescent! staining! of! untransfected! DU145! cells! with! the!Endo180!antibody!A5/158!revealed!coBlocalisation!of!Endo180!with!EBCadherin!at!cellBcell! junctions.! Surprisingly,! only! the! A5/158! antibody! was! able! to! bind! to!Endo180!coBlocated!with!EBCadherin,!the!39:10!antibody!was!not!able!to!display!the!same! characteristics.! Localisation! to! cellBcell! junctions!might! be! associated!with! a!new!role!for!Endo180!in!epithelial!cells.!No!role!has!been!described!for!Endo180!in!epithelial!cells!to!date.!However,!based!on!these!findings!as!well!as!the!finding!that!Endo180! is! expressed! in!early! stage!prostate! cancer! cells! (section& 6),! coBworkers!have!investigated!a!role!for!Endo180!in!acinar!formation.!3DBcultures!of!early!stage!prostate! cancer! cells! for! acinar! structures! but! addition! of! different! Endo180!antibodies!as!well!as!CTLD4BGST!protein!abrogates!acinar!formation!or!alters!acinar!
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shape!and!dimension!(RodriguezBTeja!et!al.,!publication!in!preparation).!As!outlined!in! section! 1.4,! Endo180! preferentially! interacts! with! specific! Collagens,! amongst!them! Collagen! IV,! which! is! almost! exclusively! restricted! to! the! basal! lamina!(Khoshnoodi! et! al.,! 2008).! It! is! possible! that! Endo180! is! involved! in! interactions!between!epithelial!cells!and!the!basal!lamina!through!which!it!might!perform!a!role!in! prostate! development/homeostasis.! Interestingly,! coBworkers! have! identified!differences!in!Collagen!IV!structure!in!sections!from!wild!type!and!partial!Endo180!knockout!mice!(RodriguezBTeja!et!al.,!!publication!in!preparation).!.!
6.3!Endo180!as!biomarker!and!prostate!cancer!model Prior!to!this!study,!it!had!been!established!that!Endo180!expression!correlates!with!Gleason!grade!on!a!small!prostate!cancer!tissue!microarray.!Here,!the!predictive!value!of!Endo180!expression!in!malignant!prostate!tissue!was!analysed!in!a!large!tissue!microarray!study.!The!correlation!of!Endo180!expression!with!Gleason!grade!was!confirmed.!Additionally,!for!the!first!time!it!was!discovered!that! patients! with! tumours! negative! for! Endo180! expression! displayed! a! highly!significant!increase!in!overall!survival!after!TURP.!Furthermore,!Endo180!was!able!to! predict! disease! outcome! for! patients! diagnosed! with! low! or! intermediate! risk!prostate! cancer.! This! is! the! first! study! that! investigated! a! correlation! between!Endo180!expression!in!tumour!samples!and!clinicopathological!outcome.!However,!the!procedure! for! staining! for!Endo180!expression! in!paraffin! embedded! tissue! is!not! yet! ready! for! deployment! in! a! clinical! environment.! The! reliability! of! antigen!staining! needs! to! be! addressed.! All! available! antibodies! are! targeting! functional!domains.! A! better! understanding! of! the! conformational! changes! of! Endo180!associated!with!receptor!function!(section&3&and&4)!might!lead!to!the!discovery!of!more! robust! staining! techniques! or! the! development! of! Endo180Bbased! in& vivo!imaging!tools.!In!order! to!establish!Endo180!as!a!potential! clinical!marker,!FDA!approved!multiBtissue!areas!were!stained!for!Endo180!expression!with!both,!the!39:10!and!A5:158!antibodies.!In!addition!to!wellBestablished!sites!of!Endo180!expression!such!as!the!skin,!it!was!discovered,!that!Endo180!is!expressed!in!the!Leydig!cells!of!the!testis!as!
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well! as! throughout!most! of! the! gastrointestinalBtract.! The! function! of! Endo180! in!these!tissues!as!well!as!a!potential!involvement!in!disease!processes!in!those!tissues!needs!to!be!addressed.!Furthermore,!the!exact!mechanism!through!which!Endo180!promotes! prostate! cancer! progression! has! yet! to! be! established.! Earlier! studies!showed! that!Endo180! could! act!both! as! an!activator!of! the!Rho!GTPase! signalling!axis!as!well!as!Collagen!uptake!receptor!in!breast!cancer!cells.!Therefore,!Endo180!could! act! as! a! mediator! of! cell! migration! and! chemotaxis! as! well! as! promoter! of!Collagen!turnover!in!prostate!cancer.!The! Rhim! lab! provided! early! stage! prostate! cancer! cell! lines.! Those! cell! lines!together! with! the! commonly! used! LNCaP,! PC3! and! DU145! cells! were! defined! as!multi!cell! line!model!to!study!prostate!cancer!progressions.!This!panel!of!cell! lines!represented!earliest!up!to!late!stage!of!the!disease.!Endo180!was!expressed!in!low!but!detectable! amounts! in! early! stage!prostate! cancer! cells.!While! expression!was!relatively! low! in! EBCadherin! negative! PC3! cells,! EBCadherin! positive! DU145! cells!expressed! the! highest! amount! of! Endo180! amongst! the! members! of! the! panel.!Therefore,! within! this! novel! cell! line! model,! expression! of! Endo180! does! not!correlate!with!tumourigenicity.!However,!the!model!was!found!to!be!well!suited!to!study! the! concept! of! EMT! in! a! prostate! cancer! setting.! Especially! two! cell! lines,! a!hTertBimmortalised! benign! prostate! hyperplasia! cell! line,! RC170N! and! a! hTertBimmortalised! low! risk! (Gleason! grade! 6)! prostate! cancer! cell! line,! RC92a! showed!TGFBß1!dependent!invasive!behaviour!in!an!organotypic!model.!At!the!outset!of!this!thesis!it!was!mentioned!that!the!prostate!cancer!field!relied!on!only!three!cell! lines,!mainly!LNCaP,!DU145!and!PC3!cells.!We!have!discovered!that!these! cells! do! not! align! well! in! a! staged! disease! progression! model.! LNCaP! cells!appeared! to! be! atypical! within! our! multiBcell! line! model.! The! more! recently!developed!cell!lines!included!in!this!study!are!promising!additions!to!the!repertoire!of!available!cell! lines.!These!cell! lines!can!be!used!to!develop!new!models!to!study!the!crucial!process!of!early!prostate!cancer!progression!and!metastasis.!
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Figure&8.1&Evolutionary&conservation&of&Endo180&ectodomains.!Taxonomy!trees!were!generated! using! the! conserved! domain! database! of! NCBI.! The! number! of! open! reading!frames! stored! in! the! NCBI! database,! which! contain! one! or! more! receptor! domains! is!indicated! in!brackets! after! each! class.!Classes!were!broke!out! for!more!details! if! domains!were! significantly! enriched! in!one!particular! subclass.!The!analysis! includes!evaluation!of!the:! Ricin! B! domain;! Fibronectin! type! II! (FNII)! domain;! and! CBtype! lectin! like! domains!(CTLD’s);!of!Endo180.!
